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Immense Parade of Striking Miners at
Wilkesbarre Yesterday.
President Mitchell Makes a NonCommittal Speech.

the morning there will be
firemen, olvio organizations
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Centre, Kasson, Rochester, St Charles,
and three speeches here tc<
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The region
agricultural

traversed todav is
a
rloty
section
and Mr, Bryan’8
addressed especially to farmers, the trust question receiving even
a greater share of attention than usual.
remarks were
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burned at the stake in the little
of Eclectic, 15 miles from this
town
a half hour alter midnight this
place,
morning. The crime with which he was
charged was an attempted assault upon
forecast:
Boston, October 2.—Local
> Mrs. Lennle Harrington, and her husFair weather Wednesday and probably
band set fire to the
pile which reduced
Thursday; fresh, easterly winds.
Townsend’s body to ashes.
Washington, October 2.—Forecast for
1
afternoon
about
o’clock, Wednesday and Thursday: New EngYesterday
the negro, a nephew of the negro Flood, land:
Fair Wednesday and Thursday;
who was
hung in the Wetumpka ;aU warmer in the Interior Wednesday; light
to fresh
northeasterly winds, becoming
week before last for attempted assault,
The SOFT FELT HATS that
brisk off the southern coast.
to
Mrs.
outrage
attempted
Harrington.
mean head comfort for you and all /
LOCAL WEATHER REPORT.
who wear them.
They have a > The woman’s soreams were heard by anlocal
Oot. 2, 1900. —The
€
Portland,
this
make
other negro who was passing along the
up, particularly
stylish
weather bureau records the 'oliowing:
fall;—the colors too, are just about / road at the time. He ran to Hi? house
thermome8 a. in.—Barometer. 80.508;
right.
y In time to see the negro escape. As soon ter, 64; dew
point, 54; ret.humidity, 100;
Nothing is lucking in our Soft f as Mrs
was brought back to direction •«£
the
Harrington
wind,
N; velocity of
2
Felt Hat display.
the wind, It; state of weather, foggy.
consciousness he gave the alarm.
8 p. ra.—Barometer,'^80.491; thermomeThe news spread rapidly. All'the stores
dew point, 54; rel. humidity, 92;
in Eclectic were closed, all the gins^and ter, 56;
of
direction of the wind, ; E;
velocity
saw mills
shut down; the people left the wind, It.; state of weather, clear.
THE HATTER,
their wagons in the road and their plows
Maximum temperature, 65; minimum
197 Middle St. )
and gathered for a pursuit temperature, 52; mean temperature, 58;
in the field
maximum
wiud velocity, 12 SE; precipiThe crowd divided, some
/ of the negro.
Geo. A. Coffist, M's’it.
tation—24 hoims, 0,
scouring the woods near the soene of the
WEATHER OBSERVATIONS.
crime and others went to the penitentihounds.
The dogs were
ary for blood
The agricultural department
weather
not brought to the scene until nearly bureau for
yesterday, Oct. 1, takeu at
dark, They were taken to where the nep. in., meridan time, the observation for
T ina .
gro’s tracks disappeared and an exciting this section being given in this order:
The dogs stopped at a
chase ensued.
Temperature, direction of wind, state of
tree on the outskirts of the town.
The weather:
crowd coming up soon discovered the
Boston, 58 degrees,
NE, clear; New
negro
sitting on a limb. He was
brought down at once and taken to the York 68 degrees, E,cloudy; Philadelof Portland,' Maine.
soene of his crime.
There he was con- phia, 66 degrees, ^E, cloudy; Washingfronted
by his victim who positively ton, 66 degre-3, NE, rain; Albany, 64
identified him. The negro wa3 taken to degrees, SE, clear; Buffalo, 74 degrees,
the edge of the village and surrounded SE, p. cldy; Detroit, 70 degrees, SE,clear;
The preparations for death Chicago, 64 degrees, E, ddy; St. Paul,
by the mob.
A stake was pre- 66 degrees, SE, rain;
were quickly made.
Huron, Dakota,
48 dethe
pared and
negro was bound to it 56'degrees, NW, cldy; Bismarck,
and Undivided
with chains. Pine knots were piled about grees,
E, cloudy; Jacksonville, 78 deSolicits the accounts of Banks,Mer- him and the flames Were fired by the hus- grees, NE, p. cloudy
cantile Finns, Corporations and band of the negro’s victim. The crowd
looked
deaf to the victim's loud
Individuals, and is pi-epared to fur- cries foron,
and in an hour he was
nish its patrons the best facilities reduced tomercy
ashes.
and liberal accommodations.
Townsend, berore
being bound, oonfessod the crime, and said he was also
Implicated with fAlexander] Floyd, who
was hung a couple of weeks ago for an
attempted assault on Miss Kate Pearson
in the attempt at that time. He said
he
and Floyd
had planned for other
orimes of like character; but that Floyd's
being hung put a stop to them.
and
wa3
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MAINE’S GREATEST STORE

AN IMPROMPTU DUEL.
Tuscaloosa, Ala., Octobers.— Rodney
Lowry,
nephew of ex-Gov Lowry of
Mississippi, fought a duel this morning
at Moundsvllle, Ala
15 miles from
here, with W. H, White, section foreman.
Doth, it is believed, were fatally
woundetft
Lowry is the agent for the railroad
company at Mcundsville. This morning
he had some words with Section Foreman White
over the moving of a car of
cotton seed.
White,
alleged, threatened Lowry, and Lowry procured a pistol
from his office White was already armed
and as Lowry returned to the platform
the men began
shooting at eaoh other
advancing as they fired.
Lowry was shot four times, In the leg,
rlghe side,
right forearm and chest.
Each man fired five times, but Lowry’s
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HEATING.

GEO. P. GORNiSH,

Expert work in ste.am, hot water
and furnace heating costs less than
you think if you let us do it.
An
estimate is free.
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The great trouble in trying
sell what are called patent
medicines is that so many claims
have been made for them that
people don’t or won’t believe
what honest makers cay.
We have been telling our
story sixty years. Did we ever
deceive you once?
If we make
statement
that
isn’t
any
so, we
will stand the loss.
Go to the
druggist and get your money
back.
to

Our©.

Space Is limited to tell all the benefits mankind has received from its use. Our magazine
work may be a benefit to you.
To fully get
acquainted with its usefulness, call upon H.
P. 8. Gould, Apothecary, 577 Congress street,
for free sample aud orange booklet.
Notice
window.
septildlmlp
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Regular consulting Optician at Maine
"Wesleyan Seminary, Kent Hill, and many
Wetumpka, Ala., October 9.—Winfield
other leading New England schools.
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Here’s an example. Ayer’s
Cherry Pecf oral is a good cure
for a cough that comes from a
cold. Your cough, if you have
one, may not come from a cold;
your doctor will tell you about
that.
It is a straight medicine with
sixty years of cures back of it.
There isn’t a ghost of the ordinary patent thing about it.

J. C. Ayer Company,

St.
Fractal

Chemists,

Lowell,

Mast,

—_

Ayer’s Sarsaparilla
Ayer’s Pills
Ayer’s Ague Cure

Ayer’s Hair Vigor
Ayer’s Cherry Pectoral

Ayer’s

Coma tone

Philadelphia, October 2.—No break has
yet occurred in the ranks of the striking
mine workers though additional nqtices
of
the oiler of an increase of ten per
cent in wages were posted throughout the
In fact there were many
indications
today of an intent on the
part of the strikers to insist on other concessions
and to also remain out until
the
operators
give reco nition to their
national organization.
The feature of the day was the parade
and the mass meeting of mine workers
at Wilkesbarre arranged with the object
of
demonstrating the strength of the
United Mine Workers.
A conservative
estimate places the number of
sti'lkers
in the
procession at 15,08-> and the day

region today.

generally given .up as a holiday by
of Wilkesbarre and
the people
other
Uuzerne county towns. The mass meeting was addressed by President Mitchell
ani other officers of the miners’ organi-

was

zation.
In his speeoh Mr. Mitchell did not intimate anything as to th9 probability of
an early convention of miners, and after
the
meeting when questioned on that
subjeot, he said that not a local union
had requested the calling of a convention.
A significant move in this direction,
however, developed tonight at Shenandoah where all the local branches of
the
United Mine Workers held meetings and
selected delegates to a convention to be
called later by President Mitchell. This
Is the first announcement
of the selection of convention delegates. The entire
was
and
quiet today
region
very few
mines were in operation.

WILKESBARRE MEETING.
15,000

Miners

Paraded

And

Heard

Speech By Preg. Mitchell.

Pa., October 2.—The parade and mass meeting of the
striking
miners in this city today was the greatest
Wilkesbarre,

labor demonstration ever held In Northeastern Pennsylvania.
The weather was
favorable for a large turnout.
President Mitchell, and party, arrived
from Hazleton, shortly alter one o’clock
and were met at the depot by a large and

their clerks viewed the parade from their
office buildings.
One coal man-said It
was a very creditable demonstration.
It
was after 4 o'clock when the last of the
marchers swept past President Mitchell
Then he and his colleagues were driven
to West Side park,
where the big mass
meeting was held. For several hours a
crowd had been gathering there and it
was estimated that nearly 20,000 persons
were massed in front of the stand when
the labor president began to speak.
The
reception he got from the crowd was most
enthusiastic.
T. D. NIcholls, president of district
No. 1, comprising the Lackawanna and
Wyoming regions, was the ohairman of
the meeting.
After George Purcell of
Indiana, member of the national executive board and the liev. P. J. Dunn of
made
short
Wilkesbarre,
addressee,
President Mitchell was Introduced. He
said:
“Fellow workingmen:—A man would
indeed be devoid of feeling if he were not
proud to have the opportunity to stand
before a multitude like this who are'making a light for something it believes to be
1 am proud to know that you are
just.
composed of coal miners and their familI am proud to know that yon comies.
mand in
this fight the respect of the
clergymen, that you have the sympathy
of the public and that the great American press has said with one voice that
your cause is a righteous one
“The greatest strike in the history of
the world Is drawing to a close. ‘Already
the greatj coal carrying railroads] have
agreed to inorease your wages ten per
cent which is a great victory in itself.
True it is not enough, it does not satisfy
us but the
time is not far distant when
the anthracite coal miners will receive as
much for their labor as any other class of
workmen In the world.
“This strike shall not be declared off by
me.
It shall not be ended until a convention of miners shall so decide. Every
union and every colliery will be asked to
send one or more delegates to a convention to determine the question for themselves.”
Mr. Mitchell then reviewed briefly the
struggles of the miners during the past
that tho winners
forty years and said
cannot expect to have all the evils which
have been heaped upon them during the
last half century of unorganized labor
righted at once. Continuing Mr. Mitchell said he was confident of victory in the
end. He urged the miners to stand together and asked that no man return to
the mines until the victory is oomplete
The national president was followed by
Fred Dicher of Ohio; Benjamin
James

issue

militarism, imperialism

Waitt and Bond’s

BUOKSTONE
CSCAR.

af

given a cheer and then driven to their
hotel.
The parade, headed by President Mitchell and the officers of the national execua
started
little after two
tive hoard,
o'clock and It required
an hour and
twenty minutes to pass a given point. It
is estimated that there were fully 15,OOU
men and breaker boys in line. The great
bulk of the parade was made up of stalAs a rule they were well
wart men.
dressed and some of them
from their
appearance might be taken for a body of
The music was furnished by
farmers.
about 40 brass bands and drum
corps.
Many banners and transparencies were
carried by the men.
Among the most
noticeable were these:
“We want our dinner palls filled with
substantial food not coal barons5 taffy.’*
“We are fighting a cause that Is just
and right.'5
“Stand by President Mitchell and the
union,’’
“Our union must be recognized.”
“We will be no longer slaves.”
“2^10 pounds for a ton,”
“We want two weeks’ pay.”
The breaker boys carried banners which
read:
“We need schooling, but must work.”
“Save us from the whinvg^the sheriff
and deputies
J “Down with oppression; we will stand
bv Mitchell.”
The parade passed over the principal
streets of the city antf thousands of peocle lined the sidewalks. The men from
Pittston had a float with four men representing “Coal barons.” They were drinking what purported to be champagne.
Directly following was a float with men
dining on bread and water. A stretcher
was carried containing a dummy representing a miner who had just lost his
ife In a mine."
President Mitchell reviewed the great
irmy on the river common.
He was generously applauded by the
narchers, Business was at a standstill
The supern th3 city all the afternoon.
ntendents of the coal companies and
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Embezzlement,

onHo firm now,

sales

tj

Blackst

cocted the whole
scheme of
embezzleIt may even be shown that
ment.
he
secured for himself something between

$28,000.”
Mr, Ernest Eee Conant, special counsel
and

one

Cigars equal

I

Havana, October 2,—The Havana Post
referring today to the postoffice frauds,
made the following statement:
“We have been quietly and on oar own
account working up the case against Mr.
Estes G. liathbone, and we now believe
that be will be charged with having con-

$27,000

The states con-

are

admitted to be in doubt.
When
shown this Republican claim,
Mr. Richardson for the Democrats, characterized it as only “so muoh boasting.”
He added that the Democrats also hac|
a poll, which was very different from the
Republican one, but that It would nob

Concocted Whole Scheme of Cuban Post
Office

doubt.

Alabama, Arkansas,
Florida, Ueorgia, Louisiana, Mississippi,
the Carollnas, Texas and Virginia. In
the doubtful column is put
Colorado,
Idaho, Kentuoky, Missouri, Montana, Nevada, Nebraska and Utah. Everything
else Is put down for McKinley,but Indiana f whloh, |$with
Its 15
la
votes,

RATHBONE PRINCIPAL.

Delegates

October 2,—In a statement

put down as In
ceded to Bryan’

ognition.
The evening meeting at Plattsmouth
was also a great success in point of numbers and Interest.
The meeting closed
the day’s itlnery.

St.

Convention of

M©.'

tional committee
claims 266 votes certain in the electoral college for Mr. McKinley, 112 for Mr. Bryan and 54 were

was

more

tor Examination.

For

Republican headquarters
through Committeeman Manley, the na-

and
At the conclusion of
patriotism.
his speech on his way from the stand to
his carriage, he was fairly mobbed by a
wildly eager crowd who wished to shake
his hand or to get a word or look of rec-

LOST.

Johns, N. F., October 2.—Four
vessels with crews aggrefishing
gating 35 men, were posted today as having been lost during tbe great gale of
is lixely to comThis
September 13,
plete the list of looal disasters.

Assured

Magnificent Re-

Citizens of

October 2—Governor
accorded a magnificent
reception this afternoon by the citizens
of Lincoln.
Nothing equal to it has yet
been S9en during the progress of the Governor's journey through the west.
Arriving at the capital house square
Roosevelt was conducted to a reviewing
stand, before which the long procession
passed in review, occupying more than[an
There
hour.
were many unique and
amusing features in the parade.
After the procession had passed in review, Governor Roosevelt was conducted
Roosevelt

of

stitution.

8.

Kinley.

has travelled

Doesn’t Say Whether Advance
Offered Should Be Accepted.

GENT

night.

a speaker’s stand, where he
spoke for
three-quarters of an hour, going over
the same ground In his remarks as he

of suita-

ble lenses.

ot

to
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Providence, October 2.—Charles T. McLaughlin, formerly of Augusta, Me., was
indicted by the grand jury today on a
charge of murdering Charles Drape, an
insane patient
at the
state hospital.
The
indiotment
while
alleges that
drunk McLaughlin punched and jumped
upon
Drape, causing his death. The
prisoner was formerly keeper at the inPOSTED AS

In

parade

and trades exhibitions.
The exhibiton of stock and produce a t
the fair this year is large. The vegetabl e
display is not so good as usual, as the
The
past summer has been very dry.
fruit display is large and of excellent
There
is
a
exhibition
of
quality.
good
live stook. The poultry display is larger
than that at the State fair.

MURDER.

examined tho

e

lieved hundreds of
strain

of the eyes

are

■?"chool

of students am

October 2.—The recent visit of
the
Women's Christian
Temperance
Union seems to be bearing fruit quickly.
Last night the board of aldermen passed
a resolution
declaring that the prohibitory law should be strictly enforced and
that the presiding
justice of the next
term of court be notified that Calais expects a strict construction of the law with
the extreme penalty for every conviction
for its violation.
This morning the police were ordered to dose ev ry drinkthis city by v ednesday
ing place in
next, to cease smoking on the streets,
riding back and forth on the electrics,
loafing,etc,It Is possible that St S tephen,
N. B., just across from Calais will enforce similar orders.
AUGUSTA

O.

2,

I make tl

3.

AT BRYAN’S HOME.

Calais,

-*-

Whose eyes troub

OCTOBER

Prohibi-

tory haw.

Eclectic, Ala,

We refer to the handiwork of the modern
Silversmith, whose artistic productions in
his precious metal are treasur ed by every
bride; to the rich specimens of brilliant Cut
Glass, the equal of any make; and to the
Jewelry, beautifully wrought iu gold and
set with gems.

CONGRESS

MORNING,

WAVE STRIKES CALAIS.

difficult Vo select from our wares
Rifts of intrinsic value, that are iu them,
selves an oppression of congratulation and
It Is uot

50!>

WEDNESDAY

PRESS. S

last ball
was the only cne that struck
White.
This last shot was tired within
live feet of him and struck White in the
abdomen. Low#, with his right forearm
shot, then ^clubbed White Into Insensibility with the butt end of his pistol. White
has a wife and three children; Lowry Is
33 years old and single. Both men are
in a critical condition.
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three
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St53 m
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cigars.

of the
government in the matter when
asked
to confirm or deny tne assertions
of the Post replied that
he would not
deny or confirm them.
He said, however,
that the investigations had not been coniined to a mere revision of accounts.
At today’s meeting of the Havana municipality, no vote was taken on the question of accepting the improved pians for
The subject will
sewerage and paving.
be further considereu at the next session.

yearly
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or

ten

totem.
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Painting
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EM

We’re

showing some
specimens of
inexpensive China, suitbeautiful
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BANGOR FESTIVAL.

able for gifts
time, displaying

Sr

at

[I

any

the true

German decoraIt’s Cobalt Ware,
Dainty Vases.
'Frays,
Pitchers, Cigar Sets and
Match Boxes.
art of
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Principals Given Great lleceptlons
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by Big Audiences.

Bangor,
the second

tors.
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October
2 —The concerts of
day of the Maine Music Fes-

tival were

largely attended, many people coming from the eastern and northern portions
of the stats.
At the afternoon concert 2000 people greeted Signor
Campanari on his first appearance in
this oity, and he was given a great ovation. He was heard in three numbers and
encored again and again, In the
was
evening Mine, Sohumann-Heink scored
a triumph,
the ovation given her being
unlike any seen here since Mme. Sembrioh sang last year.
She sang beautifully and the audience of 2700 people
was so
enthusiastic that she sang one
little song
for an encore, three times.
The orchestral and choral work was excellent and the cantata “Fair Ellen,” in
which Miss Sybil Sarnmis and D. B.Caln
appeared In the leading roles, was given
an interesting rendition.

BURBANK, DOUGLASS & CO.,
.242 Middle St.

Business
See Our 500

<
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Office ami Home Sizes

\CARDWELL

PRINTERS—IX

CLARK

Must Mane Room
We

must

make

for

room

large

lines of Footwear for Fall and Winter wear, and also must clean up oixr
stock, and in order to do this we have
decided to cut the prices One Hull
on several
lots of Misses’ and Children’s Boots.

October 2.—At the Democratic
convention
here today the followwas nominated by
acclama-

Boston,

For Governor—Robert
Treat
Paine,
of Boston,
For
Lieutenant
Governor—John B.
O’Donnell of Northampton.
For Presidential Electors—Hon, Thomas Wentworth Higginsori of Cambridge,
Hon. T'nomas J. Gargaa of Boston.
For Secretary of State—Gen. Luther
Stephenson of Hingham.
For
Treasurer—Joseph L. Chalifoux
of Lowell.
For Auditor—E, Gerry Brown of Brockton.
For Attorney General—John C. Crosby
of Pittsfield.

Jr.,

executive board and
“Mother
Mary
Jones.*'
After the meeting President
Mitchell was
driven through cheering
orowds to his hotel, where he will remain
until eight o'clock tomorrow gmorning
when he will return to Hazelton.
Mitchell’s address so far
President’s
as outlining
any future move on toe
of
the
labor
leaders is concerned,
part
was a
He intimated
disappointment
strongly last night that he would deiine
the
position of the union today on the CONGRESSIONAL NOMINATIONS,
His failure to
ten per cent concession.
do so has caused, the impression to go out
Boston, October 2.—Senator Charles
that he is still undecided what should be T. Witt, of East Boston was nominated
for
done.
Congress by acclamation at the ninth
Republican concongressional district
RECOGNITION THE THING WANTED vention tonight.
Dr.
George B. Pierce of Milton was
for Congress in the tenth
Wilkesbarre, October 2,—The miners of nominated
the Wyoming valley did not respond to district at the Republican convention at
the notices posted by the companies last Union hall tonight.
night offering a ten per cent Increase in
The collieries are all idle this NEW MILL TO BE BUILT AT MADwages.
morning as usual, the only exception
ISON.
being the mine of the West End Coal
company at Macanaqaa.
Madison, October 2.—Ten or a dozen
Mr. Palmer, the chairman of the press
engineers are now at Madison surveying
Workers for the dam and paper mill to be built
committee of the United Mine
council here, told the Associated Press as soon Jjas plans 1 can be completed. It
representative today that the offer made is hoped work upon the dam can be
commenced this fall and the paper mill
by the operators would not be accepted.
He said:
early in the spring.
*
We are uot after dollars and cents so
much as we are after principle. We want
YOUTSEY ON TRIAL.
recognition, that is the main thing, and
Georgetown, Ky., October 2,—Henry
until we get it I am afraid there will be
Youtsey, a stenographer in the office of
no settlement.”
Gov. Taylor during' the latter’s Incumbency, was called for trial today in Judge
MERCHANTS’ CARNIVAL AT ELLS- Cantrill’s court, on the charge of being
a
WORTH.
principal In the shooting of Gov. Goebel.
Ellsworth, October 2,—The three days’
Merchants’ Carnival and Hancock CounBRYAN MADE 18 SPEECHES.
by fair, opened here today.
are
the
most
elaborate
decorations
The
Laci’osse, Wis., October 2—When W.
the city has ever known, every business J. Bi'yan concluded his last speech here
house and many residences being smoth- bonight, he had made 18 addresses and
about 15 hours of time
ered with bunting. The night illumina- dad covered
colored inoan- luring the day.
tion of Main street with
lescents lights is one of the features.
Beginning at 8 o’clock In the morning
The carnival opened this morning with he talked at Intervals until 11 o’clock
in fully six hours of
baud concerts, a hose reel race for juve- bonight, putting
nile teams, a cake walk for the chain
speechmaking. His first speeoh was made
plonship of the state, running races and it Shakopee and after that appearance
This evening: there was a band he spoke in succession at Jordan, Belle
sports.
concert and ball at Hancock hall.
Piaihe, Henderson, St. Peter, Mankato,
Waseoak Towatona, Dodge
Wednesday i« to be the big day^. of the Janesville,

&

Exchange St.
sept29dlwlp
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ing ticket
tinn

busy fo see them here telephone for
salesman to call at your office.

If too
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MASSACHUSETTS
DEMOCK ATT C
TICKET.
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Men

Samples

Our new goods are arriving daily
and for a few days only will we offer
these extraordinary trades:
or bxxtton Boot, forprice $1.25, now 60c.
Misses’ lace or button Boot, for-

Child’s lace

mer

price $8.50,

mer

now

75c,

CENTER & MCDOWELL,
539

Congress

St

FOOTWEAR FITTERS.

The Neater You Are
you will like good black
;ENSON’S CHARCOAL to kindlo with,
I t’s black but clean—and kindles a fire

t xe

better

J

1 a

half tho timo yon can doit with wood.
BIG BAG 10c AT ALL GROCERS.

(No.

811.)

1F
«

rouR
EYES
weak that the sunlight affects
them, it is about time that you had
them looked after. The eye is one of
the most valuable organs of the body,
and the one that does the most work.
You cannot afford to lose them. Let
and I will tell
me examine them,
you what the trouble is and wlxat to
do. I am making a science of the eye
are so

and

spectacle

A. M.

business.

WENTWORTH,

I Practical
546 1-3

Optician,

Congress St.

Office Hours,-

*

Between Powers On China
la

Sight.

On Basis of

Sec’y Hay’s

Note.

llussia And The United States In

libations commanded by your Majesty
suffice for all these innocent ones? I do
not make your Majesty
personally responsible for the outrage against the legations, which are held inviolable among
all nations, Dor for the grievous wrongs
done so many nations and faiths and
to the subjects of
your Majesty of my
Christian belief.
But, the- advisers of
your
Majesty’s throne and tne officials
on
whose heads rests the
blood
guilt
of a crime which nils all Christian nations
with horror, must expiate their
abominable deed.
When your Majesty
brings tnem to the punishment they have
I
that
will
deserved,
regard as an expiation which will satisfy the nations of
Christendom.
“If your Majesty will use your imperial
power for this purpose accepting to that
end the
support of all the injured nations,
I, for my part, declare myself
agreed on that point. I should also gladly welcome the return of your Majesty
to Pekin.
For this, my general, Field
Marshal Von Waldersee,will be instructed
not only to receive your Majesty with tne
honors due your rank, but he will also
afford your Majesty the military protection you may desire and which you may
need against the rebels.
“I also long for peace which makes
good
wrongs done and which offers to
allf foreigners in^China security for life
for the free
and property and, above all,
service or their religion.
William
I, K.’:
(Signed)

OPERATED IN PORTLAND.
Will

Photographers Arrested
In

Are

Mass.

Fire For

Insurance.

Burned

Out

Here Last Winter.

Probable

Explanation

of Foster-

Avery Fire of Feb. 13.

ANOTHER TIE.
Boston

of Imperial Deei Park.

Also Falls In-

Germany

to Line.

Russian

Legation Departs

For Tien Tsiu.

Washington,October 3.—Favorable news
has reached Washington from the European chancellories, Indicating that a comwithin
plete agreement as to China is
The
agreement will be on the
sight.
basis of the
propositions laid down by
Secretary Hay in his note of July 3rd and
the subsequent notes treating of that subThe] accord of Russia with the
ject
Unite! States is more complete than was
anticipated at first and reports show that
all of the European nations probably are
placing themselves In position to take
advantage of the opening]made by the
United States and soon will be ready to
begin negotiations for a settlement with
the Chinese government.
The Russians
already have given notice of such purpose and while the text of the French
note on this subject referred to In today s
de spatches
has not reached the
press
state department,
the officials are satisfied that this is correctly reported and
that France, like Russ la, is ready to negotiate at once.
As for Germany, either the position of
that government has been misunderstood
cr
it has sustained a change of mind
Possibly the former is the case ; but,
however, that may be, it is quite certain
from the advices which have
reached
Washington today that the German government upon careful Inspection of the
plans for a settlement projected by the
United Sates,finds therein nothing inconsistent with the German
aspirations.
Then it may be expected that Germany,
will
be
too,
prepared soon to join in
this common movement toward a settlement.
it may be stated that, altogether,
the
prospects of an adjustment of the
Chinese difficulty without resort to formal war are very much brighter than
they were one week ago.
The news developments of the day were
few, being confined to a cablegram from
Mr. Conger reciting the departure of the
Russians minister and suite from Pekin
and an authentication by Minister Wu
for the edict providing for the
punishment of Tuan and the guilty princes,

WILLIAM
Chinese

TO

Emperor

tions Don’t

KWANG SU.

Informed that hlba-

Settle

for Dead Ambas-

sadors.

Berlin. October 2,—The following is
the text of the
Chinese Emperor’s message to Emperor William of Germany: £
S “Greeting:—That your Majesty’s minister has fallen a victim to the
rising
which suddenly broke out in China without cur officials being able to
prevent it,
whereby our friendly relations were disturbed, is deeply deplored and regretted.
By decreee we order that sacrifice be
altar for the deceased, and
Chief Secretary Kun Yang has been in-

made

on

an

libations on the altar.
superintendents of the
northern
and southern ports have been
ordered to take
the needful measures
concerning the conveyance of the coffin
of the deceased.
When it
reaches Germany a second offering shall be made on
an altar.
‘'Germany has always maintained the
friendliest
relations with China,
We
therefore entertain the hope that
your
Majesty will renounce all resentment so
that peace may
be arranged as soon as
possible and that universal harmony be
rendered possible for all time.
This is
our most anxious nope and our most ardent wish.”
Emperor William replied SeDtember 30
as follows:
“To the Emperor of China:
“i» the German Emperor, have received
the telegram of your" Majesty, the Emperor of China. I have observed with
satisfaction that your Majesty is anxious
to expiate, according to tne custom
and
precept of
your religion the shameful
murder
of
minister
my
which set at
civilization.
naught all
Yet, as the
G rman Emperor and a
I canChristian,
net
that
regard
abominable crime as
atoned tor by a libation. Beside
my murdered
minister, there have gone before
the throne of God a
large number of our
brethren of Christian faith, bishops and
missionaries, women and children, who,
for the sake of their faith, which is also
mine, died the violent death of martyrs
and are accusers of your
Majesty. Do the
structed to pour
The
commercial

[PERUNAl
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Press.)

Pekin, Wednsday, September 26.—via
Taku, Saturday,
September 29, and
Shanghai, October 2.—The German column consisting of 1700 men under Gen.
Von Hoepfner encountered a small Boxforce south of the Imperial deer park
yesterday and killed 49 of the Chinese
The
during a fight which followed.
Chinese were put to flight and scattered.
Four Germans were wounded.
Chi Hsin, a member of the Tsung Bi
Yemen and noted antl-foreign statesman
and a patron of the Boxers was captured
in the imperial city by the Japanese. His
fate has not been determined upon.
Pekin, September 26, via Shanghai,
October 2 —The object of
yesterday’s
movement south of the imperial hunting
park was to punish the Chinese for firing on a German patrol. Gen. Von Ho9pfner’s force, wnich included a battery,
burned several villages whore arms were
er

The

the Associated

round.

The

Marlboro, Mass., October 2.—Fire Marshal. Whitcomb held an investigation at
his office in Boston today of the fire that
took place
in a photographic gallery
here on
the morning of September 19,
as a result he placed under arrest
George Critcherson, Fred Boberts and
Charles Hammond, on the charge of setThe men ware brought
ting the fire.
here tonight
by State Officer Dunham
and

and Assistant Fire Marshal Scott of MilThe police say that Critcherson
ford.
broke down when questioned by the marshal and confessed to setting the lire.
It
Is said the method pursued by these men
was

for

Critcherson

to go to a town,

photograph gallery, he being an
then
sell out to
expert photographer,
the other two after the property had been
well Insured.
Then Critcherson, it is
said, would ostensibly leave town and
in a short time the building would be
open

a

German commander then proceed- gutted by tire.
It is claimed tbat these
Nan
Hung Nsn and dispersed a men worked in this manner in Portland,
Half
body of Boxers outside the town.
were armed with
rifles and the others Me., and had planned to do the same in
Critcherson is over 60
with pikes and swords.
Some or them Winthrop, Me,
age and is said to belong in
advanced to within 20 yards of tife Ger- years of
Portland,
The
other
men are younger
man rifles, performing Boxer
exercises
and th8ir homes are not known, although
and were mowed down.
they are believed to have come from
somewhere in Maine.
The men
will be arraigned in court
WILL VISIT PAO TING FU LATER.
tomorrow afternoon.
Taku, September 29.—The expedition
to Pao TaiDg Fa has been postponed and
the start will not be made until October
Fred Roberts, one of the men arrested
6.
General Gaselee and the German gen- at
Marlboro, is known in this city, beeral will command tde Pekin and Tien
ing formerly a member ot the firm of
Tsin columns respectively.
had a photoThe Russians have occupied Tong Shan Merrow & Roberts, who
without opposition.
The New South graphic gallery in the Foster & Avery
Wales contingent of the British troops
On the
building on Congress street.
will winter in Pekin.
morning of February 13 of this year a
LI HUNG WILL NEGOTIATE
AT tire broke out in the
Foster & Avery
TIEN TSIN.
The
tire originated in the
building.
Tien Tsin, September
via Taku, apartment of Merrow & Roberts, though
September 29, via Shanghai, October 2.— just where and how it
caught were never
(Copyright 1900 by the Associated Press.)
The damage
Li Hung Chang has abandoned his de- satisfactorily explained.
cision to proceed to Pekin and will, it is to the occupants of the building was
announced, begin negotiations with the considerable.
Merrow & Roberts valued
Russian minister to China, M. DaGiers,
their property at $5,000 and it was stated
Tsin.
upon the latter’s arrival at Tien
time that their insurance was
General Chaffee has designated the ninth at the
infantry, the third squadron of the sixth heavy, though the amount was not givcavalry and battery F to reamin at Pe- en.
He
kin.
estimates that it will take a
It could not be learned/this morning
month
to get the American troons out
of China,
whether
Critcherson established the
saloon and sold it to
Merrow & RobFRENCH NOTE CONFIRMED.
erts.
Critcherson's name does not apOctober
2
—An
official
of
th8
Paris,
French foreign office formally confirmed pear in the directory and no one at the
today the accuracy of the detail of police station had ever heard of his being
France’s note to the powers on the Chi- In this
city.
nese
as
question,
telegraphed from
There was no public knowledge at
Vienna.
In this note France agrees that it is nec- the time that Roberts & Merrow were
essary to obtain satisfaction for the anti- suspected of setting the fires.
foreign attack, but suggests that negotiations should begin immediately on the
ENGLISH ELECTIONS.
other questions at Issue
The note also proposes the permament
prohibition of the import of arms and Mr. Laboucliere Among Those To Be
ammunition into China, the
razing of
Returned Yesterday.
the fortiflcp-tions between Pekin and the
and
the
maintenance
of
sea,
legation
guards.
London, Ootober 3—3 30 a, m.—YesterMISSIONARIES MURDERED.
day’s pollings in the parliamentary genWashington, October 2.—Mr. Goodnow, eral election leave the state of parties at
consul general
of the United States at present as follows:
Ministerialists
178- T.ibaralo as.
Shanghai, reports to the department of
state in his despatch of August 25, 1900,
19.
iionallsts,
the
murder of two Amerijust received,
Of the 233 seats thus disposed of the
missionaries
can
Miss Hattie J. Rice
and Miss Mary E. Huston, both of the
Ministerialists, or rather the ConservaChina island mission, and stationed at
tives, have gained six, including StockLu Cheng, in Shansi province.
It is understood that a sister of Miss ton, Middlesboro and Leicester, and the
Rice resides
at Hartford, Conn
and Liberal
seven,
including Gloucester,
that Miss Huston’s mother resides at
Grantham, Northampton, Swanseatown,
Ala,
Mobile,
Hastings and South Wolverhampton.
A SHANGHAI RUMOR.
Increased
Conservative majorities ara
London, Ootober 3.—4.50 a. m.—There especially noticeable in London and Lanis no fresh
news from China today ex- cashire.
Almost all the London divisions were
cept a Shanghai rumor that the allies
have captured Shan Hal Kwan, and a polled yesterday. B
from
Canton
So far from Mr. Henry
that
mission
report
Labouchere
property has been destroyed at Kung Mun on losing his seat in consequence of his
the West river.
correspondence with Mr Kruger, Northampton is now represented by two L1dGERMANY LIKES IT.
erals.
Mr.
Labouchere, however, did
Berlin, October 2—The German papers not head the poll, although he secured a
print the alleged Trench note to the pow- heavy vote.
A few Scottish constituencies have been
ers
regarding the Chinese settlement,
and all comment
All show that the Liberals are
it in the most polled.
upon
favorable terms. The Treissinige Zeitung holding their own in Scotland.
Among
th8 interesting new Liberal members is
says:
“if the note be genuine harmony be- Mr. Henry Norman, of the London Hally
tween the powers is at last assured,”
Chronicle, who was elected member for
The reply
of Great Britain to Ger- Wol verhampton.
many's proposal is expected very soon
Uproarious scenes occurred in the Berand the
belief is still held here that it mondsey
division of Southwark, Lonlast evening, partly owing to the
will be favorable.
don,
disappointment felt at the inability of
Mr. Winston Churchill, the newly elected
BRIEFLY TOLD.
member for Oldham to make a speech he
Mr
Churchill wired
promised.
It is announced that Melbourne will had
that Mr. Balfour had “Commandeered”
be the capital of Conferate Australia.
him to speak at Stockport. Mr. Henry
Second Lieutenant Max Wagner of the J. C.
Cust, former^ editor of the Ball
26th Regiment of volunteers, was killed Mall Gazette understook
to speak in Mr.
on the island of Panay, October 1,
Churchill’s place, but me with a very
Congressman Ernest W. Roberts of hostile reception, was obliged to abandon
Chelsea was renominated by acclamation the attempt
and was assailed and malby the Republicans of the seventh Massa- treated, the meeting breaking up In conchusetts district.
fusion.
Perry Belmont was
nominated for
WILLIAMSPORT, PA. FIRE.
Congress by the Democrats of the first
New
York distriot,
in convention at
Williamsport, Pa., Odfober 3—2 a. m.—
L.
Mlneola,
I,, Tuesday afternoon,
Shortly after midnight lire broke out in
g Kansas, in celebration of the fiftieth the large shoe shop of J.E.Bayton & Co.,
of
and
her
at 2 o'clock this
admission
anniversary
into the
morning was not
Union, as a Territory, purposes to hold under control. The plant will be a total
in 1904, at Topeka, her capital
city, an loss. The factory and contents are valued
interstate exposition,
at 1300,000.
Adjoining property is in
The North Pole Is the mathematical imminent danger of being burned.*
at
the
northern termination of the
point
THE LAHIES.
earth’s axis
Whether land or water be
there the phenomena of the sun
during
The
effect and perfect safety
pleasant
the polar day or of the star
during! the with which
ladies may use Syrup of
night would indicate its position.
Figs,
under all conditions,
A new cork for poison bottles
makes it their
ought to
be very effective in the prevention of mis- favoi It)
remedy. To get the true and
haps. It has a kind of anchor attached to
genuine article, look for the name of the
it so that the cork cannot be
entirely sep- California
arated from the bottle,
Fig Syrup Co. printed near
and it gives a
warning click when the cork has reached the bottom of the package. For ^sale by
the limit of withdrawal.
all druggists.
ed to

|

thing has happened?’’
“Yes, we know a man who only
weeks

ago

fougnt

him

a

r

\

Bladder

§nfimm@s§a
No one but the sufferer

can imagine the
pain and
discomfort of this dread trouble. It is impossible to
while
your back aches as though
perform any work
it would break. Note how often you feel the necessity of passing water, and note also its character
when it comes, full of deposits of a polluting nature
and as dangerous as can be if you allow this condition to remain uncured. MORSE’S YELLOW DOCK
It will regulate and
will do you good.
inspire the
proper action of the secretive functions and remove
the danger of the deadly Bright’s disease, gall
stones
It is a pure herb
and kindred complaints.
medicine
of over fifty years standing, a household
remedy of
your forefathers, a safe, sure cure for all ailments of
this nature. Hundreds of testimonials like this one:

fei 7

sfc
attacked Jessie and
ell
He left her with thes 3

‘The next time I meet you I will kll 1

yon.’
Jessie was working at the time In St
batis and had gone to a neighbor’s for
pail of milk. She was returning alom ,
led through a pieoe c f
the road
and
woods. Suddenly and without warnln
a man stepped from
tjie shadows b<sl:i

_

road,

her

knees-

seized

ansi

Brooklyn Break

Even

Agalu.
October 2.—Today's game was
the end of the 8th on account
of
darkness, the score standing 7 o 7.
Both teams
played snappy, progressive
ball,
Kelly was put out of the game
for kicking
in the sixth inning, Jennings taking his place. Attendance 2000,
Score:

Boston,

called at

her and forced her t

“Dear Sirs—Having a desire to Inform the public what a
great benefit your Morse’s Yellow Dock has been to me, I wish
to say that I have been troubled very much with Inflammation
of the Bladder and Kidneys for 15 years, so much so that I
have been obliged to relieve the bladder as many ns eight or
I have taken Morse’s Yellow Dock
ten times in one night.
since February last, and I am now better in health than I ever
I consider Morse's Yellow Dock one of the
was in iuy life.
greatest blessings on earth, and would have It at almost any
cost.”
JOHN S. AUSTIN,
215 South Main Street, Providence, R. I.

and he placed a ham 1
screamed
Jessie was an unusual
over her moutn.
ly strong girl and she managed to strug
gle away from the assailant long ecougl 1
Then the mai 1
t-o scream again for help.

0

Boston,
Brooklyn,

3
1

1

0
0

0
3

2
0

2
2

0-7
1—7

0
0

Hits, Boston, 6; Brooklyn, 9. Errors,
Batteries
Boston,
2;
Brooklyn, 3.
Pittenger, Dineen and Clarke; Donovan

and McGuire.

MERGER PITCHED GREAT BALL.

steppedio

the girl and said:
this to anyone and the nex
time I see you I will kill you.”
“Have you any idea who tnis mai
was,”' asked the Journal man.
“Jessie told me whom she suspectet [
he was.
It was so dark she could no
see
his face, bit from
his voice, build

“Speak

and
to

he

was

a

me

kept company with her.”
And the man’s motive, If he

Chicago

v00020001

x—3

00000000

0—0

St. Louis,

Promise*

th<
man, was revenge, revenge because Jessi< )
Cobb would not send him money aftei
he had disgraced himself in her eyes anc

son.

NATIONAL LEAGUE STANDING.
Won.

Brooklyn,
Pittsburg,
Philadelphia,
Boston,
Chicago,
St. Louis.

Cincinnati,
New York,

**’

77
74
70
65
63
59
58
66

Lost. Per.Ct,
52
57
61
64
70
71
72
75

To

B• Best

in

.597
.565
.534
.504
.474
.451
.446
.427

Oct. 7.—What Christ says about God.
1 Oct, 14.—What Christ says about Himself.
Oct. 21.—What Christ says about the

Holy Spirit.

'Ihe weather to-day
■is likely to be fair.

Portland, Oct. 3, WOO.

tory.

rSPECIAL TO THE

BBEB8.1

2—The 44 th
October
annual fair of the Lincoln County Agriand
Horticultural
cultural
society
opened today under the most favorable
and will continue three days,
weather

Damarlscotta,

The fair
promises to exceed any previin its history, and special efforts
have been made to make it a success in
ous one

The races have been
every particular.
well filled ror the last two days. Special
as five yoke of steers,
attraction such
well trained and driven by a girl of ten,
numerous
other Ieatures cannot
and

\JOfSCtkX, TO TEE

EEESS.I

October 2.—A double wediing
at the Home of Rev, W. A.
place
Atchley of "the Elm street Baptist church,
The grooms were Enos Webtonight.
ster and Charles Fuller, and their respective brides
were Lizzie K and Minnie
Webster. The latter is a sister to Enos
Webster, one of the grooms. After the
wedding a reception was held at the home
of Frank Deioche,
where refreshments
were served.

Bath,

took

Oot. 2.—What Christ says about Man.
No. 4.—What Christ say sabout Regeneration.
^ RACES AT NASHUA.
Nov 11.—What Christ says about ReNashua, N. H,, October 2.—The fall pentance.
race meet
at the Nashua Driving park
No. 18 —What Christ says about His
opened this afternoon with a fair atten- Own Death.
dance.
Three
events
were upon the " Nov.
25.—What Christ
about
says
In the first race, the 2 29 pace, Faith,
card.
Blue Boy, sold a favorite and had many
Deo, 2,—What Christ says about Con- SONS OF VETERANS CAMP FIRE.
backers.
The
first heat was won by fession.
The members of Shepiey Camp, Sons
Warren B
by a scant neck. The second
Dec. 9.—What Christ says about the
of Veterans
heat was declared a dead heat. Warren Church
held their first camp fire
B. took the next two heats easily.
Dec. 16.—What Christ
about of a series for the fall and winter seasays
In the 2 25 trot,
Tannerine started a Heaven.
son, last evening at their hall on Plum
favorite, but George H. Wilkes proved
Dec 23.—What the Angels said about
street.
After the regular meeting of the
the
batter horse,
taking the race in Christ.
straight heats
2 Dec. 30.—What Christ says about Pun- camp a supper was served under the
The last event was the 2 25 pace, but on ishment.
direction of the committee of arrangeaccount of darkness after three heats had
ments. After the supper a social evening
been trotted, was postponed until tomorA TREAT FOR SUNDAY SCHOOL
row;
was enjoyed.
WORKERS.
To fill the vacancies in the camp counDEMENTED MAN SHOOTS PRIEST.
The field worker of the Maine State cil of
Shepiey camp, Messrs. E. A. MerSunday School Association would like to ritt and E. C. Steele were elected and
a
Boston, October 2.—John Gleason,
man
who Is supposed to be demented, meet the local pastors, superintendents
installed last evening.
shot and seriously wounded Rev. Law- and workers In the Y. M. C.
A. rooms on
rence P. McCarthy, rector of the Roman
Catholic chnrcn of TheMtst Holy Re- Thursday evening, at 8o:slock, toarrange
THE FALL. DISPLAY,
deemer of East Boston, at the
parochial for a public meeting In Portland, SunWe
wish
bo call special attention to the
residence this forenoon.
A bullet from day, Uct. 14, to be addressed
by Mr, artistio
a large calibre revolver took effect in
opening window display of Hines
the Marion Lawrence of
Toledo, Ohio, who Brothers
pastor's back.
Although the wound inThe design of the
company.
flicted is a serious one, it is the belief of will be in the oity on that day on his way
window in itself 13 very attractive.
It
the attending surgeons that the bullet to the State convention In Lexter.
A
also contains choicest imported models in
can be extracted and that the priest will
full representation is of vital Importance,
recover.
Suits, Cloaks and Millinery.
Gleason was captured near the scene of
REVISING THE CITY CHARTER.
This firm has made marked Improvethe shooting and is locked up in the East
The committee on revision of the city ment on their second floor
departments
Boston police station. Gleason is about
50 years of age.
charter held a meeting last evening. The and have also added new ones, Their forThe condition of the Rev. Mr. McCartakes
opening
time was devoted
to the discussion of mal
place today and
thy was reported late tonight to be
the department of public works.
colThe Thursday as advertised In another
much Improved.
umn of this issue,
Gleason Is charged with assault with committee has been taking
up each deintent to kill and wili be given a hearin
turn and making such
partment
ANOTHER GRIP
ing tomorrow.
changes in the present charter as have
A thief entered
the loan agency of E
seemed to them necessary. 'JJie new draft
LEWISTON MAN WON.
of the charter will be In
readiness
for O. Stephenson, 457K Congress street late
Chicago, October 3.—At T'attersalls to- presentation to the city council sometime yesterday afternoon or early last
evening
night Billy Stlft of Chicago and Dick before the
and stole a grip and a box of
legislature meets In January.
cigars. Mr.
O'Brien of Lewiston, Me., met at catch
Stephenson left his office at four o’clock
wdghts,O Brien wirning an easily tamed
THE GALVESTON FUND.
in the afternoon and on
victory. O'Brien did all the leading and
returning at a few
landed repeatedly.
Stift was apparently
The regular monthly meeting of the minutes before seven o'clock discovered
afraid of his opponent to the loudly exboard of trade will be held tomorrow af- that these articles were missing.
pressed disapproval of the ci'ovva.
ternoon. It is hoped to close up the subRESULTS OF ENGLISH ELECTIONS, scriptions to the Galveston fund at that
PERSONAL.
London, October 2.—2.52 p. m.—Up to time and that the amount now collected,
this hour the total number of members about $820, will be increased .to
$<,000,
of Parliament elected is 179, as follows: All who are
Mrs.
Dillwyn Parrish and family of
interested to make
subscripMinisterialists, 145; Liberals, 16; Nation- tions
have been at the White
London, who
are requested to make
arrangealists, 18
Mountains for several weeks, arrived in
The Nationalists elected include Mr. men ts by tomorrow.
the city
William
yesterday and are at the FalRedmond, (East Clare), and
Mr. James Daly, (South Monaghan.)
PREPARING FOR WINTER
SEA- mouth hotel.

j

Rome, October 2.—It became known
to the public today that thieves had entered the Vatican, forced a safe and carried off securities worth 357,006 lire and
3,000 lire in silver.

SON.
The Grand Trunk is making
arrangements for the opening of the winter season next month.
Superintendent Mundy said yesterday that a larger business
than
last year in the ocean steamer line

CONNECTICUT LITTLE TOWNS.

was

New Haven,

SEIZURE ON COMMERCIAL STREET
The police made a seizure of
last

Conn., Ootober 2.—Very
complete returns from the little
elections of yesterday, show a net
Republican loss of seven towns.

nearly
town

Blown to Atoms.
The old idea that the

body sometimes

needs a powerful, drastic,
purgative pill
has been exploded; for Dr King's New
Life
which are .perfectly harmless,
gently stimulate liver and bowels to ex-

Pills,

expected.

liquor

evening at Michael

Skerltt’s place, 455
Commercial street.
They obtained four
full barrels and three half barrels of ale
and a small quantity of hard stuff.

Mme, Schumann-Heink and hu
band,
Mine, Blauvelt,
Sig. Campanari and
Prof. Baumelster will arrive from
Bangor this noon in preparation for the
opening of the music festival in this city tomorrow evening.
They will be quartered
at the Falmouth hotel.
Mr, and Mrs. William
Dudley Chute of
Boston are visiting friends in
town.
Col. E. C. Farrington,
inspector of rifle
practice on the Governor’s staff, was in
the city yesterday in
connection
with
business of his department.

THE

from Paris

The

BALL’GAMES WANTED.

“Suburbans7*

would

like to ar-

pel poisonous matter, cleanse the system range a game of football with any team
and absolutely cure
Answer through
Constipation and averaging 180 pcunds.
Sick Headache
Only 25c at H. P. S. the PRESS, giving place of
meeting.
Gool d, Congxess street, drug store.
Clinton Young,

Manager.

much the

are

best we’ve ever had of
this famous make. 'The
skins are finer and clearer,
of

even

thick-

ness, very soft and

elas-

remarkably

and the colors

tic,

closely

match all the most desirable tints of the Autumn
dress

stuffs.

great

line

There’s

a

blacks

of

among them too, suede
and glace finish, in many

lengths.
One

of'the handsomest

Gloves

we#ve ever offered is the “Richelieu,”
—black and Paris

points

embroidered backs, all
black or with a row of
white silk.

or

Our

Glove

ample enough
any

stock
to

is

supply

possible demand that

may be made upon it and
there are plenty of expert
fitters here to

give

you

prompt and efficient

at-

tention. All Gloves fitted
at the counter are
fully

warranted.
Visitors to Portland
for the Musical Festival
are

visit

specially invited
our

new

to

Shoe de-

partment which we have
recently opened for the
exclusive sale of “Patrician” Shoes,
the new

$3.50 Shoe for

women.

•

OWEN, MOORE & CO.
THE OHKStFMCOOK CLUB.
The

following members of the Chesunclub will start for camp Wednesday:
J. Putnam Stevens, Arthur E. Maries,
Fred Howland, O. M. Harney, .Portland;

cook

Drs.^Pennell and Beckler, Auburn. Friday, Mr, H. E. Morrell of the Lothrop
Publishing company, Boston, and Irving
Bacheller, author of “Eben Holden,” the
successful book of the season, start
this camp.
Other members will
drop In from the 15th to the last of November.
Thero
are
now but one or
two vacancies
In the membership of 20
In this clnb and these it Is expected will
most
lor

be filled from Invited guests this month.
CARRIER, MARINER'S CASE.

Mike
FOOT

Jon yin

new

Kid Gloves sent
us
this season

MISSING^.

ROBBED THE VATICAN.

CO., BOSTON, MASS.

Society’s His-

fail
to please all who attend. The side
company with Jessie Conb.
show attraction is larger than any past
Naturally after his guilt was proved year, also the fruit and stock are very
If the weather continues It
she tried
to forget about him, but he plentiful.
no doubt be a grand success finanwill
would not let her. He kept writing her
cially.
from prison asking for money and these
Two deer have already been brought
letters
she did not answer. The Cobb into market today,one was shot at South
did not know that this man Is Newcastle, and the other in Edgecomb.
familv
E. F. Merrill purchased
both and has
out of jail, but if he is free they
feel them on exhibition.
They are very
that
he should bs seen and inquired plentiful In this vicinity.
Lincoln lodge, No. 9, K. of P., will obof relative to Jessie Cobb.
serve Homing Night this Tuesday evethe second rank will be worked
A COURSE OF SUNDAY SERMONS. ning;
and
oysters will be served after the
Rev. Smith Baker, V. D., is to preach work.
a series of Sunday
morning sermons as
DOUBLE WEDDING IN BATH.
follows:

Hits, Chicago, 8; St. Louis, 3. Errors,
Chicago, 1; St. Louis, 0, Batteries, Callahan ana Dexter;
Sudhoff and Robin-

Club.

LINCOLN FAIR OPENS.

was

beaten nigh to death. And the man
who was arrested and convicted for that
crime was
the one who was keeping

Chicago, October 2.—Chicago played
in great form today ana shut out St.
Louis. Callahan
pitched excellent ball
and did not allow a hit until the seventh Inning when two of three hits were
One more hit was made in
registered.
the ninth
Score:

DRUGGIST SELLS IT.

MORSE’S YELLOW DOCK SYRUP

she was willing r
who formerly

and

CHICAGO IN GREAT FORM.

YOUR

man

Philadelphia, October 2.—Mercer of the
New York team pitched a great game the eyes of the world.
Five years ago Jessie was working in t ■
today and the home team's hits were
few and scattered.
During the game town not 25 miles from Lewiston anc
Lajoie was hit by a pitched ball and there received, the attentions of a certair
Delehanty hurt his arm in
throwing.
who always
Both were forced to retire from the game. man
appeared a decent
Attendance 1,625. Score:
enough sort of a fellow. Her folks never
New York,
1 2 0 0 3 0 0 (k-6 saw him but from what Jessie wrote and
0 2 0 0
0 0 0 0—2 toll
on visits they had grown to thinfc
Philadelphia,
■Hits, New York, 11; Philadelphia, 7. a lot of each other. Then came the
New York, 2; Philadelphia, 2. awakening.
An old man was waylaid
Errors,
Mercer
and
Batteries,
Bowerman; near his home in the woods and robbed
Dunn and McFarland.

-,---

of

height, she told

swear

Kidneys

a

words:

the

and

;

She

German Forces Kuconnter Force S ontli

(Copyright, 19U0,

sister Crace made the followin
answer to questions by
statement in
Journal reporter:
“Do you know of any man with wboi
at any time she had trouble that woul
of him now thl
make you suspicious

girl's

Blddeford w'ith intent to kill At 12.B( 1
the jury went
out to consider the evi
dence. The jftry returned a verdict oi
guilty with intent to kill in each case.
The two men will be sentenced later.

BOXERS DISPERSED.

Complete Accord.

Journal says it in
The
Lewiston
learned that Josie Cobb, the young won
an whose body was found in the Andrt
not die of aleoholism c
scoggin, did
drowning, but was strangled. The dea

October 2.—Judge Andrew P
Wlswell of the Supreme court, in an in
that the trial o
today stated

terview^

Charged With Setting

One Was

Connection Witli It.

Allred,

George H. Champion would commenct
at an
adjourned session of the court t<
open on October 30. Champion is chargee
with
murdering George W, Goodwin,
Elsie M. Horne, Fred Bertsch and Scot)
E. Goodwin at West Kewheld, on Jun<
The Champion case will take up tht
11.
entire special session.
George S. Haley and B. F. Cleaves ol
Biadelord, Champion's attorneys, helc
a consultation
with the prisoner this af
ternoon. Mr. Haley has just come lntc
the case, taking the place of ex-Mayoj
Hamilton of Blddeford, who died recently.
The most important matter taken by
the court today was the case againsl
George lieynolds and Frederick Le Hose,
charge with assault on Peter Martin oi

I

Paper Lmrus Some Pacts

Lewiston

Special Session of Court
Beglnuing October 3(K

Occur at

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

KEVV ADVERTISEMEJfTS.

JOSIE COBB’S DEATH.

CHAMPION’S TRIAL

my
14th,

Joyce of this olty will spar TomSullivan of Saco at
Saco, October
Stops the Cough
and works off the
Cold.

isswssx fgrusvjsi

developments in the
Letter Carrier Edwin H. Mariner, who was suspended by Postmaster
Barker Monday. The Inspector, who was
There

case

are no new

of

exnected
yesterday will nov arrive for
several days yet. District Attorney Dyer
has
not yet had a ohance to investlgat*
the mutter.

ilso stationed at Fort Williams, has been
promoted to the position of commissary

sergeant,
to

Hold

Prohibitionists

Secret Conference.

to

Paper

A., and ordered to report
duty, and Lieut. Car-

michael has gone to Fort Muhroe.
The Woman’s Foreign Missionary mis*
sionary soolety met with Mrs. L. D. ReySumlner street, yesterday afternolds,
noon, there being a fair attendance of
members

present.
was transacted and
ment provided.

Vote to Recommend Two Repiify
Sheriff Candidates.

New

U. S.

West Point for

Be

Started in Westbrook.

The usual business
a musical entertain-

Boys

in

Bowdoin

Athletics.

and Mrs.
son of Mr.
Edward Small,
Ashley F. Small, Spring street, who en
has been
tered Bowdoin college this fall
playing as a member of the college ball
has been doing some
nine. Mr. Small
excellent work on third base, During the
past summer he played on the Haskell
Silk Mill nine as short stop.
Mr. Clifford Lowell, a graduate of the
Westbrook High school, class 1900, who
sntered Bowdoin college this fall is to
hav e a position on the college football
eleven. Mr. Lowell was the manager of
school eleven last
the Westbrook High
year and was also one of the best players.
Mr, Kay P. Thompson, who was about
six years ago the owner and publisher of
the KIchmond Bee, a weekly paper, has

Mrs. Fred

White, Cash corner, Monday
There was a“very large number

evening.
present and games

were

Indulged

In

un-

til a Jate hour. Refreshments were served.
At the meeting of the Sunday school
board
of Browirs Hill church held at
the
parsonage Monday evening, it was
voted that
the first Sunday of each alternate
month be Missionary Sunday
and that all collections on those days be
devoted to foreign missions.
harvest supper and entertainment
will be
given at the M, E. church this
The suppers given by this soevening.
ciety have become very popular and on
this
occasion there will doubtless be a
large attendance.
Harry Small, a student at Tufts college
has been at the home of his parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Albert H. Small, Elm street,
this week.
Miss
Helen
Morrison who has been
making an extended visit at Portsmouth,
N. H., has returned to her home on Elm
street.
Wm.
Paige of Lynn, Mass., has been

MOIIIIILLS.

recomthose present were agreed upon
The
members of the Unity club held
mending Mr. Ernest Bragdon, the chair- their first meeting for the fall and winman of the Prohibition city committee, ter season last
evening at the home of its
as a liquor
and
ex-Deputy president, Mr. W. F. Goodrich, Stevens
deputy,
James H. Banks, as a civil deputy. Mr. avenue.
The meeting wa6 well attended
has
Bragdon
previously 6aid that he and the studies for the year were comwould not allow the use of his name for menced. A social time was enjoyed afMessrs. ter the study period.
the position of deputy sheriff.
H. B. Hawei and several other
A party of the young people connected,
persons are also mentioned as possibilities.
with All Souls’ Unlversallst church enThe
assault case of Lewis Kioux vs. joyed a trolley ride in a special car yesArchi8 Cote • which was to have been terday afternoon. The party rode through
|
heard last evening before Judge Tolman
the Deeri ng district and into Westbrook
did not come to trial, it
being settled There were about 50 persons in the parout of court. Cote settled for the damage
ty
done to Kioux’s vest, and each party paid
Mr. Artemus
Richardson
has purone-halt the costs.
chased the building occupied by F. H.
Mr. Orin Chaffin, the horse dealer, and Freese and owned by Mr. D. W. Hoegg.
Gilbert
both of
Cumberland
Miss Ethel S. Dunham,
Welch,
daughter of
Mills, were out riding yesterday in the Mr. Frederick Dunham, died at the home
vicinity of Portland when the horses j of her parents Monday as the result of
The deceased was
fever.
15
became frightened and ran away throw- typhoid
The funeral
years and 5 months of age
Chaffin escaped in- services are to occur this afternoon from
ing both men out.
jury, but Welsh sustained a broxen leg. the residence 347 Stevens avenue.

vivr»

auu.

ineuub

iu

viaih

uity.

The house owned by Hanno W. Gage,
the Portland attorney, on
Cumberland
6treet, is being repaired under the direction ol Mr. Luther Frank.
The Current Events club will hold the
first meeting for the season on Thursday
alternoon at three o’clock at the home of
Mrs. L. W. Edwards on Main street.
The West End W, C. T. U. will meet
on Thursday afternoon at three o'clock at
the home of Mrs. W. H. Duran, Gorham
street.
Mr. A. H. Benoit of Bangor was in the
city yesterday on his way to Boston and
New York.
Miss Alice Deco Decormier is expected
home from Canada today. Miss Decormier has been spending
the
summer in
the provinces.
Mr. Edward Hawkes and wife and Miss

May Mclntlre have gone to Brunswick
and Topsham for a two weeks’ visit.
Mr, John Doyle who has been on a visit
at the home of his parents in this oity has
gone to Washington, D.C., to take up his
studies at a Catholio university, where
he Js studying for the priesthood.
ZZ2
Dr. C. Si. Woodman of South Windham
wpe in the city yesterday
calling on
friends and business acquaintances.

SOUTH PORTLAND.
There has been several changes made
at Fort Williams recently. Lieut, L. T.
Hillman has been detailed as post quartermaster and will have charge of the
construction at the post, First Sergeant
Haines of Battery D, Seventh artillery,

What Shall We Have for Dessert ?
This question arises in the family every
day. Let us answer it today. Try Jell-o.

delioous and healthful dessert. Prepared in two minutes. No boiling! no
a

baking! simply
set to cool.

add

boiling
Flavors:—Lemon, Orange,
water

and

Raspberry and Strawberry. Get a package at your grocers today, 10 cts.

j

GORHAM.

Lydia E.

YARMOUTH.
arrived home
Mrs, Angler Cleaves
yesterday from an extended visit at the
home of her father in Iowa,
Charles G. Holyoke of North
Kev.
Edgecomb, has recently been tho guest of
his sister, Mrs. Enos True.
Mr, Frank Bucknam, the local druggist has sold his yacht Hazard to Mr.
who is to have
J. Kiohardson Parson,
the yacht hauled in and housed for the
winter,
A meeting of the pupils of the Yarmouth High school was held on Monday
for the purpose of taking the preliminary
steps in the dlreotion of forming a debatA committee was appointed
to draft the constitution and by-laws.
""The Junior Christian Endeavor society

ing soolety.

connected with the First Parish ‘congregational ohuroh has elected the following
officers for the ensuing term; President,
Meda
Crane; vice president, Constance
Freeman; secretary, Helen Pendleton;
treasurer, Elden Barbour,
the new
A
was tendered
reception
members of the PhilologiaB society Monday evening at North Yarmouth acadethe evening the followin g
visiting relatives at South Portland this my. Duringwa3 carried out; Address of
programme
week.
President
Charles D. Crane,
welcome,
P.
Mr. and
Mrs. Albert E. Thurrell of Jr.; remarks by Kev. B.
Enow,
West High street, left for a two weeks’ Arthur Dunning and Kev. C. D, Crane.
Ida
Miss
Miss Julia Winslow and
Eeabury
trip among the mountains of JSIew Hamp- entertained by readings.
Kefreshments
shire.
were served during the evening.
Mr. Harry Teague left Saturday for a
PUBLIC LIBRARY.
pleasure trip to Baltimore, Md., taking
passage on the five-masted sohooner, Wm.
G. Carnee'le.
Month of
Books Added During the

Miss Julia Fickett of South Portland,
has entered, the employ of Ru6s, Eveleth
& Ingalls at Portland.
looated in this city, and Is to have the
Frank W. Richard son and wife and
MPDWUiWft wuiiwwvvj
DUll'Ui. irti vuai^u Ui tup
James Colfen and wife of South Portthe weekly paper soon to be published
land are
enjoying a week’s outing at
by Mr. Alex Spiers, the Westbrook pubTrundy’s reef.
lisher.
John Place, who has been enjoying a
A meeting of the Westbrook Prohlbi- *
two-weeks’ vacation, has resumed his
tlonlsts was quietly held Monday evening
as motorman on the Cape elecduties
Cumberland
at the “White
House,”
trics.
candiof
Mills, for the purpose
selecting
dates for recommendation to Sheriff-elect
While the
Pearson for
appointment.
meeting waa seoret, it is understood that

to his home and Dr.
He was taxen
Wltham called to set the broken llmh.—*
Mrs.Abble Chapman Flynn and daughter of Lawrence, Mass,, are the guests of
Mr. and Mrs. Simon Arenpvsky, Main
street, for a few days,
Mr. ^William P. Hodsdon, the looal
undertaker, and Mr, George H. Murch,
have gone to Casco for a few days, where
they are to attend the fair being held In
that town.
Mr. William Girard, formerly a member of the Westbrook baseball nine, who
Is now employed in Biddeford, is in the
oity for a few days.
Mr. Charles Anderson, janitor of the
Walker Memorial
library le enjoying a
brief vacation at Cornish, Brownffeld and
places of Interest in'the W’hlte'Mountains.
Mr. William
Beattie of Lawrtnce,
Mass., who was recently married, Is with
his wife, enjoying a brief visit with rela-

to bs served at the
conclusion of
the working of
the ranks.
The rgnk
staff of tho lodge held a practice drill ;
Monday evening to perfect the work of
the first and third ranks. Considerable
is expected during the winter
work
months, as a llBfc of gbout 15 applicants
for the ranks
of knighthood {tre In
Waiting f°r election and the conferring
of ranks.
are

Miss llattle White gave a party and social ||at the home of her parents Mr. and

A

Westbrook

meeting of Thursday night on two can*
dictates. Homing day is to'.he observed
and an effort made to secure a large attendance for the occasion. Kefreshments

I

Pinkham’a

(Vegetable
WSompound
that is

soring

women.

ail

suffering

wo»

9

how she was
cured and advises
them to foii&w her
men

September.
123.38
Bacheller, Irving, Eben Holden,
Beard, 1), U., Jack o' All Trades, 2341.4
Blake, M. M., Glory and Borrow of
121.20
& Norwich,
Buchanan, Robert, Father An216.30
thony, %
Bullfinch, E. S., ed., Life and Letters of Chas. Bulliinoh, Archi4411.7
tect,
Chapman, 8. J., History of Trade
Between the United Kingdom
1717.43
and the United States,
Christian, F. W.,^Caroline Islands, 2653.18
Cook, Mrs. Alfred, Life of Madame
2145,8
do Longueville,
Colquhoun, A. R., Russia against
2254.12
India,
Whllomvllle
Crane,
Stephen,
117.43
Stories,
Cust, Lionel, History of Eton Col
1728.2S
lege,
8214 24
Day, Holman F., Up in Maine,
Art
Day, L, F. and Buckle, Mary,
3117.21
in Needlework,
Elworthy, F. T., Horns of Hon-

§3

H

example.

jj|
|i

Here is her first letter
to Mrs. Pinkham s
(PUBLISHED

by

permission.)

§i§

“

<

“To MRS.

PINKHAM, Lynn,

March 15, 1899.
Mass.:

“DearMadam:—I am suffering from inflammation
o\ aries and
womb, and have been for eighteen
months. I h&ve a continual
pain and soreness in my
back and side. I am
only free from pain when lying

lljj

of the

down

sitting in

or

l||j|
fpll
flll

g§l
IS

easy chair. When I stand I suffer
with severe pain in
my side and back. I believe my
tioubles were caused by over-work and
lifting some
years ago.
“Life is a drag to me, and I sometimes feel like

1532,26
Flournoy, Th,, From India to the
2737.27
Planet Mars,
Funck-Brentano, F., Legends of
1823 16
the Bastile,
Gordon, H. R., Red Jacket, the
1354.6
Last of the Senecas,
Goss, C. F., Redemption of David
234.35
Corson,
327.25
Gould, S. Baring, Wlnefred,
Henty, G. A,, In the Irish Brig1365 21
ade,
Henty, G. A., Out with Garibaldi, 1365.23
in
With
Buller
G.
A.,
Henty,
1365.22
Natal,
Hoyt, D, L., World’s Painters and
3124.19
Tneir Pictures,
2453.1
Lane, .C A., All About Dogs,
Lloyd, A. B., In Dwarf Land and
2531.17
Cannibal Country,
Lubbock, Sir J, Origin and Metaof
4514.12
Insects,
morphoses
Marsh, Richard, Tom Ossington’s
124 35
Ghost,
Miln, Mrs L. J., Little Folk of
1536.33
Many Lands,„
Munroe, Kirk, Brethren of the
1344.38
Coast,
Saint-Amand, I., de, Napoleon III.
2146,13
at the Height of his Power,
Stockton, F. R., Afield and Afloat
617 26
(Short Stories),
Conversations
Whitman, S., ed
with Prince Bl6mark, Collected
."F2135.15
by Heinrich von Poschlnger,
Wildman, R., China’s Open Door,.2254.15
C
John
ibM.
C.
G
Mrs.
Wilson,
son of Cambidge, Mass., and His
*4216.8
Descendants, 1634-1899,
our,

Mrs. H. W. Hall, State street, is passing a few days in Boston with friends.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Edwards of Newlield, are visiting friends in Gorham.
Mr. Edwin
Clement and daughter,
School street, are passing a few days at
their ecTage, Diamond island.
Rldlon and son, have reL)r. C. H.
turned from a trip to Alton Bay, N. H.
Harmony lodge of Masons, will hold a
very interesting oeremony this evening.
The
third degree will be worked on a
Several will be TWO MEN PROBABLY DROWNED.
prominent candidate.
present from out of town. Refreshments
Bangor, October 2,—Harry Harper and
will be served at the close.
Mr. and Airs. Hamblen of Farmington, James Crawford, two Bangor men who
McLeod &
Dudare the guests of Mr.and Mrs.Stone.Green have been employed at
lumbering operations at Foley
leys
street.
been
Harvest supper will be served by the pond on the North branch, have
ladies of the First Parish church at the missing since Sunday and It is feared
drowned on that day while
chapel hall from 6 to 8 p. m. After the that they were
in the lake.
supper the following entertainment will canoeing
to the report received in
According
be rendered:
Bangor on Tuesday the men went, canoeViolin Duet,
Mrs. Harlow and Guthrie ing in a craft which was old and entireVocal Solo,
Miss Ethyle Smith ly unlit for service despite the warnings
Mr. Clyde Shaw ol persons who know of the unseaworthDeclamation,
Cornet Solo,
Mr. James Ridgeway lness of the boat.
When they failed to
Mr. Guy Wilson return at evening, fears were at once enDeolamatlon,
Vocal Solo,
Mrs, W. T. Libby tertained for their safety and a searching
Piano Solo,
Mrs. G. W. Reynolds party was
made up to ascertain their
A party went out on the
After
the programme there will be whereabouts.
rewarded with finding, at
and
were
lake
chorus singing and games.
some distance from the shore, the canoe
In which the missing men set out, floating overturned.
Crawford’s age is thought to be about
18 years, while Harper is several years
J Workmen were engaged yesterday In re- older. Both were unmarried.
pairing a cave-ln under the traoks of the
THE ANTI-CLARK DE MOCRATS.
Portland railroad company on Forest avenue. It became necessary during part of
Butte, Mont., October 2.—The Indestate convention
Democratic
the day to transfer the cars to the
out- pendent
bound trackjto enable the cars to pass the whioh met here today was the outgrowth
at
Helena
of
the
ballot
during the Dempoint in safety It will take a day or so
convention in which the Clark
ocratic
to complete the repairs.
clerk at P. B. people secured control. Gov. Robert B.
Mrr.
John F. Woods,
Estes’s grooery store, Is enjoying a two Smith was both temporary and permaHis speech attacked
chairman.
weeks’
vacation in Boston and vicinity. nent
The resolution aliirmed
The
latter part of his vaoation will Be Senator Clark.
the principles and policies of the Kanspent at Poland Springs.
and endorsed Bryan
The Deerlng Coal and Wood company sas City platform;
The lieutenant
and
Stevenson.
govis to rebuild their stable whioh was dam
Is
denounced
for
ernor
appointing a Unitaged some two weeks ago, by fire.
An amateur dramatic club was formed ed States Senator during the governor’s
from the state.
Monday evening at the home of Mr. W. absence
nomination were reached the
When
A.
Wheeler on Glenwood
avenue.
A
electors named by the DemoPresidential
committee was appointed to draft
bylaws, etc., and perfect plans for the fu- cratic convention were endorsed. Thomas Hogan.Populist secretary of state, was
ture of the organization.
nominated for governor.
A meeting of the members of the Wood- unanimously
fords Universalist church is to be held C. F. Kelley was named for Congress.
Joseph F. Merrlmai was nominated for
Thursday evening at 7.80 o’clock at the
lieutenant-governor.
home of
Mr.
J. H. Files, Woodfords
street.
AN ENGLISH REVERSE.
Mr. Chas. M. Legrow, Nevens street,
spent a few days of last week at East
Durban, October 2.—In consequence of
Auburn as the guest of Mr. Caleb R.
the Boers capturing a convoy of Natal
Marsh
and family, formerly of Nevens
volunteers between De Jaegers drift and
Mr. Marsh Is now quite successstreet.
Blood river, burning several wagons and
fully located on a large farm in East Authe escort, the intended home
capturine
burn.
of the Natal volunteers has been
Mr. Allen, residing on Nevens street, is
ill at his home as a result of a bad strain ■ ndefinitely postponed.
This has caused a painful Impression
sustained
by him several days ago. Mr.
the colony,
Allen is bookkeeper for King and Dex- throughout
ter, the Portland hardware dealers, and
KITCHENER TO REMAIN.
wrenohed his side by
stepping hastily
from a moving eleotrlo oar.
For a day
October 3.—“Sir
Redvers
London,
or
so the stfain did not appear to be Buller,” says the Daily Mail’s corresponvery severe, but It now seems that his dent at Pietermaritzburg, “will return
to England, I hear, with Lord Roberts,
spine has been affected.
Rocky Hill lodge, Knights of Pythjas and Lord Kitchener will remain In the;
will confer the rank of- esquire at the chief command in South Africa.’’

jj
H

Mrs. Watson tolls

an

^8
SI
111

giving

up ever being a well woman ; have become careless
and unconcerned about
everything. I am in bed now. I
have had several doctors, but
did me but little

they

“Lydia

i|f||
§§§
Jj

good.

E. Pinkham’s Vegetable
Compound has been
recommended to me by a friend, and I have made
up my mind
to give it fair trial.
X write this letter with the
hope of hearing from you. in
regaid to my case ”—Mrs. S. J. Watson, Hampton, Va.

Mrs. Pinkham's advise

illS
ills

warn

m

received by Mrs.
Watson and a few months later
she writes as follows s

B
9

i promptly
i

1
jjR

(PUBLISHED

|1|fH

HA

1S1|
|i|j|
119

PERMISSION.)

M

Mt

dpwn pains in lower part of my bowels, backache, and pain
p ovary. X used your medicine for four months and was so

||||

iriuch bettor that I could walk three times the distance that
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I &ni to-day in better health than I have been for more
than two years, and I know it is all due to
Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound.
*
^ recommend your advice and medicine to all women
Who suffer.”—Mrs. 8. J. Watson,
Hampton, Va.

jlfc

Mrs. Watson's Betters prove that Mrs. Pinkham's free advice Bs always forthcoming on
request and that Bt Bs a sure guide to health.
These Betters are hut a drop Bn the ocean of
proving that Lydia £ Pinkham's Vegetable Compound CURES the BBSs of women.
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No other medicine in the world has received such
and unqualified endorsement.
No other medicine has such a record of cures of
female troubles or such hosts of grateful friends.

widespread

\ljljL

Do not he

persuaded that any other

medicine Bs Just as good* Any dealer who
suggests something else has no Interest Bn

Itp^m
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constantly prated in this paper were not brought
by “something else,” but by

j|§

ar0

about

Lydia E.

Pinkham's

§11111 lilllk Vegetable Compound
1

pS

your case. He is seeking a Barger profSt.
Follow the record of this medicine and remember
that these thousands of cures of women whose letters
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Dear Mrs. Pinkham :—I feel it my duty to
acknowledge
to you the benefit that Lydia E. Pinkham’s
Vegetable Compound has done for me.
u
I had been suffering with female troubles for some
c°nld walk but a short
distance, had terrible bearing-

||i|i
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Owing to the fact that some skeptical people have from time to time questioned p^pspjSff 'j-K#
the genuineness of the testimonial letters we are constantly publishing, W6
have deposited with the National City Bank, Dynn, Maas., $5,000, which will re^^SRil^SS*^
be paid to any person who will show that the aboye testimonials are not genuine, or Were published before
the
writer’s special permission.
EYDIA E. ElNKHAM MEDICINE CO.,Xynn, Mass.
obtaining
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discover any of
lommercialism,
;he Bryan rainbows which Mr. Williams
las been chasing.
They are still ready
;o offer two to one and better on McKinfail

1900.

to

_J
The

ley's elsction.
TERMS:

By the year, $6 Id advance
the year.
By the month, 60 cents.

or

$7 at the end of

Mr. Henry ILoomis Nelson, who has
been in the anthracite region examining
into the strike, gives a
very different
account of its origin and Its causes from
what has been appearing in the so called

DAILY PRESS Is delivered at these rates
of
n.orning to subscribers in all parts
South PortPortland, and in Westbrook and
The

land.

MAINE STATE PRESS (Weekly!
or $1.25 at the
By the year, $ 1 in aavance,
end of the year.
three months,
For six months, 60 cents; for
—

£6 cents
__

papers are not delivered
the office of
promptly are requested to notify
07 Exchange street
the DAILY PRESS, No.
Portland Me.
f ul'serihers whose

town
Patrons of the PRESS who are leaving
of their
may have the addresses
desite b>
changed as often as they may

Presidential Election, Tuss., Not. 6.

President,

McKinley

William

Of Ohio.

For Vice

President,

Theodore

Roosevelt

Of Sew York.

FOR PRESIDENTIAL ELECTORS.
of Skowhegan;
At Large—.Joseph O. Smith
Georce P. Wescoft of Portland.
of Portland.
First List.-Charles F. Libby
Bath.
Second List.—dames W. Wakefieldof
Third List.—Fred Atwood, Wiuterport.
Houlton.
H.
Fogg,
Fourth List.—Almou

are

The Democrats of Connecticut
coning to keep the party together by
on state isentirely
a
campaign
ducting
exceedingly difficult
This is an
sues.

a national
thing to do in the midst of
an unelection, aDd that It will prove
doubtful.
is
very
success
qualified
of
National issues will creep in in spite
and the
all efforts to keep them out,
will inevitachances of the state ticket

bly be affected by them.

legislature
the

prohibitory

law

and report.

Such

a

not needed. Everybody
perfectly well how.it has been
the past quarter of a cenfor

commission
knows

Is

working
to discovtury. A commission appointed
to make it work better
some way
er
might perhaps be of some use.
Of course the aldermen will not make
another for
cne rule for policemen and
firemen. As they hold after deliberation
form
that repeated intoxication in gross
does not disqualify a man from making
of the
arrests and acting as the guardian

at 10 o’clock a. m.

20

LESSONS, §6.00.
CRANK. L.

RANKIN,

Newport

WITH

on

Bonds

j

—

A NEW

Miss Florence E.
ire

FAUST.

Ult is Magi ifleent Electrical and Scenic Effects and Its Marvelous Story,
Everything New but (he Title,
Carloutl of Scenery.
Original C «.m j atiy.
Regular Prices, $1.C0, 75, 50, 25c.

COMMENT.
ISSUE.

(Albany Journal.)

Portland Trust Go.,

and

Woodbury

developed

form,

87 and 89

Total

Underwood Spring.
ztipha
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ignoran

a„n

CORNET.

in the anthracite region were those relat(Boston Herald.)
Perhaps the most marked examples of
ing to the scale of pay. The union dePupils prepared for professional work
manded one scale of pay in all the mines. generosity called out by the Galveston in Orcliestia and Military Band.
are
the
ladies
of
furnished
by
calamity
Room 27.
This, while all right in the bituminous Chicago,
who have been contributing 537 Congress Sf.,
sep25dtf
region, would result in gross injustice their husband’s trousers and other apand inequality in the anthracite region, p arel to the clothing collection with such
ireedom and prodigality that
many ot
not because there is great difference in the the husbands nave been
a slight indiscretion
as
obliged to rush to
government
of
them
some
of
the
character
being the relief bureau to reclaim some of their
veins,
to be dealt with seriously.
Miss Fannie E. Waterman will be pleased to
! easly worked, and some of them with wives’ generous gifts,
Meanwhile, the
inDemoa
has contributions of female apparel are not meet at No. 235 Brackoit St., any desiring
difference
Ottendoffer,
This
Mr. Oswrald
great difficulty.
Miss Waterstruction in French and German.
so abundant as they might be.
and
editor
and
"proprietor been evened up by a different scale of
crat
man is a teacher o.f
experience, has studied
three years in Europe, during the past two
StaatsYork
New
the
of
pay, so that the miners at work on the PERSONAL AND PECULIAR. years at Leipsic University and speaus these
of
the
Germans
of
the
the
as
those
much
organ
difficult veins earn as
sept26diw*
Zaitung,
languages fluently.
Empire state, says In a letter to the New who were employed on the easy ones.
to
as
Miller
of
Mercer
Judge
County, Pa.,
York Tribune, that the best Idea
A single scale would give the latter large j
Bryan Is to be gained by reading his wages and cut down the former's to visited the county fair the other day,
TEACHER OF
and, seeing a big wheel of fortune, took
letter of acceptance, and that convinces a very low figure.
a
axe
and
smashed
it
has
net
an
to
The
that
pieces.
Bryan
Mr. Ottendoffer
From personal conversation with the
drop of Democratic blood in his veins, men Mr, Nelson ascertained that the other operators of gambling devices deRoom 52, T. M. C. A. Building.
Ruf
T>rtr\nHcfc rmrp nnd
flimnlft. with
parted immediately. Judge Miller says
most intelligent ones were at heart op- irithe local authorities won’t
OPEN OCT. 1, 1900
STUDIO
stop gambas great a leaning toward 16 to one as
octldtf
posed to the strike, They had some com- ling, he will.
imunder
hid8
it
to
ever, though trying
Victor Scheffers’ “Trumpeter of Saokplaints, but not one of the English or
He 6ent the silver plank to
perialism.
work engen” is perhaps the most popular of
Welsh miners would have left
Kansas City, insisted upon its adoption because
_LESSONS IN....
wore all German stories.
of
them.
In a recent feuilleThey
compelled the intimidated
as a part of the platform,
the ton Paul Heyse relates how this story WATER
of
threats
by the
COLORS,
Democratic party to accept it, and by men who
mostly was written. He met Scheffel on the isjoined the union,
PAINTING
CHINA
his action in that matter assumed the Slavs. It was not so much
threats of land of Capri in 1852. At that time
“Danger of McKinley violence that affected them
^ DRAWING.
part of dictator.
as the Scheffel had not quite made up his mind
ism': says Mr. Ottendoffer, “will not be fear that
Studio: 10? OAK STREET.
they would be stigmatized aB whether he would become a painter or a
dlw*
oct2
He began writing the “Trumpeter”
felt for years and may be averted, but
“scabs." To be known as a “scab’’ In poet.
—a story
of the Black Forest—on the
unfortunate
the
consequences which
the mining region is the deepest disgrace. roof of an Italian hotel, and read it chapwould follow the election of Bryan would It not
only affects the man to whom it ter by chapter to Heyse, who did not care
much for it as a love story, but admired
be upon us Immediately."
is applied, but it extends to his wife and
its humor and some of its characters.
LOWELL
and
ostracizes
and
has
Williams
Bred
disgraces
children,
The Hon. George
He never dreamed that it would become MRS. ABNER W.
lias removed to 72 Ashmont St., Woodfords
them
as
to
The
threat
a
famous book.
them.
enproclaim
returned from the West full of Bryan
[Grove St. carj, and is now ready to reeeive
private pupils. Classes tn light gymnastics for
thusiasm and confident that the Nebras- “scabs” compietslv cowed the men who
ladies and children, to opeu Nov. 1, in Port and
Deafness Canoot He Cured
kan will be elected. Impartial observers, were opposed to the strike, notwithstandFor particulars
and Deerlng, now forming.
that is men who are
seeking only for ing they were in the large majority, and by local applications, as they cannot reach the call or address 72 Ashmout St., Telephone
oct2dtf
1003-13.
disased
of
the
ear.
There
is
in
one
down
them
into
portion
drove
idleness,
only
though
the facts, fail to find any of the indicaway to cure deafness, and that is by constituhave so
tions
which
Inspirited Mr, their hearts they were anxious to con- tional remedies. Deafness ii caused by ar. inflamed condition of the mucous lining of the
Wiliams. The New York Herald which tinue at work.
Eustachian Tube.
When this tube is inflamed
Teacher of
for
the
the
of
canvass
the
a
claims
that
condition
made
Nelson
has
country
Mr.
you havo a rumbling sound or impel'fee? hearand when it is entirely closed, Deafness is
ing.
the
drift
Beginners given a thorough foundation or.
sake of
reports of the miners has been grossly misrepreascertaining
the result, and unless the inflammation can be
the rudiments of music, and the patronage oi
nothing encouraging for Mr. Bryan, sented by the “yellow” papers. Tumble taken out and this tube restored to its normal advanced piavers solicited. Especial attention
hearing will be destroyed forever; given to Technic, Thrasing. Sight Beading
but very much of the other kind. It down hovels have been photographed as condition,
nine cases out often are caused* by Catarrh,
Memorizing, Sol > and Accompaniment Work.
of
the
and
homes
can find no reason to think that there is
which
is
miners,
pictures
nothing but an inflamed condition oi
typical
Addres* 385 Congress St.
mucous surface.
In studio tetween 9-12 a. ra. and 2-0 p. m.
New
boilers tilled
of women carrying wash
any doubt of McKinley’s carrying
We wll! give One Hundred Dollars for any
septl9deodlm
York, New Jersey, or Gonnectcut in the with coal on their heads have been parad- case of Deafness (caused by catarrh) that cannot be cured
Hall’s Catarrh Cure. Send foi
East, or any of the states in the Middle ed to give the impression that women circulars, free.by
Orntory,
Elocution,
OPUnm HC
Art. Training for all,
OunUUL Ul
West which he carried m 1896, except
F. J. CHKNEY& CO„ Toledo, O.
were employed In the mines contrary to
Body, Voice
Itllnd,
Sold by Druggists. 75c.
close
and
is
as
not
a
law. As matter of fact
doubtful,
Indiana, which
single
an
neeels.
EYDDCQQinW Classes for
Hall’s Family Pills are the best
EArnCOOlL'II, Opens Oct. 10, Dramatic
the
always a month before election. Of the woman works in the mines, and
Out oi
courses Sept. 22.
four upper Southern states carried
by women who had wash boilers on their
town students can take B20 hours a week
Special work for teachers Saturdays. Evening
MoKinley four years ago, It finds Dela- heads were carrying coal which they had
I V I % I | classes. Call or write. Catalogue or list oi
AND HEADING
ware and West Virginia inclining the picked out of the culm heap, a privilege,
S. S. CURRY, Ph. D„
i Bocks.
CURE FOR
Pierce llall.
while Maryland and which the operators accord to the poor
same way again,
sep!3d3w*
Copley Sq., Boston, Dials.
Kentucky are reported more likely to go people in the vicinity, “Taking shrewd
this time. Washington, on advantage of a presidential campaign for
for Bryan
is
the -Pacific coast, Wyoming in the Rock- his
purpose,” declares Mr. Nelson,
-TEACHER OF....
ies, and South Dakota and Kansas in the “Mitchell has undertaken to bring the
m
Missouri river valley, all of which were coal business of America under the con- Easy and pleasant to
Piano. Musical
and
in 1896, seem to_ba against trol of his organization. In order to ac- use. Contains no infor Bryan
jurious drug.
Studio:— 55 V. M. C. A.
him now, while his hold upon two other complish his object he has tried to dictate*
BUILDING,
It is quickly abPortland. Maine.
mountain states, Montana and Idaho, the relations that shall exist between ern : sorbed.
(Jives Relief at once.
oct2
dlw
is considered doubtful. This division al- ployers and employed in a business
of It Opens and Cleanses
n It. Li C A fl
the Nasal Passages. L;ULL/
II ErtU MISS NELLIE
lots 258 of the 447 electoral votes to Mc- which he is ignorant. With the aid ofC
BEARDSWORTU
Heals and Protect
Allays Inflammation.
Kinley, and 168 to Bryan, with the 21 foreigners, few of whom spsak our lan- the
Membrane. Restores the Senses of Taste
188 Dtinforlli St..
from Indiana,
and Idaho guage, he has driven tens of thousands5 and Smell. Large size, 50 cents at Druggists
Montana,
doubtful. Furthermore the betting men of miners from their daily employment, or by mail; Trial size, 10 cents by mail.
Teacher of
ELY BROTHERS, 56 Warren St„ Hew York,
who are governed rmrelv bv cold-blooded and denied them the right to earn a llvW&FM
Reference—Harvey S. Murray.
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FRENG HendGER MAN.

HENRY

HUMPHREY,

$200,000
175,000

1,800,000

-=

Franklin it. Barrett,
Win, G. Davi?,
Jos. P. Baxter,
Sidney W. Tliaxter,
Clins. F. Libby,
Will. VV. Brown,
A. H. Walker,
Walter G. Davis,
Clins. O. Bancroft, Geo. F. Evans,
Frederick Itobie, Clinton L. Baxter,
David W. Snow,
Harry Butler.

NDS.

Ely’s Cream Ba

Thaory

TRUE,

Composition,

■

PSAMO.

i

ONE MILLION

Washington County (Maine) 4’s due 1923-1928.
City of Portland 4’s due 1902-1912.
City of South Portland 4's due 1903.
Town of Cape Elizabeth 4’s due 1901 to 1904.
City of Augusta 4’s due 1919.
City of Belfast 4’s due 19:8.

Interest Paid

on

DEPOSI STS.

TIME

Annual

LETTERS OF CREDIT AND INTERNATIONAL CHEQUES

THOMASTON

j

SWAN&BARRETT,

this Bank

STEPHEN ft. SMALL. Resident
MARSHALL R. GOQINft. Cashier.

St.,

I

—

Latest

FOR

OF

Oct.

Saturday,
LEAVE

PORTLAND.
YARMOUTH.
FREEPORT,

6.
RATE*

7.00
7.29
7.39
8.00

$1.5#
$1.5#
$1.25
$1.0#

a.m.
a.m.
am.
a.m.

10.30

in.,

a,

Rates include admission to the State
Prison, Thomaston.
RETURNING leave Rockland at U
p. m. Thomaston at 1.50 p. m.

—

Designs

:

Via ITIaiue Central R. K.

BRUNSWICK,
Arriving Thomaston,
Rockland, 10.40 a. m.

FALL OPENING

PORTLAND, ME.

—

—AND—

FOR SALE.
Correspondence solicited from Indiand
Hanks
viduals,
Corporations,
others desiring to open accounts as well
os from those wishing to transact Bauk>
ing business of any description through

febTdil

augl8eUf

Excursion
TO

TICKETS GOTO FOR RETURN UNTIL MONDAf
GEO. F. EVANS
V. F. & (i. If.
(lit

F. E. BOOTH BY
G. F. & T. A.
OCt2

in

INVESTMENTS
WE OFFER

Millinery Novelties
IN

—

Water Works Bonds, CiOOlD iS,

Wednesday,

Railroad Bonds,
! Bank Stock.

Oct. 3d.

H. M. Payson & Go.
febSdtf

EXCKANCE

640

EXCHANGE,

PRINTERS’

1-2

Exchange Si.,

Portlam

FINE JDB PRINTING A SPEEIALTV.
All orders by mail
attended to.

or

promjj
iepE8owlti

telephone

Congress St.

octid3t

BARGAIN

LOW RATES

ST.

AND-

PRINTER,

JOB
07

mss mm low,
32

WM. M. MARKS,

Book, Card

Trimmed and Untrimmed

Physical Culture. Municipal Bonds,

LATHAM

October 8th. Terms for twelve lessons;
$5 00; Ladles $3 00.
MISSES and MASTERS, YUUNG LAMES and GENTLEMEN.—Thursdays,
rom 4.80 to 6 00 p. m
commencing 0c;ober 11. No pupils admittid to this class
inder 14 years of age,
MASTERS and MISSES.—Saturdays,
< ommenclng
October 13th, beginners,
i rom 2 30 to 4 00 p. m. Advanced pujfis,
i rom 4.30 to '3 00 p. m.
TUITION—One
twenty-four
pupil,
: essons, $8.00, twelve lessons, $5 00. Two
pupils from the same family, §15.00,
twelve lessons, $0.00. Three pupils from
Dhe same family,
$22.00, twelve lessons,
pl3 000.
sep26to ootlo

CAFITAtL AMD SVKPLCS

180 Middle

GENTLEMEN.-Slon-

i jentlemen

Tie offer, subject to sale:—

!

St.

Jay and Thursday evenings, commencing

1824,

Incorporated

jlyl3dt£

Town of Yarmouth 3 1-2’s due 1902 to 1906.
City of Cincinnati (Ohio) 5’s due 1910-1930.
City of Urbana (Ohio) 4 1-2’s due 1906.
Lucas County (Ohio) 4 l-2's due 1904.
Poitland Water Co. 4’s due 1927.
YValertcwn (Mass.) Water Supply Co. First
Mortgage 5’s due 1905.
Framingham (Mass.) Water Co. First Mortgage 4 1-2’s <Tue lv«25.
Portland & Cape Elizabeth Ry. First Mortgage
5’s ‘(a-sumed by Portland R. R. Co.) due 1915.
Medfleid & Medway (Mass.) St. Ry. First
Mortgage 5’s due 1920.'
Grand Rapids Ry. Co. First Mortgage 5’s due
-*
•
1946.
Toronto, Hamilton & Buffalo Ry. First Mort4’s
due
1946.
gage
Denver City Tramway Co. First Mortgage 5’s
due 1919.
Erie Telegraph & Telephone Co. Collateral
Trust 5’s due 1926.
Niagara Falls Power Co. First Mortgage 5’s
due 1932.
corresParticulars upon application ;
pondence solicited.

Congress

CLASSES:
LADIES AND

JAMES A. BAIN,
Piano and Organ.

DR.

519

MAINE.

PORTLAND,

MEDORA F. ATWOOD

CATARRH

ALLS!,
ti

DANCING AND DEPORTMENT,

.OF.

o

CATARRH

C. W.

*■

Wilson’s Academ)

=

Gasco National Bank

TRUSTEES.

Piano, Organ and Theory,

:

man

...-OF....

WM. G. DAVIS. Frest.
JAS. P. BAXTER, Vice Prest.
HARRY BUTLER, Treas.
JOSHUA C. LIBBY, Asst. Treas.

—

Elocution k

TXI33

Exchange Street.

Salesroom 46
F. O. BAIL RE.

FINANCIAL.

Grade Bonds for
Investment. Interest Paid on Deposits.

ST.

Frank Burnhayi,

Deposits,

F. O. BAiLEY & CO,
Auctioneers and Commission Merchanb

Ladles’ Orchestra of PortThe
land will play In the Casino evenings from 6 to
7.30. Klectric Fount dn will play at 7.30.
First Class game and shore dinners at the
Casino. Arrangements can be made for private
at
parties for dancing, whist, &c. Inquire 440
Forlland ami Yarmouth railroad office,
oet2dtf
Congress street. Telephone 31 3.

Specialties:—HIgrh

MOODY’S

NO,

can
property and lives of citizens, they
for
liardly hold that a man is disqualified
a
holding a pipe or running an engine at
fire because he occasionally takes a drink.
To be consistent they must treat drunkenness in any or all departments of foe

AUCTION SALKS.

No. 16 DEERINC ST.
Surplus and Profits,

"West.

CLAY M. GREEN.
A. Most Unique, Interesting and Varied PerCapably Interpreted by a Splendid Company.
f ormauc? iroin Rise to Fall of Curtain.
Regular Prices, fa e of seats begins tomorrow.
BY

Exchange St.

Capital Stock,

..

From tne

/v

Safe Deposit Vaults,

she

will open her studio at

MISS

OCTOBER G.

JEFFRIES,

J.

jas.

....AN D-...

course

broadened

Ua‘t

SATURDAY NIGHT,

that, having re-tnkcn the
with Miss Fletcher, In its

Announces
en

Evening at 8.15.
TO WIGHT.
Presentation of LEWIS MQlXlllSON’S
___

—i’

sep21eodlm*

THE FLETGHER MUSIC METHOD

$|.oo

JeFFERSOWTTHEATRE, cah2.AJ*:,.*.‘£m^

Company,

sept29dlw

Maine,

Jones & Allen’s at

_sep27dtf

the

MUNICIPAL SECURITY CO.

St.,

Mr. Bryan has evolved another ‘‘issue."
In one of the sixteen versions of his one for classes and private pnpila Septemspeech which he delivered on Saturday ber 30th.
sepl7d3w
he suddenly exclaimed, apropos of nothan ambition .on the
part of President ing: "No broken-down prince will ever
a
daughter of mine across the
Mitchell and the other chiefs of the Unit- entice
ocean if I can help it.” This determinaed Mine Workers to dominate the anthra- tion on the
part of Mr. Bryan is laudable,
healthful location;
Coeducational,
quiet,
have but obviously his plan of conduct of his
cite region as completely as they
special fitting school lor Colby College; right ot
is not of public import- certification at Brown, Wellesley and Mnith;
domestic
affairs
dominated the bituminous [region. They
even
ance and has nothing
remotely to splendid academy budding ana gymnasium,
entered the anthracite field some months do with the
requestions that are involved bath, steam heated and up to date in every
first
At
the
and
agitation.
Mr, Bryan must be spect; Sturtevant Home the finest girls’ dormibegan
in this campaign.
ago.
in New England, steam heat, baths on
tory
material.
of
short
but
they
legitimate campaign
they met nothing but rebuffs,
every floor, electric lights, etc.; board, rooms,
heai ana lights in this dormitory §3.50 per
THE PKEDOMINAJNT ISSUE.
gradually got hold of the most ignorweek, catalogue free. Address
ant part of the miners—the Poles and
W. E. SARGENT, Prln.
(Lewiston Journal.)
the
into
them
Hebron, Me.
Hungarians—and got
The
predominant issue of American
Term
Fall
Opens Tuesday, September
causes
out
some
to
had
order. They
put
politics today—outside of the presidential 11, 1900.
jlyl4d2m
of complaint, and the character of them —is the reform of the caucus. We shall
not cure political evils by bolting a bad
showed that they were utterly unfamilar
ticket and getting a worse ticket. We
with the conditions in the anthracite shall cure the evil, if at all by putting
—SELECT SCHOOL OF—
For
instance, they complained the caucus under the laws of elections—
region.
The
of the company store and demanded its the caucus is th9 primary'election.
& Typewriting
Australian caucus law, registration as in Shorthand
abolishment. As matter of tact there
secondary elections and long caucuses as Will open in this City September 4th.
Pupils
are no company 6tores owned,
managed In the general elections are important. receive individual instruction in Shorthand,
and all branches of office work,
not
from
the
the
reform
come
But
will
Typewriting
or controlled by the
corporations.
great
most reforms ema- and will he aided in securing employment.
The law forbids it. Some individuals top but from where
nate—from the ground floor. And it takes
Proprietor,
own company
stores, but Mr. Nelson a long time for the ground floor to recog- Miss Elinor S. Moody,
thinks these are a blessing to the miners. nize that an old nuisance like the grog
80 EXCHANGE
is not a part
The company doctor was another of their shop and the mob caucus
Business Department—Miss Moody does
of the order of providence But the reform
docThis
so-called
company
grievances.
will come quite the same after the tax- any and every kind of stenographic and cleriaugi2deod2m
tor is maintained in remote
regions by payers have suffered long enough to dis- cal work.
contributions from the miners, and they cover the real source of roisgovernment
Mr.
could hardly get along without him The in the division of the world, and. in the
union of the flesh and the devil.
complaint which most completely be-re„c.er
or
EEUKLESS GENEROSITY.
conditions
ce of the
their

trayed

coupons

Security

of

from
and coupons
Series G. bonds due October 1st,
1900. will be paid upon presentation at the office of the Portland Trust Company.

LIBBY,

12 Bryant
Woodfords,

and

Cressey,

special cast.
Secure your seats at ouco and avoid the rush at the Auditorium entrance

mailed

application.

municipal
Series E,

OTHERS.

Single Concert Tickets nowon sale at
$1.50, $2.00, according to location.

___aep3dtf

& ALLEN,
CRESSEY, JONES
Portland, Maine.
Residence, No.

circular

Descriptive

SOLOISTS:

Thursday evening—Blauveit and Bnrineister in Popular Programme
Friday afternoon—Campanari In Operatic Selections.
5s, 1943 Friday evening—Sell tunami-IIefnli in German Opera Arias.
5s, 1943 Saturday afternoon—Orchestral Programme and Maine Soloists.
with l frahjjccju-Davies au|
of these Saturday evening—Oratorio of Elijah

and other choice issues

Singing.

F.
—

iJLlXriD

5s, 1908-18.
4s, 1929.

Do Piscataquis Div.
Do Van Buren Ext.

INQUIRE OF

WILL

Water Co.

Symyhony Orchestra,

Blauveit, Schumann Heink, Campanari, Ffrangcon-Davies, Buimsislti
Sibyl Saimis, Kaiherine Ricker, Alice Sovereign, E, Ellsworth Giles

Bangor & Aroostook Main Line
5 s, 1943.

....of....

Piano and

WORLD RENOWNED

4s, 1927.
Portland Water Co.
Co.
Water
5s, 1916.
Machias
Co.
Water
Oakland, Me.,

1804--HEBR0N ACADEMY-1900

try-

Mr. B. C. Jordan In a communication
that a
to the .Lewiston Journal suggests
be appointed by the next
commission
to investigate Che working of

begin Sept. 22nd

Maine

Chorus of 1000 Voices,

6s, due 1907.
3 l-2s.
Portland
of South
of Portland

mines

threat is carried out with the result that
the offender is deprived of work and becomes an outcast in that region.
Mr. Nelson asserts that all the trouble
in the anthracite region has sprung from

magnitude.

will

Teaclier

mine.^While
tyrannizes over its members. If anyone hands.
of them objects to an assessment levied
CURRENT
by the local president he is threatened
with expulsion, and if he persists the

of M’’.
it is undfrstocd tlat the suiC
carried
Bates against Mr. Rounds may be
United
of the
to the Supreme Couri
of great
States as it involves a question

Sept. 17th.

GEORGE A. LIBBY

for some
time. It rules both the operators and the
miners. Nobody not a m ember of it can
work in a bituminous mina, for if the
operators hire such an one the members

nating the bituminous

m.

Lessons resumed

Director.
septudtf

In a word, according to Mr. Nelson, the
tyranny the miners are suffering from
is not the tyranny of
capital, but the
tyranny of their own union and its
by an ambition to
managers inspired
the
of the union go on a strike immediately dominate both the operators and
the miners and practically take the whole
and compel the shutting down of
It dictates to the operat irs'it business of coal mining into their own

_

12 a. m. and 3 to 5

The Kinder Class

because it was not an association of that
Mine Workers
The United
character.
are an association or union of bitumiPresident
Mitchell,
nous coal miners.
the head of it, was a bituminous miner,
and so were all the members of its gov
ing. He ha9 threatened the country
erning board with one exception. One with high prices for fuel, and, in consemember had had some experience in an- quence, the poor with misery and sufferthracite coal mining, but not much, and ing. He has driven some good men out
he had little standing among the anthra- of the country, and others out of this
cite miners. This union has been domi- region to the soft-coal fields of the West.”

REPUBLICAN N(m.NATI0>S\
For

p.

City
City

CIIAPiVIAl¥, Conductor.

w. 15.

vestments:

X 2tn.

Office hours 10 to

willing to meet their employes singly or
In a body, or any association fairly rep
resentativa of them. They have refused
to recognize the United Mine Workers

__

Pupils,

<S©p»t,

That he attributes
do with the strike.
solely to the machinations of President
Mitchell and the United Mine Workers.
In the first place Mr. Nelson shows that
the operators refused
the charge that
to treat with the miners, except as individuals, is misleading. Thay have been

temporarily

papers
notifying the office

ment of

Mr. Nelson is a comyellow journals.
petent observer, and an honest one too.
While not denying that the miners have
grievances, and that they make comthat
plaints, the principal one being
they are charged too nfuch for power, he
alleges that these grievances and these
complaints had really little or nothing to

every

FESTIVAL,

Portland, Oct. 4th, 5th & 6th.

attention is called to the following list of New England In

Enroll-

Callers and

Opens for

MAINE MUSIC

TVfercanlile Trust C°-»

Building,

Baxter

AMUSEMENTS.

<

•Vi

■

Corner Exchange and Middle Sts,

SCHOOL,

CAUSES OF THE STRIKE.

PAILY PRESS-

__-

_

CLAVIER

Virgil

AMUSEMENTS.

finaxcial,

EDUCATIONAL.

-IN-

For 3 Minutes’ Conversation Pneumatic Piano Box Bu®
Approximately

as
follows:
FOR DISTANCE OF

R.ESMOVA.L
Of

Paul

Caster,

S.

R.

S.,

Specialist in all chronic diseases, from 622 Congress St-, to the Mt. Hone Health Bazaar, No.
66 Bedford St., between Forest Avenue and
Grove St., wilt re he if more fully prepared to
treat all chronic diseases of whatsoever nature
with all the modern and improved methods
known to medical jurisprudence, having more
commodious office room and operating room
and will be open day and night to a 1 who desire consultation. Grove St, and Forest
Ave.,
cart pass the street.
Remember lhe number66 Bedford St., Portland.
Telepho e connee
Hotv
octldini

SdL

o.hve. j\..

Less than 5 miles,
“
5 to 15
"
15 to 25

Maine
will be
held at Library Room,
Mechanics’
Hall
THURSDAY EVENING. Oct. 4th, at 7
Per order
cct2d3t
GEO. A 11AR.MON, Secretary.

to

defaced.

Bargain Price, $125.
10 cents|
"
15
“
F. 0. BAILEY CARRIAGE CO,
20

Opp. Post

Rates fox* greater distances in
proportion.

TELEPHONE

SERVICE

FURS

AT YOUR RESIDENCE
Is xxsefxxl always,
/

of
regular
meeting
the
THE
Charitable Mechanic Association,

Pt;

almost new. cost $200.
Has best round
mier «ear,
best Hartford tire, Halley w
trimmed in Whipcord. An elegant job, hsr'“

NEW

ENGLANOlELEPHONE

REPAIRED.
announce^*1
all Kiwis111

Helpful often,
Necessary sometimes, and
Cheap ali the year round.

TELEGRAPH
sep^e

Office;,^

MRS. Ii. K. ROETON wishes to
sue is prepared to make or repair

Fur Oarments, Seal Skin toals.
Fapes and Col I a relic*!
Eleven y«>^
all the up-to-date styles.
res>
practical experience. Good work anil
able prices.
...
Ktsltleucc aa Alder St., Cor. of Por*1*"

anddin

COMPANY.d2w

oct2

dllD

THE MUSIC
Full

FESTIVAL.

THE
BICYCLE

I’rogrnnnneof (he Concerts to Be
Portland,

Given In

The following Is the programme of the
Portland concerts of the Maine Music
festival to be given here this week:

lias
been
awarded
tin*
OUAXI) PI4IX
in
eempi'titlon with
all
o her Ameri-

j

(Popular

at

programme—Only appearance of
Mme. Blauvelt.)
PART
FIRST.

Tsohal kowaty—March

phonie,

Movement—Sym

The GRAND PRIX
Other

Gounod—(b) VYaltz—“Faust,”
Festival

Chorus.

is,

were

Columbia

won

The

HOO BY

THE PROCTER

« GAMBLE

never

WHITE LOGIC.

'JDWIN

FORREST

was once

not

more

than

a

has

only

one

bronze

and

and

grand prize

according

STANDARD

place

industrial
whenever and

the

wherever
A

to a

OF

EXCELLENCE.

Home Office, Hartford, Conn.

(arr

Shirred
and

and symphony programme
(Grand
—Only appearance of Signor Cam-

as a

i-rjJ

at Hashim’s new Park theatre has
been postponed until October 6.
Henry
E. I)lxey who is tc create the titular role,
and the oast including Marian Lea (.Mrs.
Langdon Mitchell), Deronda Mayo, Anne
CaverJy, Clement Bain bridge,
Joseph
Wheelock, James Skeliy and Tom Hadaway, will complete their rehearsals in
Philadelphia on the stage of the theatre
where they-expect to play for some time.!

notable event.

riXMT

XjXXXjXxL.L'i

XSXiVU VJiXi

iil

MACHINE

AUX

Nicholfll—Overture—“Merry

Wives

depot.

There

The following explains Itself:
Mr. Frank I Moore,
Sec Republican City Com.,
98 Exchange St., City.
Dear Sir*—I hereby tender to you my
resignation as Chairman of the Republican City Committee, of Portland.
Inasmuch, however, as our Presidential election takes place November 6th, and there
not being time to properly reorganize, I
desire said resignation to take effect November 9th. WiJJ you kindly call a meeting of the committee as soon after the
Presidential election as possible, for the
purpose of reorganizing said committee.
I am
s

met by my
sister, who was carrying a large box.
When on the train he told me where I
was to sing,
but nothing else. There
was no
time for a rehearsal when we
arrived, and imagine how I must have
looked
for
I had dressed on the train,
which to me seemed to be going about
ICO miles an hour In place of 115 or 40. At
any rate I sang at the concert, but did
not know
whose place 1 had filled until
had finished my last number.
after I
Had i known it before, It Is doubtful If I
we were

*

Portland, Me

have attempted such a thing, as
I, just out of my teens, filling the place

of

a

woman

two

X1U7

1UUIB|

G1C0. H. AL LAN.
Oct. 2, 1900

MARRIAGES.

would

talk of

Oljf

In Rochester, Sept. 23, David C. Johnson and
Adelaide Dtifresue, botli of Sanford.
In Gardiner, Sent. 28, Harry W. Young of MaClnicus and Miss Helen P. True of Lilchlield.
In Machias, Oct. 1. Thomas F. Magee of Clinton, Mass., and Miss Katie Morrison of Machias;
George Landry of Clinton and Miss IdaM. Mor-

whose artistic merit Is the
But yon know,

continents.

that its one or the chances that you get
seldom In a lifetime. Fate placed It before me and I am thankful that I accepted It.
Many such chances have I
had since, both
In this country and
abroad, but 1 met them with the same
determination as I did my first one, and
in many of them have had my best suc-

rison.

c-tAI

In Haverhill, Sept. 29, George F. Graffam,
iged 45 years, 11 months, 24 days.
[Burial at Evergreen Cemetery.
In Piiippsburg, Seyit. 28, Mary E., widow of
Palmer WalLce, aged 77 years.
In Augusta, Sept. 24.
Margaret, widow of
Dennis Desmond of Machias, aged 82 years.

cesses.

•

NOTES.

Sparkling with wit in every line, yet
mingled with romance to excuse its rev“The
elry, Broadhurst’s latest farce.
House That Jack Built,” was glvsn its
first metropolitan production in Sc. Paul,
Sept. 10. The first night patrons at the
Metropolitan were delighted with what
New York is awaiting with anticipation
of no little pleasure.
Scores of pretty girls clad handsomely
and dancing daintily are one of the many
splendid features of Chas. H. Yale's operatio trick spectacle “The Evil Eye,'-’

which this season comes with all new
scenery, mechanical effects and accessories, and will be under the management
of Sidney R.
Ellis. The Russian Cafe
Eccentrlque, th8 Hutch grape pickers'
the
Human
ballet,
Windmill, the Ladies’
Brass Band the Electric Ballet and the
Great Phasey Troupe are among the novelties offered,
Lost River” was produced at the Hy-

[The

funeral services

of the lato Ethel Sar-

tent Duulntn will take place this afternoon at
| 1.30 o’clock at parents' residence. 347 Stevens
; ivonue, Deering district.

Tired Mothers
want an easy and quick answer to the
“What shall we have for Dlnler, or for Supper, or for Breakfast?” should
ake the Boston Daily and Sunday Globe.
Every day The Globe publishes a simple, in< xpenslve and nice bill of fare for a breakfast,
t diuner.and a supper.
This is specially prepared by an experienced, skilled and economi( ai housekeeper.
In additiou, the choicest recipes from the
lolled cooks of the homes of New England are
, Tinted every day, and any
special recipes
, ranted by any woman are readily supplied.
In fact, The Globe is a daily cook book for
t lie housekeepers of New England.
The Housekeepers' Departaipnt in The Globe
day tells you how to gat rid of nests, how
f }very
take care ot plants, flowers and animals, flow
do fancy work, etc., etc., etc.
Order The
(. Doha at one of your newsdealers and try it.
1

J

tally question,

Spangled Nets,
Applique, Crystal Valour—in black, white or
fancy shades, (three qualities.)

Silk Cut Work.
—

The Festival Chorus
Mozart—Vltellia Aria—'i .us,
Madame Schumann Heink
Meyerbeer—Grand Aria—“Les HuMiss Sammis
guenots,”
Verdi—Grand Finale of Act Hi—
The Festival Chorus
“Aida,”
Adriano
Aria—
Wagner—Grand
“Rienzi,” Madame Schumann Heink
Sailors’
Chorus—“FlyWagner—The

ing Dutchman,”

The Festival Orchestra

Pizet—(a), Adagletto,

(b) Mlnuetto,
Suit8, “L’ Arlesienne,

The Festival Orchestra
Bach—Chorales 53 and 65—“St, Matthew’s Passion Music,”
The Festival Chorus
Julian Edwards—“The Lovelight in
Your Eyes.”
Donizetti—Brindisi—“Lncretia BorMadame Schumann Heink
gia,”
Max Bruch—Cantata—“Fair Ellen,”
Soprano and Baritone Solos and
Miss Sammis and Mr. Cain
Chorus,
SATURDAY AFTERNOON.
PAKT FIRST.
Orchestral Programme.
Tschaikowsky—Marche Slave.
Moszkowski—Russia.
Italy—Suite,

,

“The Nations.”
Selected—Piano Solos,
Richard Burmelster
Bizet—Adagletto, Mlnuetto—Suite 1,
“L’Arlesienne.”
Chopin—Bartlett—Polonaise. A Flat,
Op. 53,

PART SECOND.
Maine Composers pnd Artists.
Oliver

King—Israel,

Miss Henrietta D. Rice.

Meyerbeer—Ula lira ni abbandona.
“Do Prophefce.”
Miss Julia Goodwin Poyzer
Wight, James—Quickstep—‘‘Thou art
our Guiding [Star.”
Dedicated to W. R, Chapman, repeated by special request,
Conducted by the composer.
SATURDAY EVENING.
(Oratorio Night—Felix Mendelssohn Bartholy's “Elijah”—Only appearance of
D. Ffrangon-Davles.)
Miss Marguerite Demon,
The Widow
Miss Katherine M. Ricker
J'l'he Angei
Mrs. Dou Dunoan Barney,
The Youth
E. Ellsworth Giles,
Obadiah
D. Ffrangcon-Davles,
Elijah
And the following soloists in the concerted numbers: Mrs. Evelyn D. Whits,
Miss Martha F. B. Hawes, Miss Julia E.
Noyes, Miss Henrietta D. Rice, Miss
Mary Fletcher, H, B. Barnard, Millard
A, B. Hall, Howard McRoBowdoln,
nald, Harry F. Merrill, Dr. H. M. NickFrank H. Pierce,'W. H. Stockerson,
bridge.
FIRE DEPARTMENT CASES.
There was much talk yesterday about
the city building regarding the cases reported to the city council by the committee on tire department Monday night. It
that the committee heard the eviin the two cases against the enginemen on the atternoon of Monday and
did not conclude in time to prepare any
sort of a
case for the city council.
Just
what will be done
in these two cases
no one seems to know.
Chief Eldredge
and the members of the board of engineers have nothing to say about the matter. The committee on Are department
is
It was said yesequally reticent.
terday that the engineers will make a
fight against the charges whioh both ol
them are said to deny to be true. The
matter has
created no end of talk and
some excitement is likely to result from
seems

1 vho

yard.

Liberty Silks,

Chiffon Cut Work and

of

PAKT SECOND.

Lillian Blauvelt, the American Boprano,
Also Some Clothing Belonging to An*
who
will appear at the music festival
other Man iii Brown St. House.
this week, after a year s absence from
this country,tell3 the story of an appearance at
the
beginning of her career,
yesterday afternoon a man giving his
which had much to doj with the making name as
Perkins, of about 35 years of age
of her fortunes:
and fairly well dressed, engaged a room
it was
to
at
a
concert
of
the
sing
of Mrs. Strout, 113 Brown street, and paid
Orpheus club of Philadelphia. The club for it in advance.
He "said that he was
had engaged Mme. Nordica for this conah agent of the White Sewing Machine
cert, and at the last moment she was (Jo. and that he
expected to remain in
taken ill; by the time she had notilied
Portland for several days. In the evening
Mr. Wolfsohn, who had made the engage- he left the house and has
not been seen
ment for her, it was too lata to get any since. With his
departure are also missof the stars of the opei’a to take her place.
ing a coat, vest and an overcoat which
Mr. Wolfsohn called on me at my home, belonged to Joseph M. Speer who has a
but 1 was enjoying myself at the opera; room in the house. The police were notified and are making
efforts to find the
some cne of my family told him this. He
stranger.
rushed to the Metropolitan opera house,
CHAIRMAN ADLAN RESIGNS.
found me seated near the stage, but how

vania

from $1.00 to $4.50 jjcr

Windsor.”

MISSING.

AGENT

HEK HIRST BJtf SUCCESS.

he did it I don't know, for the house was
He
called me into the lobby
packed.
and without giving me any Information
had a coupe
take us to the Pennsyl-

Silks,

PART FIRST.

cois,

en-

Silks,

Mouseline,

Beaded and

panari).

—

are

Allovers,

ODera

perlon theatre, New Haven, on Tuesday
MUSIC AND DRAMA.
night, Sept. 25, and after two nights at Meyerbeer—Grand Aria—“Dlnorah,”
Signor Campanarl.
Springfield, Mass., will open at the 14th
St. Theatre, N. Y., on Oot. 1, for an ex- Delibes—(a) Plzzucatl,
Love’s Dream After the
JAMES J. JEFFRIES.
tended
engagement. Josepn Arthur’s Czibulba—(b)
Ball,
latest play depicts in dramatic form the
admirers will bave an opNumerous
The Festival Orchestra.
life of the quaint natives of Southern InFinale of Act II—“Aida,”
portunity to see him in this.city in the diana, along the curious Lost river, and Verdi—Grand
flvhQ
Tl’aafivnl rihnuna
capacity of an actor, for he is booked to by contrast with the fashionable visitors Buzzl-Peccla—Sacred
Hymn—“Gloria
Jefferson next Saturday to the spring at West Baden.
appear at the
a te,”
for
Composed
especially
Henry Jewett and his company, includentitled
a
new
American
in
play
night
J. LeMoyne,
Frank
ing W.
Bangs, Signor Campanari.
written
the
From
“A Man
by George WToodward, William Hazeltlne,
West,”
PAKT SECOND.
Clay M. Greene. The piece deals with Walt Hitchcock, T. J. McGrane, Judith Raff—March from Fifth
Gertrude
Symphony—
DlxMabel
Hathaway,
Bennett,
life in the far West and is said to be a
“Leonore”,
ey and Ada Heaves, have gone to Boston
most elaborate stage production, The ti complete rehearsals for‘‘The Choir InThe Festival Orchestra.
Circa—“La Gloconda,”
James J. Jeffries vsible,” which will open at the Park Ponohielll—La
oa6t includes besides
Miss Sovereign.
theatre on October 1, for an extended enseveral well known and talented actors.
Brahms—(a) Lullaby, Arr. by Dressier
gagement.
Arr.
FAUST.
Sarah Cowell LeMoyne opened her sec- Giese—(b) Forget Me Not,
by
Victor Baler,
ond season in “The Greatest Thing in
Morrison’s
Lewis
From
wherever
The Festival Chorus.
tne World” at Wilmington.
After two
“Faust” has beenjseen this season, unan- weeks tour over familiar territory, where Mozart—Aria, non plu Andrai—“Marriage of Figaro,”
imous
praises about its gorgeousness she wll! be doubly welcomed because of her
Signor Campanari
“Beautiful be- success she scored there last spring, Mrs,
and splendor are heard.
LeMoyne goes to Wallack's on October Beethoven—Hallelujah Chorus—“Mou nt
is
of
it
the
prowords,”
power
yond
of Olives,”
S, for her first stellar engagement in New
The Festival Chorus.
As a matter of fact, it is now York city. During this engagement Mrs.
nounced.
w
ith
Otis
Skinner
and
Eleanor
FRIDAY EVENING.
more
thoroughly embellished and hand- LeMoyne,
Hobson, will give a
somely presented than during any of its of Browning’s “In a special performance
(Grand German Opera Programme.)
Balcony,” preceded
former seventeen seasons and those who by the one act
fairy play. “The Land of
PART FIRST.
William
Butler
have witnessed it year after year, always Heart's Desire,”
by
to Aot III.—
Irish
the
Wagner—Introduction
Yeats,
poet.
finding it surpassing expectations, will
The Festival Orchestra
Lohengrin,
Owing to delay in constructing the
the grandest and
this season
witness
Chorus—
Beethoven
scenic
for
the
the
Hallelujah
heavy
settings
play,
‘‘■Mount of Olives,”—
elaborate presentation it has ever opening of “The Adventures of Franmost
The scenery and all effects

most approved accessories to a fashionable costume, in-

Insertings, Drapery Nets, Fancy Neckwear,
Evening Wear Goods.
However simple the gown, dainty trimmings will
it
give a touch of elegance and style.

Grieg, Op.

FRIDAY AFTERNOON.

of the newest and

Lace Bands,

Embroidered

31—Recognition of Land—
“Olaf Trygvason,”
by A. J. Holden,) Baritone and
Festival Chorus, Harry F. Merrill

TODAY

cluding

Tucked and Corded

Madame Blauvelt.

The Festival Orchestra.
Bizet—Here They Come—“Carmen,”
The Festival Chorus.

tirely nsw, the company has been especially selected and is said to be better in
every respect than any other seen in connection
with the play and there is no
doubt
that its coming presentation in
this city tonight will long be remembered

Magnificent Opening

expositions

Gounod—Arietta—“Mlreille,

to cost.
-■

hod.

display some very
choice and dainty fabrics
for trimmings.

award.

medals

Festival Chorus
Gounod—Lend Me Your Aid,—“Queen
of Sheba,”
E. Ellsworth' Giles.
Corbin Lullaby,
The Festival Chorus.

In

pure soap

signifies—the^ highest

has been in many

Columbia Bicycles,

Viextemps—(a) Reverie,
Gillet-—(b) In the Mill,

drilling a stupid

despair Forrest exclaimed:
“Can't you say it as I do?" “No," said
“
the man; if I could, would I be working
for $5.00 a week ?" If you asked a cheap yellow
soap to do the work of Ivory Soap the reply
might well be: “If I could, would I sell for half as
much?" Ivory Soap, being pure, costs money, but
“super."

FIXED

was

failed to win first

awards have been made

Weber—Overture— ‘Euryanthe,
Festival Chorus.
Handel—Sweet Bird—“11 Penseroso,”
Madame Blauvelt.

—

CO. CINCINNATI

name

but there

Bicycle
and it has

its

We

TODAY

it,

PART SECOND.

COPYRIGHT

as

awarded gold, silver and

bicycles
“honorable mention,”

Handel—Hallelujah Chorus—“Messiah,

The Festival Chorus.
Chopin—Andante and Finale—Concerto
In F minor,
Richard Burmelster.
Thomas—Mad Scene—“Hamlet,
Madame Blauvelt.
Elgar—(a)“My Hove Dwelt in a North
ern Land.-’

the

PARIS EXPOSITION.

Festival Orchestra.

The

bicycles

can

THURSDAY EVENING.

dence

these matters.

An

line of Net Laces,

elegant

consisting

of Venise,

Renaissance, Russian and Point, in white, ecru, black,
butter, cream and champagne, with applique bands,
and

points

insertings to match.
than twenty-five designs

HIGH GRADE NOVELTIES. pricedMore
all the way from 50c

in Black Web Lace,

$15,.00.
Mouselline de Soie, Liberty, Chiffons, Crepe de

Elegant

Line of

to

Chene in all the favorite colors.

NECKWEAR.
An

BLACK DRESS GOODS

irreproachable

costume

requires

delicate and beautiful Neckwear. Satisfactory
effects may be obtained from some of these.

For this Fall of 1900 we are showing Sailor Collars—of Lace, Silk, Chiffon and Velvet.
Stock Collars—and Jabots.
the Largest and Most Complete Line of Cndersleeves—of Lace
Inserting and Chiffon.
Black Dress Novelties that we have ever
The most fascinating pieces of Real Lace, either in
We
have
the
shown.
enlarged
depart- Collars, Ties, Fichus, Berthas and Trimming Bands.
ment to such an extent that the first
Dress Garnitures in Gold and Applique.
glance will convince you of the truth of
Venise and Arabian Laces.
this statement.
Every piece is new and
Automobile Ties in twelve styles 25c to $1.50.
perfectly correct in style and quality, and Every one novel.
the prices are sure to please you.

EASTMAN BROS. & BANCROFT.

We are showing all the
makes
best
of
Black
Broadcloths in the Best
Qualties we can find to
sell, at
Our New Line of Pebble
and CamePs Hair Cheviots
is a complete line in itself,
ranging in price

-V

—

FROM

$1.00 TO $3.50

GET_
SWEATS

FROM

$1.00 TO $2.25.

HERE_
and be satisfied

Every pi ece of our Black
English Cheviots was carefully selected to give you
the best in the State, at

FROM

50G TO $2.50.

Black Venetians are way up among the leaders
of Fashionable Black Dress Goods that sell at

$1.25,1.50, 1.75, 2.00

PER YARD.

In Fancy Weaves the assortment is so complete
and Prices so Low that you will have no desire to
look elsewhere.

We Are Always Glad to Shew the
New GoodsSPECIAL FOR TODAY:
yards off Cheese Cloth, 45
wide, slightly damaged,

just about Half Price,
3 l-2c PER YARD.
Sale this morning.

at

with

what

get and the price you
We buy largely, have
pay.
the facilities for keeping

you

Fresh Meats in
them to suit

ple.
gain
one

We

condi-

particular

haven’t

counter

stuffs,

telephone

worth.

O. C.
794-796

a

of

us

than

more

were

peo-

any barbut no

accused

ever

charging
not

prime

and know how to cut

tion,

meats

lOOO
inches

i

the

Why

trial order.

Elwell,

Congress

Street.

oct3-It

*

Antique

M Cood Clock 1
—

♦

X

2
*

X

I
I

convenience—a poor 2
We 2
great annoyance.
have over a thousand clocks X
from the best makers in the X
Is

a

great

one a

kind you want,

Any

country.

95c to $100.
We

always
and

stock,

have the

we

are

X

1

largest 2
greatly 2

X

2
show you.
pleased
Clocks for Hall, Office, X
Store, Dining Room and X
X
Kitchen.
Our Alarm Clocks from X

♦

95c

X

X

to

to

$5.00

are

waking

up the town.

I M'KENNEY,

♦

2

.

Furniture

|

X
2

modern furniture
that
has
become
marred or
scarred
from every day use
may be made to look
like new by a rub
with our “Lusterole,”
modern furniture
a
polish, that cleans
while it polishes.
Large bottles 25c.
or

H H. HAY & SON, Middle St.
In the Paiut

♦

Department

The

Jeweler,

MONUMENT

SQ.
sopt2Qdr,f

|

|2

*♦♦♦♦♦♦♦ ♦♦♦♦♦♦<>♦♦♦♦♦ m

STEPHEN

BERRY,

Bool, JoB and Carl Printer,
KO.37PL.UM STREET.

I

MISCELLANEOUS.

A Soldier’s

2.50 Class—Puree £75.

—

Opened Tuesday With |

Life

Bred B. G., (Huntoon)
3 111
Handsome-Ben, ch 6, (Outlette) 1 4 7 3
6 2 2 4
Topeka, eh g. (Rldrout)
Ernestine, cn g, (Rideout)
2 6 6 2
ADnie Games, b m, (Jenness) 6 3 4 5
3 6
4
5
ch
Morning News,
g, (Potter)
Frank R., br g, (Rowe)
7 7 5 ds

Time, 2.39%; 2.33%; 2.33%; 2.35%.

Splendid Weather.

The Hall Exhibits Sever

MISCELLANEOUS.

MISCELLANEOUS.

SUMMARY.

FRFEPORT FAIR.

Own

2.29 Class—Purse $75.
111
3 2 2
2 4 6
4 3 3
6 6 4
6 5 5

Nelmab, r g, (Huntoon)
(Charley, ch g,, (Gerow)
Bayardean, br m, (Haines)
Chester, b g, (Dunn)
Early Dawn, b s, (Kelrstead)
Umpire, b g., (Garcelon)
Time, 2 30; 2.29%; 2 25.

Looked

So Well.

Fine

Overcoat

TODAY!S EVENTS.

Track
A life of hardship and exposure,
and the dangers from disease are
as great as from shell and bullet.
Here is a story of a life that was

Events

At 10 a. m. there will be a slow race
and at 11 a. m. a purse will be offered for
gentlemen’s driving horses.
The
countrymen’s race, which was
called a dead heat yesterday, and created
much fun with the drivers in grotesquely
amusing costumes will be trotted again
and there will
be trots in the 2.38 and
! the 2.24 classes.

Un-

of

usual Interest.

saved:

enlisted In Company E, First
Regiment New York Volunteers, at
the beginning of the war with Spain.
While on garrison duty at Honolulu
1 was stricken with malaria, which
was complicated with kidney trouble. I was in the hospital twentyone days, and when discharged my
:

i

Fred

Wins

2.50

8
8
8

o

VENTILATORS,

MADE OF SHEET METAE.

Proof against leaks from weather and condensation.

E. VAN NOORDEN COMPANY,
Ave., BOSTON, IS lass.
Send for catalogue.
jly'ilW&Snrm

944 Massachusetts

For Women.

Tolman’s Monthly Regulator has brought
happiness to hundreds of anxious women.
There is positively no other remedy known
to medical science, that will so quickly and
safely do the work. Have never had asmgle
Dr.

failure. The longest and most obstinate cases
are relieved in 3 days without fail. No other
remedy will do this. No pain, no danger, no
interference with work. Tlie mo3t difficult
cases successfully treated through correspondence, and the most complete satisfaction
guaranteed in every instance. Ireltevehundreds of ladies whom I never see. Write for
further particulars.
All letters truthfully
answered.
Free confidential advice in all
matters of a private or delicate nature. Bear
in mind this remedy is absolutely safe under
every possible condition and will positively
leave iio after ill effects upon the health. By
mail securely sealed, $2.00. Dr. E. M. TOLMAN CO., 1T0 Tremont St., Boston, Mass.

SEBAUO SALMON WATERS,

By Charles Ross White,
Pure crystal founts where swallows dip,
Where wild-fowl wheel and sever,
Where deep within the Songo pool,
The King of Salmon gather.

They race from deeps of Songo pool,
They bend their bow and swim,
And :tween the blue wave, and the sky,
They show one gleaming tin.
Star flames, and meteors, they flash,
In sylph-like forms they sweep,
Like shooting stars they cleave the wave,
'And sparkle as they leap.

and

rrlaavn

In bright and stormy weather.
O the story of their wondrous wiles,
And the way we played the winning,
While northern lakes grim locked in ice,
The salmon reels are singing.

Naples, Maine.
ANNUAL

MEETING,

The adjourned a nnual meeting of the
Portland & ltumford Falls railway was
held at the office of the company in this
Stock represented at the
city yesterday.
meeting nine thousand, six hundred and
fifty-two shares.
The following named gentlemen were
elected directors:
Hugh J. Chisholm,
Portland, Me,; Waldo Pettengill, Rumford
Falls, Me. { George D. Blsbee,
Kumford Falls, Me.; Galen C. Moses,

Bath,

Me ; Fred E. Richards, Portland,
Me.; George C. Wing,
Auburn, Me.;
Charles D. Brown, Boston, Mass.; A. N.

deal of attention.
One side of the hall was used for the
contributions from the ladies in the form
of quilts, sofa pillows, fine crochet work,
etc., and In this collection perhaps the
most
noteworthy exhibits were the old
pieces of hand made lace which had been
in
Freeport families since 1828 or 1830.
There were many other antiques. There
was a ladies’ hair comb which was more
than 125 years old; a little dress made in
1838; plates, tureens, etc., which were in
existence before the eighteenth century
was ushered in.
All these were very infeatures
and it is hardly
teresting
necessary to say that the vegetable world
was
with
that array of
represented
pumpkins, potatoes, braces of corn, etc
without which a fair would be
incom-

Bradford,
Superintendent—E. L, Love joy.
REAL ESTATE

TRANS FERS.

Caroline A. Morrill of Portland to
Annie M. Skinner of Portland, for $1,
land on the
easterly side of Glenwood
avenue, Portland.
t Martin A. Gray of Portland to Martin Curran of Portland, for $1, land on
the
northerly side of Clinton 6treet,
Portland.
William H. Quinn et al., of Portland
to Lucy F. Studley of South
Portland,
for $1, land in South Portland village.
Martin
of
Portland to
Curran, Jr.,
Frederick Leighton of Portland, for $1,
land on Clinton street, Portland,
PORTLAND

YACHT CLUB.

The regular monthly Imeetlng of the
Portland Yacht Club will be held at the
elub house, Wednesday, Oct. 3, at 8 p. m.

ujl mis vtunauie

PRICE OF MILK

rjumau

least.

charge for trying on
styles and inquiring the prices. We are
always glad to show our
goods.

we

shall offer

special

by making

Hardman, Cabler,

Mason &

our

prices.
Every garment made by
Hart, Schaffner & Marx

SONS,

Standard, Singer,

|

AND OTHER HIGH GRADE PIANOS.

The /EOLIAN

Drop

and PIANOLA.

race

and

came

oompany, the Phoenix National bank of
tiaruora ana uonn uassiay or uangor.
No evidence was' presented and Judge
Webb ordered the dismissal of the petition.

119,

Portland,

randalT&T

Notice to

MALUSTER.
The

Business
the

and
will

find

collection
and

Suit

*1

The body of the man found last week
the Cape shore was buried
Monday
in the Forest City cemetery. No one appeared to claim the body and its Identity
is still unknown.
Various suggestions
have been made as to who the man was,
but none of them have been right.
It is
not probable that the identity of the man
man will ever be discovered.

satisfy

Man

Tourist

At the Invitation of Prof. Louis Morse,
Washington Abt, who is considered by
musical critics the greatest mandolin
player in the world, gave a recital thl6
in Mu6io hall. Mr. Abt was
assisted [.by several local ^artists. The
programme was as follows:
Gounod
(a) Faust Fantasie,
(b) Cradle Song,
Mr. Abt.
(a) Sleep, Little Baby of Mine

evening

of

Mr. Abt.
stretch neck and neck.
There had been
Vocal Duo—The Singing Lesson,
a good
deal of breaking for the horses
Miss Brown and Dr. Morse.
had not been steadied, notably 60 Fred (a) Slumber On,
Abt
and at times It
looked like a run- (b) Fifth Air Varis, Doncla
Mr. Abt.
ning race in regular procession form. In Reading—Aux Italiens
the second heat Huntoon
Miss Piper.
held his fast
Abt
stepper right down to work and took the (a) Sounds from a Church,
Valse
Abt
Brilliant,
heat.
The animal continued in good (b)
Mr. Abt.
form for the
rest of
the afternoon
winning the next two heats and the
A Deep
race.
At the start for the third heat and
It is a
women enlure
just as the horses had been given the Backache, mystery why
Headache, Nervousness, Sleepword “Go” Ernestine created a sort of lessness, Melancholy,
Fainting and Dizhubbub and there was a mix up of sul- zy Spells when thousands have proved
that
Electric
Bitters
will quickly cure
kies, Matters, however, soon straightened
suoh troubles.
‘‘I suffered for years with
themselves out without
to
injury
any- kidney troubles,”
writes Mrs. Phebe
one and the heat went on.
Cherley, of Peterson, la., ‘‘and a lame
back
me
I
so
could
not dress mypained
In the 2.29 class Nelmah had the field
but Electric Bitters wholly cured
at his mercy and while the race was a self,
me, ana, although 78 years old, I now am
pretty one and worth looking at It was able to do all my housework.” It overquite evident to which horse the purse comes Constipation, improves Appetite,
was bound to go as the summary below
perfect health. Only BOo at H. P.
^lves
will show.
S. Goold, 677 Congress street, drug store.

and

the NEW STYLES FOR FALL and WINTER.

JONES,

*■
SGWatC of Imitations

Cases

SHORT&
HARMON

MONEY LOANED.

In

There's not
All

are

bracing

Shawmut Loan Co.,
68 MARKET ST„
ME-

Congress
septl9deod2w

ST.

our

Fall

Display of

out-of-date curtain among them.
comers
to
our
store,—emselect designs
from f.ace
Curtain

an

new—recent

the

asking.
pairs

Irish

Point,

$4.50

W hite

25

“

20

“

Iliichesse,
Bobbinet,

0.50
2.95

1.65
♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦

W. T. KILBQRN
24

FREE

COMPANY,

STREET.

.FOR- SALE.

St-

Notice.
District of Maine, )
Portland. SeDtember 26, 1909. |
Pursuant to the rules Of the Circuit C .urt of
the United Stet .3 for the District of Maine, notice is hereby given, that Frederick Hale of
Portland, in said District, has applied hr admission as an alto mt
couuse’.'o of said
y rn
Cir. ult Court.

%

GREAT TRADE in a nine (9) room
house, beautifully located,
no finer 'iew in Maine.
Corner lot. House has all modern iffi*
provements. Will be sold at price that cannot fail to suit and on
terms to please, ^ew House.
Do not miss this chance to secure
a

very

delightful

home.

I-JLLEIGHTON,

53 Exchange St,

SPECIAL FOR THIS WEEK

ONLY.-

PORTLAND,

maysdtf

A. H. DAVIS,
TT
clerk U.
S. Circuit Court, Maine District.
octtd3t*

Cabinet Photos “Carbon

Mystery.

®a°°

3=>«>5aEsisr.

bft fltted°iii Mait. »..“*£

Pictures

DUNCAN’S SONS, Agents, New York,

makers of the highest standing.
The prices are,
in every instance, fully one-third less iltati our

and PRESS

544

J

WINDOW DRAPERIES.

(NEW STORE

Heirs and others desiring to
borrow money oil BEAL ESTATE, NOTES, household furniture, pianos, etc. Business strict-

-

Are made to interest you
3NT O *\7V

Bridge

all kinds of garments for gentlemen
and ladies in a first class manner
at yery reasonable prices. Goods
sent for and returned.
Drop us a
postal aud we will do the rest.

LORINC,

S.

These
LACE CURTAIN
Prices

TAILORING DEPT.
CLEAN, REPAIR

every bottle

I----—-i

35

Modern prices prevail.

on

fy
JOHN

30

want-

ly confidential.

This signature is

It is highly approved for the very agreeable zest
which it imparts to Soups, Fish, Came, Hot
and Cold Meats, Salads, Welsh Rarebits, etc.

usual

544 CONGRESS

Square.

SSI |F3l ft T|

ORIGINAL

WORCESTERSHIRE

SEALED

to

B

jg

& Marx

Monument

Bags

Miss Brown.

Mendelssohn

THE

here_a_

every

KENT:S HILL.

Carpenters

I

LEA * PERRINS’

proposals for sheathing Clark Street
bridge and the draw of Tukey’s b id ge
will be received at the office of the Commissioner of Public Wo ks until Wednesday, October 3,1900. at 12 o’clock ra., when they will be
pub icly opened and read
Speellicaucns and
furthsr information may be obtained at the
office of said commissioner.
Bids should be
maraed “Proposals for
h a tiling Bridges'”
and addressed to GEO. N. FEIiNALD, Commissioner of Public Works, wiio reserves the
right to reject anv or all bid* should he deeml t
for the interest of the city so to no.
octltd

on

(a) Andante Concerto,
down the home (b) Annie Laurie,

over

§

I

TAILORS, CLOTHIERS, FURNISHERS,

Builders.

BODY NOT IDENTIFIED.

(b) Swallows,

In arid look

CITY OF PORTLAND.

DISTRICT COURT.

Z Petitions in bankruptcy have been filed
by Henry H. Tibbetts, Greene and John
Thomas, Lewiston.
In the District court yesterday, Judge
Webb gave a hearing on the petition in
bankruptcy filed against John P. Squire
& Co. by the Eastern Trust and Banking

I

by H»rt, Schaffner

sep2leodtf

COAL. Notice to^Taxpayers

S.

1900

HASKELL &

A Full Line of Sheet Music and Musical Merchandise.

Congress St.,

TJ.

Copyright

PUBLIC

THE

cordially Invited to call and examine our stock, and hear the
Beautiful Music produced by the JGolian and Pianola, which can
be operated by a person without the least Musical training.

Superior Quality.

pretty

is sold under the makers’
guarantee of satisfaction.

Hamlin, Cramer, Emerson,

M. STE1NERT & SONS CO.,

permadent adoption by the department
is probable.
It is found that when used
a
trench opened m the pavement will
not cause sagging of the surface though
the gravel caves away from It.

j*

Phrchasers

inducements to Piano

Liberal Reduction in

a

STEINWAY &

price of milk was advanced to
seven cents a quart on {Monday and in
some localities the price Is
eight cents.

presented yesterday

^

DURING FESTIVAL WEEK

The

mated appearance, and round about were
many
spectators, in grand stand, open
field, etc., while long lines of carriage
were just behind the fence.
The only
exhibits on the grounds were cattle and
poultry. These were not numerous, but
made up in quality what perhaps was
There were the
lacking in quantity.
usual
stands for fruit, pop corn, etc.,
and the most noteworthy sideshow was
the
fat woman from
Yarmouth who
weighs 491
pounds at 37 years of age
while as a baby she tipped the scales at
only 4y% pounds. She has a masculine
beard and chatted verv uleasantlv with
all who viewed her and asked them to
feel of her arm that they might be satisfied that “it was all there in human flesh
and blood,” A tent for a variety show
has been pitched but the talent yesterday
failed to appear.
There is no disguising the fact that
after all is said the track events are the
big drawing card nowadays at our fall
fairs and when the bell was sounded for
the first race Interest was keen.
The
well known and fair starter from Brunswick, Isaiah R. Morrill, soon after one
o’clock climbed
into the judges’ stand
and with him were Addison Buck of
Scarboro, Jerome Nichols of Lewiston,
Dr. C. H, Leighton of Westbrook who
officiated as judges with (J. P. Graffam
of Portland and N. W. Fogg of
Freeport
for time-keepers.
Two events were on

;

No

are

GOES UP.

|

the new

The reasons given for the advance are:
First—The scarcity of hay has x*aised
the price of that commodity and correspondingly high prices for common and
Me.
cotton seed meal make it imperative for
Tel.
517
the milk dealer to obtain more
for the
T. C. McGOULDRIC, Mgr.
milk he has to sell.
0ct2dtl
Second—The output of creamery butter
received from the Westerndreameries increases daily and the prices charged for
that article are so low that it is impossible for the owners of "stock in the East
to make butter and sell it in competition
with the Western brand.
plete.
CITX OF PORT LA NO.
An exhibit of cut flowers and plants
Third—As this is the season of the year
is hereby given that the
Notice
Chandler merits special when cows obtain little nourishment in
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL.
by Lucy A.
mention and is quite in keeping with the the pastures, more grain has to be given
TAX BILLS FOB 1900
high standard which she has shown in them and even then they will not give as
now have a good stock of Lehigh
We
have been committed to me by the assessors to
Lewiston for the past ten years, Home much milk as in the summer months,
On all said taxes that are paid on or
trades materially help out in the appearCoals, such as Hazleton, Honey Brook, collect.
before October 31, 1900, NO INTEREST will
ance
of
the hall and the useful and
be
CHARGED
aiul all said taxes not so paid
PUBLIC WORKS DEPARTMENT.
Special Hard Reading, etc. A full line INTEREST will
be ADDED at the rate of six
artioles of various kinds which
\ dilnty
Monday street department orews fin of free burning coals, also Franklin, per cent., commencing September l, 1909,
the dealers of Freeport have sent made
ished sidewalk work on Washington aveordinance of the City of Portland, allowthe showcases very attractive and besides
English and American Cannels, Poca- ingThe
a discount of one per cent was repealed In
nue and Walnut street, together with
no discount will ne allowed.
them Yarmouth and Pownal store keepand
hontas
1899,
consequently
Creek
Cumberland.
Georges
sidewalk work on Elm street, between
ers have lent a helping hand.
Any person not receiving their tax bill before
Enter up your orders and take advanCongress and Cumberland.
Yesterday
September 20, 1900, can procure a copy on apAT THE TKACK.
they laid new walks on Mayo street and tage of summer price.
plication to this office. Office hours 9 a. m. to 1
p. m.: 2.30 to 4 p. m. Saturdays, 9 a. m. to 12
Franklin
A
street.
new
catch basin is
After an inspection of the hall, Interest
m. only,
set on the corner of Paris and
GEO. H. LIBBY,
being
106.
Telephone
centers
the
track
about
some
naturally
City Treasurer and Collector.
distance off and situated in one of Free- Portland streets.
City Treasurer and Collector’s Office, Portland,
The oement recently used in paving Offices—76 COHIITIERC1AL ST.
September 7, 1900.
sept7dtoct31
The hisport's most picturesque spots.
work has proved so satisfactory that Its
70 EXCHANGE ST.
toric site
a most ani-

a

C

yartaao

here

somewhere else.

o

the card and a good field of horses were
entered in the 2.60 class and the 2.29 class.
Burbank, iNew York; li. C. Bradford, Not much time was lost in scoring and
the veterans who held the reins showed a
Portland, Me.
keen sporting instinct and treated each
The annual reports covering the
year
other with fairness which won the admirending June 30th were accepted.
The directors subsequently organized
The first heat in
by ation of the observers.
choosing the following officers for the the 2.60 class brought out the mettle of
Handsome Ben and Topeka who made
ensuing year:

President—Hugh J. Chisholm.
Vico President—Waldo Pettengill,
Treasurer and Traffic Manager—R.

tion bat what it will be an occasion of
much Importance to the members of the
order who attend.
i g The members of Bramhall lodge. No. 3,
I

no more

you’d have to pay for
very ordinary quality

A great deal of interest is being manij festad in the reception to be given to the

Presumpscot Valley lodge, No, 4, Muni joy lodge, No. 6, Pine Tree lodge, No.
11, Oriental lodge, No, 17. Dlrigo lodge,
: No. 21, Ivanhoe lodge. No. 25, Westbrook
lodge, No 27, Wescustogo lodge, No, 83,
.Longfellow lodge, No. 43, Bayard lodge,
No. 44, Rocky Hill lodge, No. 451, Nonesuch lodge, No. 57, Trinity lodge, No. 64,
Plscataqua lodge, No.65 and Cumberland
rnt:nrl
anoakvmnc nf
nnloo
artrl
lodge, No. 6, are expected to be present
able collection It was, including over 150 at the meeting as well as all members
separate exhibits which attracted a good of the order who may be in tne city and

At all druggists or direct from Dr. Williams
Medicine Co., Schenectady, N.Y., postpaid
on receipt of price. 60c. a box; 6 boxes f2.50.

ADJOURNED

made costs
than

I

the'managers and the visitors would
have chosen had the matter been left to
them. There was a good 6ized attendance
and, of course, the first place to inspect
was the town hall where the
exhibits
were displayed.
The hall never looked
prettier than it did yesterday, thanks to
the personal supervision of B. Frank
Dsnnison in charge who was assisted by
a number of ladies whose excellent taste
was manifest on every side.
Extending the whole ^length of the
room, and in its center was a table de-

|

you ever wore.
The finest that can be

A PYTHIAN FEAST.

Supreme Representatives Geo.M.Hanson,
Fred Emery Beane and Edward C. Reynolds by the Portland, Me., Past Chancellors’ Association tonigt at 8 p, m.j
Freeport took her turn yesterday on the at K. of P. hall. As the representatives
round of annual fairs and was favored ! are knights of high standing in the order
with most glorious weather,just the kind and excellent speakers thara is no ques-

872 Brinkerhoff Avenue,
Utica, N. Y.

A higher marvel than the stars,
Within these deep worlds gather,
They swirl and flash and dart

and

Race

N elm ah Takes 2.29.

health was shattered.
A week after 1 came out of the
hospital the regiment sailed for
home.
I arrived home a perfect
wreck, reduced in weight from 176 to
HO pounds.
“My mother Isa strong believer in
Dr. \Villiams: Pink Pills for Pale
People and she persuaded me to take
them. I did, and experienced a decided relief by the time I had taken
three boxes. When I had taken five
The
boxes I was entirely cured.
pain was all gone, my appetite was
good and I had gained in flesh and
strength. To-day I am a well man,
thanks to Dr. Williams’ Pink Pills.”
Frank A. Sweezet,

AND

If you come to us for
your overcoat the price
won’t stand in the way of
your having the best coat

—

“I

a

in any

Style,

at Prices Never

ixxn:Gi-TJxJ^vx=i.

Before Approximated in this city.

SMITH PHOTO

Finish,”

CO.,

27

l*

"

Ji
WOrb,

■'}«

successfully J|*
Copy

«„r Studio is the M »<
and Enlarge Old and Faded

Monument Square

1 tre
I

Mr. Rounds Scored

You
Please address yourself tome.
not arguing to the defendant or the

ENDORSED JUDUE PEABODY.
Unanimous Action of tile

Several times in the course of his argument Mr. Hates was warned by the oourt
;o be more
circumspect in his remarks,
cut paid little heed to the admonition,
l'he climax came when he deolared that
the defendant was a “low, dirty, cowremarks Mr.
At these
ardly cur.*'
Liouuds rose from his seat and rushed

by

Mr. Bates.

Bar

Cumberland

Yesterday morning

a

largely

attended

of

Outqome

lined lor contempt of court.
“I
know tbi3 is a partisan court,::
tbe attorney hotly deolared “but I can

Election

/

The "Hub"

The case has been appealed.

Chairman of

City BUSINESS
Temper.

Democratic

Committee Loses His

A

Pleasing

AND

PLEASURE.

Combination

Programme

For Y. M. C. A. Member*.

There

was

a

Arrangements are being nrade at tha
Y. M. <J. A. for a busy season this fall

large gathering in tne

court yesterday morning to
of trespass brought and winter and it is expeoted that a great
action
hear the
against Edgar K.Bounds by Chairman deal ot work will be accomplished benext spring.
In the educational
{Samuel E. Bates of the Democratic city fore
committee. This action grew out of the line classes are to be organized In bqpkpenmanship and arithmetic.
trouble which occurred in ward three keeplng,
polling place on the morning of the last This will enable young men who wish
election. It will be remembered that Mr. to better their condition in life to study
Bates posted In this ward room a notice evenings, not interfering with their daily
offering a reward for detection of persons work. Each of these classes Is conditionattempting to Influence voters. Mr. al upon an enrollment of at least ten

municipal

j

o’clock, beginning
in bookkeeping will be taught by Mr. A.
L. Lyford of Gray's Business College,
and
will meet every Thursday evening
Mr.
at 8 o’olook baginning October 11.
Lyford will also teach the classes in
these classes meeting at 9
arithmetic,
o'clock every Thursday evening, beginning October 11.
The Literary society will meet; every
Friday
evening at 8 o'clock, beginning
Live topics will be debated
October 12.

very draraatio Incident.
City Clerk Edwin E. Dyer appeared for
Mr. Bounds and Mr. EutBs represented
himself. In his opening
Mr. Bates became somewhat excited and characterized
the acts of which
the defendant
was.
alleged to be guilty as the “cowardly
He was
acts of a bully and a thug.”
reminded by Judge Hill that his personal
opinion of the defendant was not pertinent to the case on trial.
Mr. Bates called himself to the stand
as^his first witness. He said that on election day he was in Ward 3 as' the lawful representative of the Democratic party
and had reason to believe that bribery
was being resorted to with voters. Therefore he purchased for five' cents a piece of
cardboard and wrote on it a notice offering $50 reward for the detection of any
person so engaged and posted It, lirst ascertaining that Warden Staples had no
objection to such action. Shortly Air.
Bounds
discovered the placard
and,
growing red in the face, made a rush for
It and tore it down.
He posted another
and again the Ward 3 leader laid It low,
this time tearing It Into fragments.
He
next hired a painter to execute similar
notices which were posted and remained
undisturbed.
Ex-Chairman
E9vl
(ireenleaf of the
Democratic city committee was called
upon by Air. Bates and corroborated his
testimony relative to the
posting and
tearing down of the notices of which he
said he was an eye witness.
“What wore you doing
In Ward 3?”
inquired Air. Dyer.
“Oh, a legitimate errand, I assure
you,” responded the witness.
The
plaintiff rested, and Mr. Dyer
opened for the defence, begging the pardon of the courft for engrossing Its attention with a matter involving aEnlcbel.
He claimed that Mr. Eatesr notice was
posted without the assent of the ward
and
that
as
a
constable
of the oity
Mr. Bounds had a right to tear down a
document
disfiguring the walls of a
a

other
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“I’m telling this

story.”

THEY GO TO FAIRFIELD.

“It may be well to continue the examination by
questions of counsel,” remarked
Judge Hill, and hereafter the

the kind

just
your

house,

that will

harmonize

and pay for

accepting

I
/ft

in
our

Engine 3 of Portland go to Fairfield invitation and seeing what we have in
this morning to become the guests of our.
witness’s flood of eloquence was peroeptl- Engine 3 of that town. The Fairfield
to Engine 3 of
He said he tore down men are very friendly
bly diminished.
the notice merely because as a constable Portland. Eight years ago the Portland
he thought it his duty to protect a public company were at Bangor at a firemen's
muster and had’drawn a flne^posltlon to
building from being disfigured.
Mr. Bates announced that he had no play. The Fairfield men had a very poor
questions to ask Mr. Hounds, and the position, one which compelled them to
audience settled back with sighs of dis- either to pull out of the contest or lose
the last train for home. The Portland
Complete Housefurnisliers.
appointment.
O! |i-lt
George S. Staples, warden of Ward 3 men, in this emergency, withdrew and
-_
i
men their
chance.
testified that he had given Mr, Bates no gave the Fairfield
*<►♦♦♦ &♦#<>♦♦♦♦ ♦♦♦♦
authority to po6t any placard on election I’his was a generous thing to do and ♦ ♦♦
since
then the Portland and
Fairfield
day.
Superintendent of Streets Willliam F. men have been very friendly and have

RUG

election clerk
of the ward, attested Mr. Hounds election as constable.
Here
both sides
rested.
Mr. Dyer
summed up briefly for tbe defence and
then en sued one of the most dramatic
scenes ever seen in a local court room.
Mr. Bates began argument in his own

sntertalned one another
several times.
About 30 men go to Fairfield this morn-

behalf, speaking

in a low even voice.
But as he progressed his tones rose higher
and higher in his delivery of a
scathing
denunciation of the defendant.

Gradually turning from the court he
faced Mr. Hounds, who sat in the rear of
the court room, and, pointing his finger
at the ex-alderman,
he ironically commented upon the “patriotic fervor of the
constable,” which led him to destroy
two signs and then when three mere
had been posted to sneak
quietly way.
“This is Fdgar F. Hounds, the
noble,
high minded constable,” he remarked.

ing.
RECEPTION TO NEW PASTOR.
On Monday evening at the residence of
Mr. and Mrs. John W. Gaskiils, 134 Mont-

^
£

♦

♦
real street,a pleasant reception was given
n honor of Rev. W. C. Brown of Eden- *
i ;on, N. C .,
who has been sent to Port•
land to become the pastor of the A. M. j
The ezercises. of the i
; £. Zion church.

5

rvening were very interesting.
Among j
;he prominent guests present were Revs
1
(Vilev of Boston and Lane, pastor of the
Abyssinian church, The former present
id
Mr. Brown
to the company.
Mr,
] Irown assured his friends that he had
< some to this city in the name of God and
ts a friend to the people.
t

Refreshments were served.

!
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packed

which leads
belief
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manufacturer to

that, wearing

renewed.
This is

no

out

part of

our

ranges last the more
chaser we make a friend.
our

There is

a

produce poorly made goods in
quickly, the demand for them will

with

everything

new

in

•

!
:

the

£

city.

♦

store we can show

X

you everything usually found in
a
first class -jewelry establish-

J

ment.

X

to our

will sell

of

JEWELER,

•

Monument

£

jlv20dtf5thor8tl]p

and

£

$4.00
Ladies’ Ralston Health Shoes, in vici, patent,
enamel and box

calf, $4.00.

Men’s Shoes

at

j

$1.69, 2.00, 2.50,2.88, 3.00.

Boys’ Shoes, $1.25
Little Bents’

to 1.98.

Shoes, 98c.

IRA F. CLARK &
*

[g

N

C. H. BEDLOW,

Prop.

26 and 28 EV9onument

Square.

^
;E

UNDERWEAR

%
|E:
5£
5^
3E

For Wien and

££

5^

jjFj
jE

Better values here than you’ve

I

Compare qualities
save

good

and

usually

prices.

Boys

found in Underwear

Its

buying.

easy way for you to

an

money.

A dollar cannot

garment than

purchase

our

neatly trimmed,—its

going

comfortable

a more

SILK FLEECED
a

close friend of

keep

or

better under-

:—thoroughly

made

and

who

dislikes the

Underwear

want;—our

the

man

warm.

elsewhere

for

good kinds

:—B9 cent

any

k

big

stock has all the

Wool, Natural Wool,

f

All

Suits.

/ft

/ft j
/ft
/IV
/ft
Oi :
/Vs

Fleece

White

Camel’s Hair and the famous Holmes Union

sizes, lowest prices.

STANDARD CLOTHING
W. C.

Lined,

WARE, IVSgr.

544

COMPANY,

Congress St.

/IV

some

matter of

others

in

the T

durability.

/ft

Retail store at the Foundry, /ft

|

PAH Sim Toundry

Company,, j

$/ft m

Foot of Chestnut Street,

1

11
|j

/ft 1
|

Waldo, Thomastoh; Wm. B. Bradley ana
Frederick O. Turner, Portland; Benjamin Kelly and Oaivin A. Hubbari, Belfast; Fred W. HarriDgton and James A.
D. Taylor
Jewett of Garoiner; Eldonis
and Horace F. Slolntire,
Waldoboro;

H. Lewis,
and Oliver

Calvin
Chiok

bunkport; Nathaniel

Kittery; George H. 1
W. Dowing, Kenne|
King, Orono.

In the afternoon the case of the goveminent
against William D. Haley of
Fort Fairfield,
charged with smuggling

|

wool,

|
|
p

was begun.
District Attorney
Dyer conducts the side of the prosecution,
and Benjamin Thompson, Esq., is counsel for the respondent. After listening to
the government witnesses, the>espondent

j took
taken
:

the
to

A continuation was
stand.
ten o’clock tais morning,

P

|

■

§

|
|

tg

I

Delicatessen

|

EPARYMENT.
Wednesday, Oct. 3rd.

Little wonder that
It is the

morning the petit jury of
court came in and were empanelled as follows: Geo. S. Adams of
Gorham, foreman; John F. Hawkes,Gorham; Win. H. Everlock, and Fred D.

Square. I

to 10.00.

The Atlantic, t

U. S, CIRCUIT COURT.

|

neat

*E

--

:

blues,

g

vV '4?^?'ST

♦

blacks and

/IV

Yesterday

THE

them;

marked difference between

the Circuit

IVicKenney,

We hold that the longer
with overy pur.

philosophy.

we

be

suits in

Men’s Ralston Health 8hoes, all leather,

q

Jp

A

the

;

SHOHS.

No need of

SONS, H

the Jewelry line.
We have
most complete stock in the
Come

/ft
/ft
/ft
/IV
/ft
/IV
/IV
/IV

Pyi

Coats in black, blue and

goods, nobby, dressy suits, $5.00

|j

^SSjjl

IT IS A SHORT SIGHTED POLICY

LmJ

Boys’ two piece suits in stripes and plaids,
$3.00, 3.50, 4.00, 4.50, 5.00, up to 7.00.
Boys’ three piece suits in blacks, bines, mixed

|

SE

life-

O.

•5r'5'*‘5^

Coats in Coverts and Cheviots

weight

Boys’ two piece
made, stout, $1.88.

y

jp

■**»>.
•*?'■*' ■**'■*'■*'

DEPT. J

T. F. FOSS &

MOrse,

^(7

^

Ill

price, $15, $8, $1-0, $12.

friction of wool, but wants to
^

im

III

BOYS' SCHOOL SUITS.

i

lor

^

in

Men’s winter weight Coats in Oxfords, Meltons
Kerseys, $IO. $12, $13.50.
Men’s Hag Sans, the hit of the season, military back,
$15, $18.

1

s

VJ XXX CX X XX o

lightweight

Men’s winter

jJ

^ Oren Hooper’s Sorxs. 1

RUGS

about

|j*

Short

|

jg

Our line of these tables is very complete, including oak, mahogany, bird’s eye maple, curly birch, mountain ash, etc.
We mention just one—our No. 24. It is made of beautifully
grained quarter sawed oak, finished dark- It has French bevelled
mirror of good size, and a beautifully finished drawer, The legs have
the correct graceful French curve.

When one considers that this is the purchase of
time, our price of
$11.00 seems ridiculously low.

$20.00.

brown, $5, $«, $7, $8.

I

§top
jS

In

Men’s
little fellow’s

ii

|

here go hand in hand,
No woman who has once
become the possessor of
a
Toilet Table would
think of doing without it.
It has become a positive necessity to her.
The glass is just the
right height so that she may sit comfortably
while arranging her hair, while the broad
and roomy drawers furnish a convenient
place for all the dainty articles of her toilet.

si

SAME WAY WITH OVERCOATS.

I

|

and

to

*

9

%

STORE.

checks, big fellow’s price $8.00
price, $5.00 to $15,00.

Men’s Worsted Suits in fancy stripes and black,
price, $11.00 to $20.00; little man’s price, $8.00
to $15.00.

I

GREATEST

|

Wand

important Advertisement in this evenings

MAINE’S

Serges, Cassimeres,

and

fellow’s

big

«

high shelf

I
i

S

ADVERTISEMENTS.
-1--■

OUR

man’s

i

days
extravagant ajid
to get rid of the shell and Park Commissioner Smith says that about as good plausible advertising,
you may well
the defence.
He said his first warning a way to do this as any would, in his wonder who has the best assortment and
be to send a lire engine down
of prospective trouble In the ward was opinion,
the most favorable prices.
A.11 we have
and set ths old house on lire. It
a ‘‘big piece”
in the papers
and the there
next the notice posted on the ward-room would be a fitting celebration of McKin- to say Is. “Buy where you have faith,
wall.
Some voters objected to it as an ley's victory to have such a bon fire, but and know that you can always
get satis
Insult, and he asked the warden if he probably Mr. Smith being a good Demo faction or return clie
if they are
goods
gave permission to have It posted. The crat would not like to have the celebranot right in every particular.”
warden replied that he did not and as- tion occur in this way.
about
also
taken
to
will
be
Action
We have faith in our selections, and
sented to a query whether he would like
bring
the vacating ol the Pierce house on the
to have it taken down.
know that for equal quality we are never
‘‘That doesn't matter here,”
sharply Eastern Promenade and ..as soon as It Is undersold.
Our stock includes rare colthis section of the promenade
vacated,
interrupted Mr. Bates.
ors
off
and
in
unusual
be
evened
into
will
“What business is it of yours?” the
put
good
patterns, no job lots, but
x*ounas was rue

large

J. R. LIBBY GO.

NEW

public building.
air.

a

Ejcpress and Advertiser concerning Second Opening
of Suits and Garments for Women.

on

windows and

I(j

possible, either triangular or flat grates. Price this
bueeK_for "Beauty Hub" Range, buith high shelf

day evening as a majority of the councilmen favor the plan.

is a prospect that the boys livMunjoy hill will have a good time
The old Curtis
one of these nights.
house which now stands on land belonging to the city, has been vacated and the

sev-

made the "Hub" Ranges famous and popular.
The single oVen damper is the simplest and handiest Kjiobun, the handle is in the most accessable place

during the season. The bowling alleys
have been thoroughly renovated and are
In excellent condition.
Tomorrow evening an apple party will
be held in the' gymnasium. There will
be apple races, bobbing for apples and
an
apple eating contest to see who can
devour the most apples in a stated time.
Garland attended the West
Secretary
Oxford County fair which was heltf at
Fryeburg last week and bought two barrels of prize apples which will be contestThere are
lor tomorrow evening.
ed
about 65 varieties of apples in this lot.

There

in

use

PAJV, OVEfl BOOR, has large opening, a befell
shaped FIRE-POT and buell fitted bricK. The iron
and beforKmanship are of that high grade buhich haVe

a
long discussion on Monday
night the board of aldermen finally
the order to purohase the Trask
passed
property near the Deeriug city farm, the
buildings thereon to be made into a pest
house.
It was stated y*
erday that i in
common council would, in all probabiliiy
pass the order in concurrence next Mon-

ing

Ij

our

Mesa's Suits in ChcAiots,

stripes

This range is called the
It is a
"Beauty Hub."
s* bas a 20 inch

a

Welcome

flg^ra

His very lack of
money are not to be sneezed at.
and breadth can be turned to
good advantage in buyat

y

throughout JVekv England.

After

SUBJECT FOR GOOD BON FIRE.

1

RAID FREEPORT DRUG
STORE.
had

-JHfr_

Boys’ Department. The il
suits and ovcB’coats are every whit as stylish, nicely
gE
made, lined and trimmed as that of the big fellows, and they 'll
cost from $3.00 to $5.00 less.
For instance :
jj|

1

cities.
also in (Very

save

ing

if

eral of the best Hotels and]
familes in Portland and

the first of next month
will be divided into elementary, intermediate and advanced squads, receiving
There
work according to their ability.
will be a grand rally of gymnasium memwhen
bers October 23.
bowling, basket
ball, athletic and gymnastio teams will
be chosen to compete against each other

ing made up and

are

satisfactory)

fair yesterday ard
visitors
to the town were
among the
Deputy Sheriffs Chute, Osborne and
Gribben.
Whether they were received
with the warm hand or the marble heart,
whether they were bent on pleasure and
combined with it a little business may
or may
not be conjectural, but be this
from time to time and an excellent opas it
may
they found it necessary to
for
will
be
afforded
the
study swoop down on
portunity
the druggists
of the
and
practice of parliamentary law. At town, for every one knows no open bars
the first meeting the members will decide are
and
permitted there,
gathered in
upon the form of organization.
from
one firm,
Thomas & Lunt, some
The Camera club will hold meetings at hard stuff and a little beer.
stated times.
COUNCIL WILL PASS THE ORDER.
The classes In the gymnasium are be-

■

large

They

county.

Freeport

-Jffl 8^.

——JaBBi

length

Sy

o_f JVebef yorK..
Philadelphia, Boston and

the late lion.Thomas 11. Haskell.
a—For many years three of the judges
of the court resided in this city but their
absences while attending the terms of
court in other counties, to which they
were assigned, did not leave them sufficient time for the haaring of equity oases
actually demanding their attention.
3— But one judge now remains and he
must be absent the greater part of the
time so that it would be Impossible for us
to have hearings in equity without very
unreasonable delay;
and this class of
cases is increasing in volume and importance in this commercial section of
the state.
4— We
hold it to be the duty of this
business
bar, as the representative oi
men, lirms and corporations oi this section of the State, to bring this condition
and these considerations emphatically to
the notice of
the governor and to urge
earnestly the appointment of a resident
of this city.
5— And they respectfully reoommend
the appointment of Hon. Henry C. Peabody, of Portland, as Associate Justice of
the Supreme Judicial Court to fill the vacaused by
the
death of Hon.
cancy
Thomas H. Haskell.
6— That a copy of these resolutions be
to Uovernor Powers in our
presented
behalf.

SHERIFFS

are

Schools

A committee consisting of Hon.Henry
to the membership B. jplleaves,Hon. J. H. Drummond,Hon.
In
addition
Hounds tore this notice down whereupon men.
will be charged. The J. W. Symonds, Clarence Hale, Esq
Mr. Bates put another one up which was fee a small fee
ul60 torn down.
Out of this grew Mr, class in
penmanship will be under the Henry W, Swasey, Esq., Hon. Seth H.
and Robert T.
Whltehouse,
Bates' action against Mr. Bounds for direction of ^Mr. R E. Rowe, who has Larrabee
moBt
tresDass.
Bucoessfully conducted a similar Esq., was chosen to wait on the governor
This class and present the resolutions at the same
When Mr. Bates came to make his class for the last four years
at 8 time conveying to him the wishes of the
will
in
meet
every
Monday
evening
he
\ised
such
language
argument
Cumberland
October 8. The class memDers of the bar of
of ^lr. Bounds that there ensued

speaking

"Ranges

to

sj
I

used and recommended by
all the prominent GooKJng

succeed

maintain my lights."
At the conclusion of the trial Judge
his decision for the
announced
Hill
defence.

Day Controversy.

iBwa

I CHANCES

*6Beauty Hub" "Range.

meeting ot the Cumberland Bar was held,
Hon. Henry B. Cleaves presiding. Thera
were present many of the leading members of the Bar, and
the
meeting was

the’ bench with upraised hand, earnest and enthusiastic in behalf of tha
business for which It had been
“I've got some
called.
?xcitedly declaring:
rights here. I demand the protection of The following resolutions were presented
the court."
by Hon. J. H. Drummond and they were
He was ordered
back to his seat by adopted without a dissenting vote:
1—The Interests of their clientage In
Judge Hill, who scored Mr. Hates on his
this great business center require the apunprofessional conduct, and warned him
pointment of a resident cf Portland as a
that
repetition would lead tarhis being justice of the Supreme Judicial court to

tion of Ihe Court.

™

5 THE SHORT MAN’S

Yesterday Morning.

toward

The Ex-Aldcrman Demanded Protec-

'•

Hj

tudience," admonished Judge Hill.

day

that

Hot Fried

we

Wednesday is the
a
specialty of

week

7 l-2c per dozen

Clams,
—

Fish

busiest day of the

make

AND

—

Chowder,

15c per quart

DINNER MENU.
}
Roast Beef—Gravy
Sliced Tomatoes, >
L’ma Beans,
Potatoes Mashed or Boiled,
)

20c per order.
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MISCELLANEOUS.

MAINE TOWNS.
Items ol Interest Gathered
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KOHLINC’S

Fall

Opening,

i

&

g
d

having

The time

and Winter Garments, 1 beg to ^
of
stock
to
my

d

call attention

^

Woolens which is now

^

i
n

J
n

J

$

£

for Fall x

come

ready

^

^

for

9

inspection.

The stock contains all the novel- •
ties in Kerseys, Meltons and soft P

W.H.

and P

Worsted

Overcoatings.

finish

Trouserings ?

Cheviot Suitings and
in the newest designs.

£

I%

KOHLINC,
Building.

Baxter
octleoclimo

a

x

X

The 46lli Annual
OF

THE

COUNTY

SAGADAHOC
WILL

Exhibition

HELD AT

BE

FAIR

THE

SOCIETY S GTGUND3 IN TOPSHAM

IYAINE,

Tuesday, Wednesday ami Thursday,
October 9, 10 and 11.
Patrons will fiud no difficulty in securing
reserved seats.
Ills gr un is have been enlarged and an extension built to the grand stand, assuring patrons ample ouportunitie3 to view the great
6llOW.
SPECIAL ATTRACTIONS! Over S >,000
in l ines and pr.-mining.
Good horse
racing every day. Ucu't miss it!
In event of storm, fair will be held the first
fair day following.
Half fare on railroads.
Electrics run direct to the exhibition.
B. M. Pattex, Pres.
W. S. Kogers, Sec.

oct2dlw
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me
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0

is

9

gained.

0
0

faithful in its

Wasted
time

lost,—it
Have

likely

not be

cannot

Clock

a

running
to

be

re-

that’s

0

you’ll
time by

0

and

waste

jX
0

Clock that’s an W
0 ornament to the room for which 0
0

delays.

0

it’s chosen.

5

if you buy here.
reliable Clocks

?
L

5

$
0

0
a

Have a

The cost is not
We sell

great

0

strictly ?

at a reasonable
and have now an uuusuallv
attractive stock.

\

^WAITE,

|

profit

E. S.

JEWEIjER,
547 CONGRESS STREET.
octleodtf
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a

0
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The Knack!
Of Good Printing is
the artistic insight into the
“
art preservative of all arts.”
With

printing

us

is not

mechanical—we treat it

as

an

art should be treated.

Wouldn’t it be wise for you to
place a trial order with us ?

THE THURSTON PRINT
97 1-2 EXCHANGE STREET
'PHONE 30

\

CAMERAS.

2
2(P

Lots

&
4
a

*
5

The Weno uses a film and
has capacity of 12 exposures,
3 1-2x31-2.

i N.
t

M. PERKINS & CO.,
8 Free St.

1%%»

\

2
2
0

4
A

J

\

Weno Hawkeyes
$3.50 Each.

5

2

of
is

people think the
season
over but the old
stager always gets in some
fine work just now when the
air is clear.
As a special inducement for
new stagers we offer:

6

|

PORTLAND, MAINE

5
5

2

I
i

■•fcrS

by Our

Local

Correspondents*

J_

and wife were charter members of the
VINALHAVEN.
Grange and have always been among the
most active members.
Vinalhaven, Oct 2.—All the teachers
The Cumberland Farmers’
club, of
of the village schools,
superintendent which Mr. Barstow is a
member, was
of
j and school board were entertained by represented by Mr. Moses Pearsons
Cumberland. The house was preti Hon F. S. Walls and wife, at their cot- West decorated
with
yellow
tily
goldenrod,
! tage at Cool Spring Park, Vinalhaven,
chrysanthemums and potted plants.
1
Refreshments consisting of cake and ice
Saturday.
and a
Capt. E. W. Arey has returned to cream were served to the guests,
time was enjoyed by all.
Boston to join his vessel, which was very pleasant
The presents amounted to $58 in money,
| ready to commence tak ing on cargo this $25 of which was in gold. There were
also a pair of silver table spoons, a doily
! week
worked on
Mrs Simon Birber and Mr. and Mrs. with the two dates, 185D-1900
t, a hand made handkerchief and a pair
are of
Breeze Barber of Auburn, Maine,
Mr6. Basrtow
and
towels. | Mr.
j visiting friends and relatives in Vinal- have lived the fifty years of their married
life
in
the
in
which
bouse
they are now
haven,
Although Mr. Barstow is 77 and
G. R, Dock of Belfast has been calling living.
his wife 75 they still carry on the farm,
on old friends here this week.
and he goes to market with his produce.
of
Bodthe
John Lowe, superintendent
BUXTON.
well Granite Company s works, at VinalWest Buxton, October 2.—Mrs. M. H.
haven, who has been sick for the last
two weeks, we are glad to report as able
Sawyer and daughter, Mrs. John Boulto be out doors again.
Sunday with
ter, spent Saturday and
The following officers of the Ariston Mrs. Sawyer’s sister at Hollis Center.
Sanclub were elected: President, H.
Mr. and Mrs, A, H. Harnes spent Satborn; secretary, E, McIntosh; treasurer,
urday in Portland.
W. Davidson; janitor, Chester Colson;
Mrs. Darker and her two .children are
Mrs.
H.
E.
Mrs.
F.
Littlefield,
directors,
visiting friends and relatives in this
Miss Clyde
W.
Fifield,
Libby, Miss vicinity.
Albra Vlnal, H. W. Fifield, Guy SnowTfie remains of Mrs. Herbert Berry
Davidson.
the
were brought here last week, and
man, Ernest McIntosh, W.
A court of th9 Independent Order of
funeral services took place Sunday afterForesters was organized here lately with noon at the home of Mr. Berry’s father
the following officers, by A. A,
Camp- on High street. The floral offerings were
bell, D. S. C, R., assisted by M, A. many and beautiful.
of Rockland: Court deputy,
Johnson
Thos, E. Libby; physician, Dr, H. L. THE VISIT OF HEY.HOHATIO STEBRaymond; chief ranger, T. J. Lyons;
BINS, D. D.
C,
P. C. R„ Frank L> Calderwood: V.
secreChas.
L.
Boman; recording
R.,
Co the Editor of the Press;
tary, Ralph J. Bickford; financial secLast Sunday Dr. Stebblns visited the
retary. C. E. Boman; treasurer, M. F.
Leenfest; orator, E. L, Glldden; G. J. First Parish church and addressed many
C
Herbert E. Boman; organist, F. H. of his old parishioners and others who
Chas.
S.
Wharif; senior woodward,
had assembled to hear this distinguished
E.
James
Libby; junior woodward,
Thirty-six years have
Roberts ; senior beadle, Alfred Hadley; pulpit orator.
junior baadle, Guy Peaslee; trustees, W. passed since hB left the First Parish of
G. Fassetfc, Chas. C. Clark,
Portland and went to San Francisco to

i

aaa

r unu.

1—The
farmers are
their crops.
very br_sy getting
Rev. F. G. Davis supplied the Baptist
church in Turner last Sunday.
Rev. J. E. Cochrane acd Rev. A, L.
Chase of Sanford exchanged pulpits Sun-

Springvale,

Oot.

In

the great vacancy occasioned by the
death of Thomas Starr Ring who greatfill

1 tt ocel cfaH

4

nroncn

f-4

re

f.ha

PoAlfln

f'nasf

from being lost to the American Union
At
in the early days of the rebellion.
that time no man could have been selectday.
ed so well qualified to carry on the work
of
At one o'clock Tuesday morning
so well
begun and so ably sustained by
last week our peoDle were awakened by
He at once took
an alarm of tire which was found to be King as Mr. Stebblns.
W. the highest rank as a pulpit orator and
in the beautiful residence of Charles
Bedell on Oak street. Mr. Bedell was held it to the
day of his retirement. Whoalone In the house and fast asleep when
one of his neighbors
discovered the fire. ever heard him last Sunday can well be
His wife was visiting friends in
Lynn, lieve the claim to this distinction. AlMass. The fire department was on hand though in his 80th year and as all could
to
lack
of
but
water see,
owing
promptly,
physically, somewhat infirm, yet
could only succeed in preventing the fire his
strong voice still thrills with its oldfrom spreading to other buldings. The time attractive modulations which holds
origin of the lire is a mystery. Loss the rapt attention lest a syllable or a
$2500, Insurance $1600,
cadence be lost.
Rev. J. E, Cochrane and wife, Judge
This peculiarity of the voice of Ur.
G. W. Hanson, Miss Sara* Butler, Mrs. Stebblns
Immeasurably emphasizes all
Charles
Pierce, Mrs. G. H. Roberts, he says. It is delightful’to hear his well
Mrs. F. G. Davis and Mrs. L. B. Web- considered sentences so delivered, They
ber attended the State Baptist conven- come to his audience like new
shining
tion at Yarmouth last week
coin and are accepted with
additional
Mrs. Sarah A, Chick, widow of the
pleasure and with a full warranty of the
late Enoch Chick, departed this life, Ocheavy weight of candor as well,
tober 1, after a painful illness of cancer
The irresistible conclusion are early in
of six months’ duration. Mrs. Chick was
sight so wall are the foundations laid
of
the daughter
Stephen and Margaret for them, but we still delight to wait for
Ricker Pillsbury, born in Shapleigh, Oc- the
anticipated happy manner in whloh
tober 18, 1824. She leaves four sous and those conclusions shall finally be stated.
the loss of a Of this
many friends to mourn
great art in oratory Mr. Stebbins
faithful mother, kind neighbor and ever is a master. He does not
preach, nor
and
friend.
ready
helpful
conceitedly pose in the pulpit as a teachhe
he
but
does
er,
more,
inspires, cheers,
OTISFIELD.
consoles, encourages, supports, gratifies,
Otisfield. October 1.—At the death of and dignifies human nature, and illuFreeman II. Pike, the town treasurer of minates
as with sun flashes the dark
Otisfield, a town meeting was held Mon- abyss of the future, in which expectancy
day, September 24, and Mr. Manson J ill- and hope are ever looking for the light
son was chosen to 1111 the vacancy.
ahead, and to whom even a flash is grateMr. Grovenor Nuting, a former resi- ful. This is a great mission. So
few
dent of Otisfield, is in town visiting his are equal to it. The occasion was one to
old friends and neighbors.
be long remembered, and although the
Mrs. Rebecca Holden has gone to Mas- words be lost, and the sentences be forsachusetts to spend the winter with her gotten, yet the impressions will remain
daughter.
with the
appreciative hearers, and so
been a good season for the will
This has
the
pathetic incident wherein the
onion crop, and hundreds of bushels of
pastor lifted the heavy Bible
youthful
onions are raised in Otisfield this year.
foi the venerable apostle of rational reMr. Daniel Holden died at his
home ligion,
Li. B, Uennett.
on Oak Hill, Otisfield, Thursday,
September 14, at the age of eighty-six. He
CLUB NEWS.
was one of Otisheld s best and most reMrs. George L, Sweet was elected delespected citzens; always having a kind
word and smile for all. Had he
lived
gate from the George Eliot club to the
until October it would have
been the
sixty-third anniversary since he and Maine Federation which meets in RockMrs. Holden, who is now living, were land, October 10, 11 and 12.
married. They raised a family of twelve
The names and addresses of those who
sons and dugliters, ten of whom are now
will attend
should be sent at once to
living, and who were present at the funMrs. Jennie F. Bird, chairman of the
eral held Sunday, {September 17.
entertainment committee, Rockland.
OGUNQUIT.
The Cosmos club met Monday evening
SUDDEN DEATH.
with Mrs. Cram.
Forest avenue.
The
Ogunquit, Octyber 2.—Mrs. Clara J. roll call on noted men and women of
Gordon, the wife of Dr. J, W. Gordon, Mnlno waa woll racnnnriari
r?
n rnrtr
died
very suddenly Monday evening,
and instructive meeting was
about 8 30, while waiting on a customer enjoyable
in their
The next meeting will be
drug store. Her name was the result.
formerly Burnham, of Concord, N. H. held with Mrs. Fred Given, 251
High
She was pleasant and genial in her man
street, on Monday evening, October 15.
ners to all, and leaves behind her a host
The Fort Allen clan had its first meetof friends.
POWNAL.
ing of the season Monday evening, for
Pownal, October 2.—The harvesting of organization, at the home of Mrs. Harry
the season’s crops is now fast reaching
Bigelow, on Morning street. The vacancy
completion. It has been more than an caused
by the resignation of the presiaverage year save for the hay and grain
yield. Apples are abundant and of most dent, Mrs, E. Stacey Hewing, was filled
excellent quality. Beans are unusually by the promotion of the vice
president,
good. Potatoes are fully up to the aver- Mrs. Frederio Mason, Mrs. Benjamin D,
age, and on the whole it is much more
of a prosperous year for our farmers than Cotter was elected vice president. At the
it at one time seemed possible, particu- close of business punoh and wafers were
larly while the prolonged drought was served.
causing so much visible annoyance. The
last few rains have been gladly welcomed
WIT AND
and more is needed to raiS9 the
wat9r
in the wells, which have as yet shown no
increase in their supply.
Mr. L. K. Cook, of Yarmouth, is to
In Sympathy With Nature.
furnish the entertainment for the next
Simmons—Why do yon poets persist in
social to be given by the Ladies’ Aid Society next Friday evening. It Is to be writing such dismal stuff about sunsets?
illustrated views of Bible scenes. Mr
Timmins—My dear boy, did it never
Cook has given it, subject to most favor- strike your alleged mind that a sunset is
able comment, in other places, and his one of those affairs that east a gloom over
klndhess in coming here in behalf of
the
entire
community ?
Indianapolis
church work should meet with a hearty
Press.
from
a.l interested
In the
response
church.
To Protect the Public from Imposition,
Mr. Bogardls and wife, from the West,
have been recent visitors at Mr. Perez Po?id’s Extract is sold only in bottles with
Chapin's.
landscape trade-mark on buff wrappers.
Miss
Emma A. Chapman has been
with
Mrs.
Ettie
J.
Latham
stopping
for the past few days.
A Snperlor Girl.
Miss Lizzie Chapman has returned from
Mrs. Highmore—You have had your
her visit in Portland.
Mrs, Helen F Soule has gone to Bos- feitchenmaid a long time, have you not?
ton to attend the fall openings for the
Mrs. Upjohn—Yes.
We pay Serena
recent fashions.
She will be ready to
high wages, but she is altogether a supeserve her customers as soon as she rerior gii-1. She has the hay fever regularturns.
ly every year!—Chicago Tribune.
NORTH YARMOUTH.

WISDOM.

—

NO WAY OF ESCAPE
from the fact that a well dressed man commands more respect and attention than one
slovenly or carelessly attired. That overcoat
of yours ha3 served you long enough. Let U3
take your measure for a new
FALL

or

WINTER OVERCOAT.

Perhaps you want a suit of clothes. We have
the very latest novelties in business Suitings and for dress purposes we can show the
swellest goods in the market. Fancy Vestings we have of every design and our line oi
Trouserings cannot be equalled in Portland.

REUBEN K.

DYER,

BTorcliaxit Tailor,
375 FORjs ST., near foot of Exchange St.
sept29dtf

EVERY WOMAN

Sometimes

monthly

needs

a

reliable
medicine.

regulating
DR. PEAL'S

PENNYROYAL RILLS,

Are prompt, safe and certain in result. The gen*,
ine (Dr. Peal's! never disappoint. Sent anywhere,
Sl.OO. Feal Medicine Co., Cleveland, 0.
C- U- GUPPY Si CO.. Portland, Me., Agents.

GOLDEN WEDDING.
North Yarmouth, October 2.—Mr, and
Mrs, J. S. Barstow celebrated the 50th
anniversary of their marriage by an informal reception Saturday afternoon and
evening, September 29. Among the relatives present were Mrs Imogene Bacon
of Salem, Mrs. Salome Brown of Salem,
and Mrs Mary Tenney of Lynn, sisters
of Mr. Barstow; Mrs. Sarah E. Drinkwater, Mrs. Barstow’s sl6t3r; Mr. and
Mrs. Perez Rideout of Portland, Mrs
Barstow’s son by a formar marrage; also
Geo. H. Barstow of Yarmouth and Mrs
both
Mary Soper of No. Yarmouth,
children of Mr. and Mrs. Barstow. There
were saven grandchildren present, Misses
Mabel and Eva and Master Roy Barstow,
Misses Annie, Ella, Myrtle anl Gladys
Soper. Many friends called to offer con-

where

Houses

ly of singing hymns and concluded early
This morning the serin the evening.

fliO LET—An upper and lower rent, hot and
i- cold water, bath for each rent, two furnaces,
and newly papered and painted; very nice
cjnvenient ie its. no children. Apply at No 17
PLEASANT

Aye., Wcodtords._3-i

RENT-At redu red price, lower tenent >o 60 Plue £>t., 7 rooms ^nd bath;
BENJAMIN SHa'V &
seoniates'e .iihsat.
CO., 5iy2 Excnange St___3-1

FOR

the places of business of the Hebrews
will be closed, Many of the 6tores were
closed yesterday afternoon In order to
the proprietors and their families
allow
time to
prepare for the festivities of
of

m

desirable room In a private
large, pleasant, furof electrics. Apply to
nace heated and
N. 8. GARDINEi;, 53 Exchange St._3-1
RENT—“Flats and apartmehts.’’ No. 65
Grant, near State, 7 rooms, bath, steam
heat, ouly §18.00; 236 Brackett, 7 rooms, §15.00;
No. 66 Smith, 7 rooms, with senerate front
doors; also others on Cumberland, Congress,
FREDERICK S.
High, Sherman Sts., etc.
VaILL, Real Estate, First National Bank
LET—A very
TO family.
The

room is
n ar line

days of sacra-

FOR

MISCELLANEOUSForty words Inserted under tills head
one wcelr for 525 cents, cash In advance.

Building._L3-1

your tintypes at the Portland i holograph
gallery (over the b cycle stoie near corner
of Exchange St.)
A. S. DAVIS & CO., 180Vi
3-1
Middle St.

Inquire

7

GET

Important

Examine carefully every bottle of CASTOEIA,
a safe and sure remedy for infants and children,
and see that it
Bears the
Signature of

YOM KIPPER DAY.

Today is ‘‘Yom Kipper” day among the
Hebrews throughout the entire worli.
Translated Into

English

the phrase means

lower

rooms,

Address
Me.

17-2

__

& Wilson,
auctioneers, reNOTICE—Goss
moved to 154 to 169 Middle St., corner of
dtf
Silver St.

f'Oll

FOR

FOR

WE do not claim “the only” piano made, but
*»
the Mathushek and Opera are certainly
hig goods lor little money; come in and try
them over; pit mgraphs and musical merchandise. C. C. HAWES’ Music House, Congress
and Temple street*.
3-1
]l| ONEY TO LOAN—On Arst and second
mortgages on real estate; also on stocks
and bonds or any other good collateral securities. Inquire of A. C. LIBBY & CO., 42 1-2
Kxchauge street.
septrtd4w
WE WILL BUY household goods or store
Axtures of any description, or will r»V v
for
calve the same at our auction
rooms
sale on commission.
JSt WILSON1
GOSS
Auctioneers, 154 Middle street corner Silver
feb3-tf
street

ialty is negotiating mortgages, collecting rents,
and the economical management of real estate. Office First Natifnal Bank Building.

Very desirable location in central part of city,
near Congress St. Also two smaller rooms in
third story. Apply morning or evening, 17 Dow
St., left hand bell._27-1
RENT—Near Union Station, an attrac:
tive apirtment of six rooms with bath; ail
! improvements; goo 1 view; located No. 16 Gilman St.
Price $18.00 to desirable tenant.
Apply to FREDERICK S. VAILL, real estate,
First National Bank Bi lg.
_27-1

MONEY TO LOAN—On Arst and second
I"A mortgages on roal estate, life Insurance
policies, or any good collateral security. Notes
discounted at low rate3. W. P. CARR, Room
4, 185 Middle St.
sep3-4
careful attention
A GOOD
best o? workmanship when it
cleaned
WATCH needs

and

is

or

This kind ot work is my. specialty;
experience with VT. F. Todd is the
best guarantee of good work. My prices are
reasonable. GEO. W. BARBOUR. 388 Conrepaired.

my 20 years

I

street, nnnnslte Ci!v Hall.

on-ess

1-t.f

n egoti ATED-Purchasers
of real estite who desire a loan to complete their purchase or owners naving mortgages maturing or past due, can obtain liberal
loans at a low rate ol iuterest by applying to
FREDERICK S. VAILL, Real Estate, First

Mortgages

National Bank Building.

_28-1
fiiO LET—Nicely furnished sunny room on
•
first floor, heat, gas and adjoimug bath.

aug31d4w

LOST AND FOUND.

LET-Furnished
TO table
board: side

SALE—Variety and fancy goods store
and ticket agency combined, located near
the Union Station: reasons for selling is other
For further particulars inquire of
business.
28-1
A. C. LIBBY & CO., 42 V2 Exchange St.

FOR

FEMALE HELP

LOST—A

chines

FOR

SALE—At Peering Center.uear electrics,
two lamily house, large lot and stable; will
be sold for $300 cash, balance monthly. G. P.
ALEXANDER & Co., 93 Exchange St.
28-1

FOIt

detached two story wooden
and bath, steam heat,
tubs and sink, open
one
fire
plumbing,
place, lot 50 x 80 feet,
looatod on Oak St. uear Congress St. For prios
and
S,
particulars inquire of HENJiRY
TRICK EY, 121 Exchange St.
28-2
rooms

cemented eel ar,

ma-

Good pay

muslin underwear.

on

T'O

steady work.
ItUSS, EVELETH & INGALLS, 146 Middle St.3-1

Trunk d-pot; will sell for *200 cash, balance as
G. F. ALEXANDER & CO., S3 Exrent.
change.27-1

—

TVANTED-A girl for general housework.
»t
Apply L. T. HILLMAN, Fort Williams.
'28-1

SALE—To close an estat\ 2Va store
brick house containing 12 room*, now rented ; alio a small building now used for a store;
lot 50x80, an d situated No. 74 St Lawrence St.
Eor particulars Inquire of A. C. LIBBY & CO*
42Va Exchange St.27-1

TVANTED—A capable girl for general house5 CONGRESS
work. Bring references.

this is’nt
IFtwo
family

FOR

a bargain I don’t Know oue. A
house in good repair for $2009.
Easy payments. This will pay 10 per cent
Come quick or you will lose it. C. B. DeLOIiG,

PARK.__27-1
Stitchers
WANTED—Experienced
Underwear and Wrappers.

on Muslin
We offer
good wages and permanent positions. THE
CHENEKY MFG. CO., No. 238 Middle St. 15 2
and
TVANTED—Fancy lroners, si archers
»*
mangle girls.
Apply at GLOBE STEAM
26
to
36
street
LAUNDRY,
jyl4-tf
Temple

the retail trade while Blasts.
J. S. ItII HUE,
Tel 934-4,
05 INDIA ST.

sept29dlw»

Forty words inserted under' tkis Head
week for 25 cents, cusk In advance.

“SPOT
Monument

l?OH SALE—House with 11 rooms and about
two acres of land filled with fruit trees.
house lots adjoining, in East Deerlag, at«
bargain
by GEO. W. ADAMS, 108 Etching#
!St. Executoi
of the estate of the late Beniwnan
Adams.
__8 tf
SALE—A
fine cash business In live man.
IjtOR
A
ufacturlng town, all fresh goods and the
kind that don’t go out of stvio, no comtietltion.
|This ls afine opportunity for one or two lira
-■

High

cash commisthe right man.

Detroit, Mich.

first class

salesman,

a

fur and lined with satin.
The finder will be
suitably rewarded by leaving it at store of
MILL1KEN, COUSENS & SHORT, Middle St.,
2-1
Portland, or at 212 State St.
small female spaniel dog, has long
J brown ears, hair
hangs over eyes, two
m iltese spots on back, yellow ribbon on neck,
answers to name of Ruby,
color wnite, very
1-1
curly. Finder leave at E’oiton boat.

IOST—A

afternoon, in Spring street
LOST—Friday
the street near Eastman’s dry good3

car

or on
a poaketbook

containing a sum of
Finder will be suitably rewarded bv
money.
leaving it at the house of H. w. NOYES. 36
Winter street.
29-1
store,

LET—A first-cuss corner store. Congress
corner Gilman.
Plate glass, steel ceiling,
good location for drug or grocerv store or shoe
store: almost new. Price $26.
L. M. LEIGH
TON, 63 Exchange street.
28-tf
LET—Large, furnished front room with
alcove, steam heat, gas. bath room orivtleges. Inquire forenoons at 19 ELLSWORTH

T'O

“

who

JIRUG

CLERK—Junior

wishes

permanent

position; have had six years’ experience
manufacturing and prescription work. Speaks
English and French and always willing and
obliging. BLAIR, No 9 Brook St., Waterville
21-2

PRINTER.
All-round union Job Printer, with ci y experience, la type display an i commercial Job
presswork; also familiar with all-round country
newspaper and job office work; competent to
take charge, desires permanent position in or
out of city.
Perfectly reliable, and references
given as to character and ability. Address J.
M. DYER, 73 St. Lawrence „St„ Portland, Me.
Bep28-lw»

have three good trades in
in Peering at $260$
$.900; they are great bargains. Call and
we
will tell you about them.
DEEKING
REAL ESTATE CO., WoodCords.
294.

WANTED.
Forty words inserted tinder tills Head
[|
one week for 25
cents, cask In advance.
^

SITUATIONS.

by a gl l, as cook and
general housework, in a small fiist class
family, ready to leave beach m about one week,
good references. Address “S,” P. O. Box 1565,
Ocean Park, Old Orchard, Me.i-t

SALE!—We
Il'OBsingle
houses

and

who unbetween,
35, and who comes well recommended.
IKA C,
Apply to
STOCKBRIDGE 507Va Congress street.
12-tf-lw*

The flue offices on the main floor ol
the First National Bank Building re
eently vacated by the Mercantile Tms
Forty words inserted under this head Co.
Elegant counter work and fitting! l
one week for 25 cents, cash in advance.
in outer room, and massive Fire anf I
girl 3eTouteen years old and Burglar proof vault with interior slee I
VyANTEE—A
*'
with good recommendations, wishes a safes in
private room, steam heat ant I
place In gmd family as second girl or care of
children. Has had experience in both,
JAY, Janitor service furnished.
Box
2.1
Apply to Cashier*
1606.___
WANTED

MAINSPRINGS, 75c,

Tho best American Mainsprings, mad# by
Elgin and Waltham compaules. Warranted
one year.
McKENNEY, the .Jeweler,
M nument Square.
jly20dtf

the ages of 21 and

LET.

FIRST NiATIOiAL. BANK..

/CUSTOMERS WANTED forfre3h eggs direct
ceals a dozen; also fre9h
h
a pound and
spring chickena
16 cents a pound; all orders receive
prompt att_
and8®nt
°- UAddress JAMES
S
VIRTUE. Porter, Maine.

26
lVi/a0?1
lV®12farmkilled fowl
cents

CG

YVANTED—A furnished house

or

t
apartment.

de.lr.Wtt8,.*? ,l„V'»rbo,r ‘„S11
r

sMs^ABs?srsjBaHB
Address M.. Box 1557.
a

of
St for
JI

^ant upper

four 01 hv« moms, west of Bro wn
;
AGENTS WANTED—“GALVESTON: Th 3 st.eet or on°,*line
of electrics.
Horrors of a Stricken City,” by faura *
Address giving
'S
B
Price and location, m. m.. Press Office.
Halstead. Fully illustrated, fastest selling boo
ever
published ■,
only
$1.60. Best term 3
AT ONCE—A
3
AY
nicely
furnished
heated, with board for refined
.1
gentleman In strlciljr private family west B,l
o,
rent

Oflfce

Preferred*

W ANTED—Board

MAINSPRINGS 75c.

Warranted for 1 year. The best
quality r f
Americ.in mainsprings.
McKENNEY. Th
Watchmaker, Monument Square.
septl8di i

l^OH
A

SALK—Some of the best paying pro?'
erty In the city, two two flat houses, two
flat houses, three single bouses. Con*
DKERwhen in want of houses or iand,
1XGKKAL ESTATE UP., Woo Herds. 29-1

ttiree
to us

ElOH LEASE—Corner store, centrally located
1
on
Commercial St., now occupied ?y
Messrs, a. E. Stevens &Oo.j an excellent op....

...

...

Address C.

£ f" Tress
—

for th*

wlnter.~by~a

ladv

«£

—

to

Plnkhsm,

e)r
Id.
8tVdl° Accompanist. Miss*
da
onoe for choice of hours
r

my
at

TAYLOR* or^aud October

...

U

^-i

or

gentleman.

-.

TjlOR SALE—Some of the best house lots in
Peering from 2 1-2 to 25o per foot. Bp
and see us before buying.
DEEKING
HEAL ESTATE CO., Woodfords.
29-1
A:

sure

's

room near center
WASH.KS~?urnltfed
city, Eastern Promenade
North

_sepl6dtf
AGENTS WANTED”

1 '00 BUYS meat, provision and light grocery
*7> store, located on one of the best streets lc
Boston (Roxbuvy district); fine class of trade.
old stand, furnished
throughout with Bell futures; the greatest bargain in Boston, as tbs
aim
goods
fixtures are worth more than tbs
price asked. Full particulars ot C. F. WHIT29-1
AKER, 23 s. Market St., Boston.
w

it

*

National Bank Building.

I

tlie
for

able-bodied man,
WANTED—An
derstands farming thoroughly,

Etf

rro LET—House No. 10 Gray street, 10 rooms
a
and bath,
newly papered and painted
throughout; also house No. 8 Dana Block
Pearl street. Enquire of C. H. RANDALL. 2V
Commercial St., or 112 State St.
auglatf

TO

_

WANTED-A bright young man as outside
»»
salesman for prominent southern house
Salary to atari; §50 per moth; references.
Apply 9 to l for three days, ROOM No 3, 106 A
28-1
Exchange St„ city.

TO

STREET._

one

seplSdtf

Also

■_2D-1

Furnished house 71 State St.,
lO rooms, batli, furnace, laun-

Square.

?OIt SALE —The only available lot of land
■Ion the Western Promenade, located between the residences of Messers. Cartlandand
Ccnley. Also a first-class furnished cottagj,
*
stable
and land at
Willard Beach. Apply
to TRUE BROS No, 394 Foro street,
81-tl

SPECIALTY

to

GASH-OLD GOLD.

We pay spot cash for old gold aud give you
We also take it In exchange
the highest price.
for other goods.
McKKNNEY, The Jeweler,

hot

LET.

SALE.

To

one

tive advertising features.
sions and liberal contract
The ELYSIAN MFG. CO.,

27-1

YELLOW BIRCH & ROCK MAPLE

room,

OFFICE

St.

FOR

HELP.

WANTED—MALE

Exchange

80

WANTED—A
has had experience and is well acquainted
dry, nicely furnished, with or with
the grocery trade of Maine. MILLIK EN.
without piano; rent low to de- TOMLINSON
CO.
29-1
sirable party. OEO. F. JTUNRINS,
Roberts St.. Washburn Ave.,
to work on farm, one that
270
Middle
LOST—On
Portland or Grove strests, wooden penduSt., near Monument WANTED—Man
”
is a good milker.
AYRSHIRE MILK
lum for clock.
Finder will be rewarded bv Square.
sep28 lw*
FARM, Stroudws ter, Me.
29-1
leaving at F. L. MILLER’S, 144 Grant St. 2-1(3
the Gray road between here and
LOST—On
Poland Spring,
lady’s cape trimmed with

slate

SALE—Great bargain; two family Rouse,
1?OR$l700;within
live minutes walk of Grand

TV ANTED Y oun g lady stenographer; must
*»
have some knowlege of bookkeeping.
Address in own handwriting stating wages deA. II. G., Press
sired.
References require t.
2-1
office.

WANTED—Bov

^ro

28-1

SALE—Second hand Wood & Bishop
furnace; second hand parlor stove, at 167
Brackett St. Call from six to nlue P.M.
28-1

TVANTED—At once, a first
class
horse
»»
bath,
shoer; steady job: good pay to right man.
for light' Call or address DR. F. W.
HUNTINGTON, 35
27-x
Union St., City.
1-1
rilO LET—New three flat house, No. 22 Ve3per
A
from
12
to
16
of
near
Fort
Allen
and
Park
electrics.
Each
years
age.
St.,
10 FREE ST.
flat contains five rooms and a bath. Hot and
cold water, open plumbing, hard wood floors;
iivi
vj o-fv A-ztvo;uiz,an waiiLcu
lUi 111)511
all modern Improvements. Lower flat heated by
|
!_ grade staple line to dry goods and general
furnace. Will be ready for occupancy Oct. 10th.
trade.
for
Contract
balance
ot
thi3
year and
Inauire of It. S. DAVIS, 108 Exchange St. or
a'l of next if sales are satisfactory.
AMERI91 Eastern Promenade.
251-tf
CAN STANDARD JEWELRY CO, Deroit
29-1
OR FACTORY BUILDING-The Mich.
first floor of the building occupied by the
SALESMEN
WANTED
to
American Express Company on Plum street is
place departments of perfumes and toilet
offered for rent. Apply to E. A. NOYES, Portarticles in all classes of stores. Very attracland Savings Bank.
10-tf
LEI—Two or three rooms, with
ancl cold water and gas; suitable
housekeeping. Call at 71 BECKETT.

week for 25 cents, cash in advance.

lOiketbook containing card bearing
name of Loit v I Moody, ciio 'ped on Riverton car or at Park.
Finder kindly leave at this
office.3 1

IVANTED—59
girls at once, to rnn power
"

Building.

SALE—A
FOR
house of ll

and

floor, adjoining bath; hot water heat.
Near|coruor of Park and Congress streets and
electrics. MRS. SKILLINGS, No. 5 Congress
Park.
27-1

Forty words Inset ted under this head
one

WANTED.

Forty words Inserted under tilts Head
one week for 25 cents, cask In advance.

excellent!

rooms
with
room and square

wooden building to be
SALE—A
as the “wool shop”, localed rear 475 Portland St., said building contains
large beams and other valuable building material; submit all offers to FREDERICK S.
VAILL, Real Estate, First National Bank

large
EOR
removed known

best candy at d light lunch parlor on
1- Congress street; good show window, large
roomC or manufactuiiag directly connected,
situated in the centre of the city’s shopping
For particulars address PERRY,
district.
Argus office.oct2-l w
ritHE

FOR

second

SAL.1T

FOR

Sr.__28-1

OUSES AND APARTMENTS—Frederick
S. Vaill has the largest list of desirable
houses ana apartments for sale and to let of
any real estats office in Portland. His spec-

a tine large house, on the line of
electrics will be rented all furnished for
the winter to the rignt party. Trice is ix -ced-

portion of

AUSTIN & SHEARMAN,
OR SALE—Chestnut mare, free driver a ia ingly favorable.
294
good w>rker. weight 975; also nlre ty 240 Stevens Ave.
it
1200.
or
team
work,
built horse lorfirm
wefg
SAl E—1 1-2 story house, ell, barn and
Both are souul, 1 i id. fearless and s'.aud withshed a d 4 aci* of laud, budding* in fair
out hltcl 1 g.
No le.sonable offer refused.
I repair, pleasantly situated, about 4 miles irom
BOX 98, Y armor t iville, Me._ 3 1
Portland, 112 miles from electrics, 1-2 ininnte
walk lrom school, church, store, etc. Price
FOR SALE.
£600, W. F. DRESSER, 80 Exchange St., PortHazard.
The Slo02»
land, Me.
_29-1
oug, with lead j
A line C. B. sloop al out 30 ft.
SALE—20 acres land in Portland, Deerkeel weighing 2000 lbs. ahd some inside ballast;
ing section, is ree from rocks, on a desiris finely built; finished with ash and cherry;
able street, very pleasant and good neighborhas latge cabin, leather u.holstery In cabin, hood, 10 minutes from electr c cars, a torced
set of dishes, etc., all in first class condition.
sale; price $800. W. H. WALDRON & CO,,
Will be sold cheap as owner lias no furtaer use 180 Middle St.
_29-l_
for a yacht. Address
SALE—a horse between ton and eleven
FRANK W. BUCKNAM.
Yarmouth, Me.
sep29d2w
years of age, color black, weight 1353
pounds, good worker in single or double harness.
Can be seen a '.the stable of owuer,
JACOB H. MITCHELL, Yarmouth, Me. Electric cars pass the door.
scptaidiw

ROOMS

Cottage.
Poland,

Ave.__294

A

V

TO

at moderate prices at Elm
MRS. H. E. ALLEN, West

FOR

(new),
creasing

-■

FOR

good board

29-1’

Ave._

RENT—A11 8 room tenement will be
ready next month, on line of curs, steam
heat, open fireplace in oue parlor, bathroom,
etc., etc., first class all around. You want to
secure this as It Is worth waiting a few days
for.
AUSTIN & SHEARMAN, 240 Stevens

3 1

machine, front machire and rolls, ou'sloe
corner show c-^se, harness maker's hand t ols,
medium size a ’e combination lock, two iarpe
LEIGHTON
counters wUh j2 a d 16 drawers.
MFG. CO.. No. 268va Middle St., at E. W.
3-1
Eustis Co.

AN

gress

FOR

shears

TO

rrO LET—Lower tenement of six rooms and
A
bath, steam heat, gis, hot and cold water;
For
price $20 per month, at 25 Morning St.
further carticulars inquire of A. C. LIBBY &
42
28-1
St.
Va Kxcdange
CO.,

RENT—Single house with stable, all
furnished, to a man and Ills wife for the
winter and board the man owner; good localien, good neighborhood, steam heat, aaogeuier
You don’t want to wait a day if
a fine place.
AUSTIN & SHEARMAN
this inteiests you.
240 Stevens

P. H.

city._

SALE—Gallagher patent
FORscrew
press, lever p'ess, leather

TO

will And good shooting and
SPORTSMEN
Ashing through September and October and

Address

at reasonable prices.
WALfc,. 36 Spruce St.,

-—

NOTICE—C.

OWING

also

work

to business

engagements, one of the
finest residences in tno LL-ering District Is
offered for reir.al, furnished or umu nished
best of references required aud to the rigbl
AUSTIN'”*
pa 1 ty Uih is a raro opportunity.
SIIEARMAN, 240 Stevens Ave.294

;

--

MECHANICAL

Ave^__

SALE-Antlque mahogany deskj
FOltfurniture
repaired and poiished first-class

Dll.

TO

1)coring District, combination heat, hardwood

Hours and finish, open fireplace, electric limit,
in lact up to date in every particular. HoiKn
only five years old, owner about to leare tii«
State ana house will bo sold at once. Ban-ain
No. 2—A two tenement house of six rooms each
oniv two years old, hot and cold water wire!
for electric lights, sunny exposure. Will hn
sold with double or single lot. Bargain No 3
Is a small c-oitage house of six rooms and stable
ami Urge lot. near enough m cars, school and
Tins lias been marked down to 11200
stores.
cash and will go quick. Bargain No, 4-1
liouse only lour years old that will accommodale two small families, stable and large lot
Marked Gown to $200u for a quick sale. Bar
gain no. 5 Is a five iooiu two tenement house
on lino of sewer and on the corner of two
streets, location a good one, sun all day. Will
AUSTIN & sHEab.
be sold qulCK at $2000.
MAN, 240 Stevens
20-1
—

FOR

TO

REMOVAL—I

Austin

& shearman’s fan
sale of Real Estate. Bargain No. l-ij0n«
of 11 linisiied rooms, finely situated on the cor
ner of two of the most fashionable streets in

FOR

fur-

FOR

MR.

FOIt

__

SALE—Milk right from the farm; prefer
boardl ig h tuses o, stores; price e iso .table’.
Ac d ess H, Press Office.
_3-1
OR SALE—A rera irant; finely fitted up;
for
low rent; well metaled; good r< a o
selling, no rea- o ial 1j ofl'-u’ refine !. ituiuire of
3-1
11.
A. C. LIBBY, 42 1-2 Ex, h:u g
fixtures,
stare
SALE—Second-hand
KENT l1 AC•.
tt
c
show
counters,
ises.,
2-1
TORY, NATIONAL BISCUIT CO.

Pine

wouldn’t take a dose of poison and. you i
Prices §1.50
probably wouldn’t buy a poor piano if you | rrO LET—Pleasant front rooms.
a
knew it, but there’s tricks In all trades—even
to §2.50. Inquire at 217 Cumberland St.
2-1
ours, but there's uo tricks in the Mathushek
and Opera Pianos; have you seen them? cash
or easy terms;
a
good p.ice for old Instrucorrent
stairs
RENT—The elegant up
ments. C. C. HAWES’ Music House, Conner Lawn avenue and Concord St.; eight
gress and Temple streets.
C 3-1
rooms and all modern
improvements; $20.00;
WE are now closing out our stock at cost; go-! best location In Pe ring; entireiv separate.
*»
We have in stock a LEERING REAL ESTATE CO, Woodfords.
ing out of business.
2 1
iarge variety of goods, shovels, forks, churns,
wringers, flower pots, baskets and a thousand
Call
other thiugs too numerous to mention.
LET—Nicely furnished ft out rooms, up
and look us over. W. C. SAWYER & CO., 0
steam
one flight, on same floor with bath;
2.1
Preble St.
heat an l grs; w.th o: w t tout board. 124 Pleasant St..betwecu High auu P. rk.1-1
SYLVESTER has established bis pharwith
macy at No. 10 Brown St. between Con- rro LET—A very desirable six room flat,
■
all modern conveniencer, price moderate.
2-1
gress and Free. Open evenings.
This is one of the best rents on Newbury St.
for Medicated Vapor Bath? and Apply SOUTH WORTH BROS.. 105 Middle St.
Special rales for 12
Massage Treatment.
treatments. Facial Massa :e a special y. Call
LET—Office for lawyer or stenographer; I
or write. MRS. CHASE,
No. 110 India street]
also Orient Hall for
lodge purposes.
2-1
corner Congress street.
291
ROOM 26, First National Bank Bldg.
|
inform
BROWN, the Ashman, wishes to
LET—Half of the small store 625 Forest
h:s many customers that owing to the
avenue, Woodfords; nice place for an I
losspf his horse he will not continue his route office or
cigar stoie or any business that dou’t
2-1
for a few days a ter Tuesday, Oct. 2.
take much room; rent $4 to $5. DEERING
29-1
REAL ESTATE CO., Woodfords.
experienced teacher, a college graduate,
will tutor in studies of primary, grammar
No. 26 Arsenal St., 12
RENT—Houses,
and high school grades; Latin, Greek and Gerrooms, all Improvements, special induceBest of references; terms
man a specialty.
iu first
moderate.
Address “TUTOR.” 72 Ocean Ave. ments offered; No. 85 S a e, 10 rooms,
class repair; No. 1 Monroe Place. 7 rooms, etc.,
octld4w
only 820.00; Vaughan St„ 10 rooms.!exceptiondesirable, can be seen by permit only, and
pOAL is high, and pianos—well, some are a!ly
high, but our Mathushek an 1 Opera are others. FREDERICK S. VAILL, Real Estate.
3-1
sold at vjj price of others; after 10 years’ tuning experience our advico may help you in the
LET—$8.00 per month, six rooms, near
selection of an instrument.
C. C. HAW’ES’
electric cars,
on line of
Woodfords,
3-1
Music House, Congress and Temple Sts.
Sebago water. SCOTT WILSON, 176 1-2 MidM ARY A. 8EIDERS, teacher of piano. Ad- dle s reet,
29-1
1*1 dress 45 THOM AS ST.1-1
BROWN
at
65
tenement
rrO
LET—Upstairs
have removed to 159V2 Middle
a
ST., to a family of 4 or 5, no children. 29-1
street, up one Aight, opposite head of
Plum street, where I shall endeavor to deserve
LET—Rooms at the Waldo by the day or
the patronage of my customers and friends in
week, single or en suite, steam heat ana
the future as I have in the past. FRED W.
electric fights. 21 Meal tickets §3.50. WALDO
29-1
GROSSTUClv, Merchant Tailor.
HOTEL. 536 CONGRESS Street29-1
at
778
Con XtOR RENT—Sit gle house No. 73 Roberts
Massage, rooms
It cures neuralgia, rheuStreet; a new, desirable and convenient
gress street.
rent o' eleven room including library, bath and
matism and nervous diseases of all kluds.
sewing rooms, hard wood floors, set refrigeraaug29 4
tor, laundry with so pstone tubs.l For particuS. DeLong,
and lars
contractor
29-1
apply to 212 Cumberland Street.
builder; Jobbing promptly attended to;
estimates given;
houses for sa'e and to let;
for laundry or barber shop; houses
mortgages negotiated, also care of property,
furnished or unfurnised; one at South
Call or
Carpenter’s sliop 204 Federal 8t.
Portland; four furnished for light housekeepwrite 86 EXCHANGE ST. Office hours 9-11 a.
furnished
house for board or two persons;
ing;
m. and from 1-5 p. m.
Telephone 434-2. J
cart, hay rack, rake tedder and express wagon
mar21dtf
for sale cheap
S. L, CARLETON, 118 Con-

jj®-

Exchahge St.

53

anTfl^I

SALE—Steam circular wood s.w'hT'
mg no use for a saw of tins kiud low'sell the frame. saw aud belt ng at a very o
Can bo seen at CALDEKrtOun
price.__
bakery.

_

2-1

St.

FOR

FOR SALK.

BELL._2-l_

LET—Two

BROWN,

^

bath
Wilmot St

pleasant
large
TO nished or unfurnished.
Inquire at 31

PARLORS

Ahjdy^

septGdtf.

yTOU
A

Maine.

la Use For Over 30 Years.
The Kind You Have Always Bought,

at

each.

rooms,

LET—Upper tenement,
TO and
shed; sunny exposure, 18

ANTED—Situation
\\r
»»

to Mothers.

I

adva#^,

SALE—Light express wagon

runner pung, suituable for baker’s qp,i?
In storage and mu*; be moved-»
cry.
sold c-h-ap if called lor at 01 «,
cAmm?
WOOD BAKERY.

colt
1st—jo room house, Coyle Park, hot and
;
ba.h, furnaee heat, wired for electric
ceiiat
cemented
connections,
sewer
lights,
nne
and all modern improvements, location
and price very low for cash or exchange.
GEO. W. BROWN, 53 Exchange St.
2d—Double house on Douglas street; rented
at abiu’gain.
pays 11 per cent; will sell
GEO. W. BROWN. 53 Exchange St.
3d—A fine house with all modern improvements, up-to-date In every particular 12 rooms,
to build
elegantly finished house, cost $6000
without considering the lot; the lot is 12ox,10
!
and comririses 13,750 feet of the finest land In
the city, elevated 10 feet above the level ol
Forest avenue. House will be sold at a great
Located corner of Deering avenue
bargain.
and Noyes street.
GEO. W. BROWN, 53 Exchange St.
5th—A fine,new house Just completed on
Lawn street. 9 finished rooms with bath and
The opportunity of
all modern Improvements.
Cash or exchange.
a life time.
GEO. W. BROWN. 53 Exchange bt.
in Fessenden
lots
For sale—Eight house
Park. These are the balance remaining out of
Apply to
60 lots, 52 already naving been sold.
GEO. W. BROWN, 53 Exetiange St.
7200 feet
3 house lots, Monliegan Island,
water,

rro LET—Rooms at the Wal lo; fr. m §2.00 to
*
So.00 per week, steam ha it. bath rooms and
electric lights. WALDO, 536 Congress St, 3-1

vices will be resumed and will continue
until sunset, Rabbi fcjprince preaching
a sermon.
From sunset last night till
sunset tonight the period is one of fasting, and in addition to this sacrifice, all

Forty words inserted under this
h<*s
week for 25 cents, cash in

one

5—BARGAINS IN HOUSES—5.

and apartments—we have
the largest list of any real 9state office Hi
Portland. Our specialty is tlie collection of
rents and the economical management of real
estate. FREDERICK S. VAILL, Real Estate,
First National Bank Building.
_3-1

religious

the evening and today.
Next week the eighty
ment will be celebrated.

Geo. W. Brown, 53 Exchange St

Fftity words Inserted under tills head
one weeit fog 35 cents, cash in advance,

services
ere begun under the direction of Rabbi
Sprince, These services consisted main-

Rossini, hall

FOR SALE.

CLOSINC OUT SALE BY

TO LET.

that this is the day of forgiveness among
the Jews,
Religions services are very
generally held.
*
At
sunset last evening many of the
Hebrew population of Portland met at

gratulations In the afternoon rand evening, and the Grange came in a body In
Shurtleff
the evening. Worthy Master
presented Mr. and Mrs. Barstow with a
and Mrs,
the
of
fronj
Grange,
money
gift
Abbie Sweetslr of Gray. Mr. Barstow

15.

O.

all
BtEWARI
df
septisdtf

famjjf

SAI.K—At a great bargain, a two
P'dRliouse
*
with 14 finished rooms, suuny, ™
water, furnace heat, large lot on two strtJ»;
location In a smart, thriving, business vIbWI
railroad comnmnloation. This property new
to be seen to bo apr.recla'ed.
N.S. GAR-

DINER,

53

Exchange

fit_

IIOUS EIIOLD GOODS at private sale. Pree
JI
pieces of mahogany (old), beds, pl'iO’*a
feat Her beds, dl ling room set, carpets, coox
Sale from McJML
stoves, ali kitchen dishes.
Oct. l, to Friday, Oct. 5. inquire 93
ST,, lower tenement.
__zi-

I»°J

tfOR SALK-A 27 ft. sloop yacht, has i’
cabin accommodations for cruising,
pood sea boat.
Will be sold at & barm3RYAN &
tt
T30R SALE—Some fine
*
t°
and lands In peering, paying 10
J*,E2
cent.
See
ui U you want tlie R°°A*
DEKHING REAL ESTATE CO., Woodford

KELSEY._

InTestmentsjiTh^!

Potatoes, bbl.
Potatoes, Jersey
Sweet, Eastern Shore.
Kegs. Eastern fresh.
Kees. Western fresh.
Putter, Fancy Creamer.
Butter. Vermont

1 05@0
2 75 «0
2 Oo@2
(a)

Sweet

fiij
24 5;

21@

00
00
25
23
21
25
22

Cheese, N. York amt Vermt...
12% @13
13
ia.13%
Cheese, sage
Fruit,
Apples .1 25 5)2 00
*
Lemons
2B@6 50
4 oO@5 00
Oranges....
..

Products in the

Quotations of Staple

...

Markets.

Leading

York

IY*»w

Mock,

j>Io:»ey

Turpentine anil Coal.
Paw Linseed Oil.
01(5)66
BoBed Linseed oil.
63@68
Turnenttue.
44(5)54
Ligouia and Centennial oil bbl..
@1014
Replied tst Petroleum, 120.
io%
Pratt’s Astral..•
12%
Half bbts. le extra
25
Cumberland, coail.
@4
Stove and furnace coal, retail...
@7 00
8 60
Franklin.
Pea coal, retail.
6 00
Oils,

auil

(iruln

Market Ucvifw

Gram

Quotation;].

CHICAGO BOARD OF TRAD
Monday’s ouotitto is.

New YorkjOctoDer 2 —The professional
movement to advance prices which was
the
conspicuous feature of yesterday's
stock market, was not in evidence today.
The
market proved, so soft that prices
of a number of prominent stocks ended
with net losses of fro n 1 to 1 3-4 and the

WHEAT
Onenuvr.

Closing

Oct.76%
Nov.. ..7ti%
Dec.

76%
77%
78%

CORN

Oct. 3S%
Nov. 30%
Dec..

39%
37Vs
35

OATS.
closing tone was decidedly heavy. Pos- Oct.22
sibly the unfavorable aspect of the pros- Nov..22%
posed coal strike settlement had assumed Dec. 2
PORIt.
a
rather more positive phase today and
Oct.
and
New Jersey Central
Lackawana
BARD.
scored sharp declines, but the number of Oct.

unchanged

17%

8 00

WHEAT.
Closing.

•'nening.

Oct. 76%
Nov. 77%
Dec. 78%

76%
77%
77%

CORN.
Oct.

39%
Nov.
37%
Dec...

39%
37 %

34%

OATS.

Oct. 22Vs
Nov
22%

$9*5,000.
were

7

Tuesday’s quotations.

interests.
There were tome marked advances in
prices of bonds, but market was not active or very broad. Total sales par value
Bonds

57%

Oct.1

ated

S.

12

Bins.

trunsrerred was so small as to deprive the changes of all significance.
The only incident o*f the day which resembled
aggressive action by the bails
was the
marking up of the railroads
controlled by the Vanderbilts or affilishares

U.

22%
22%
22%

In bid

12

22%
12%

Dec...

prices

PORK.
Oct

12 80
1176

Jan.

BARD.
closed at 1V4 22.
Oct.
7 20
caper at 5 6'/i 1 er cei t. Jan
6 90
Sterling Kxchange was weak, with actual busiRIBS.
■ ss in tankers bills 4 SoVi^-t «5Va ■«« di6 30
lor sixty ('ays posted Jan.
iii uid an. 4 81 ’4(24 813/s
«mrates at 4 824)4 b2 Vi ami 4 S6@4 8 yaPortland Dally Pres* Stock Quotations
uiercial bills at 4 bOVi u,4 81.
I
Corrected by Swau & Barrett, Banker*. 136
Silver certificates i>3s/4 oj'-o
Middle street.
STOCKS.
Silver
Bar
C3V4
Par Value
Bid. Asked
Description.
Mexican dollars 50.
Canal National Bank......... 100
100
102
Governments steady.
Casco National Bank
.loo
110
112
oumoerland National Bank. 100
100
101
100
Hides.
101
Cliapniau National Bank.100
Fixst National Bank.loo
100
102
The following quotations reprosetu in-yMerchants’ National Bank_75
101
102
hiE prices In this market:
National
102
100
Cow ami steer3...
...6Vi« k» Ih Portland Traders’Bank.100
National Bank.... ioo \109
110
Bulls and Rises.......4VC
Portland Trust Co.ioo
145
150
3Calf Skins—No 1 quality
•..
Portland
Gas
60
85
90
Company.
No
...6 c
Portland Water Co...'.loo
no
112
No 3
“.26c each
Portland St. Railroad Co. 100
150
100
Maine Central R’v. loO
?60
170
Itctuil Grocers? Sugar SlarUei.
Portland & Ogdeusburg R. R. ioo
60
61
Portland market—cut loal 3;: confectioners
BONDS.
at -c; powdered 7 Vic: granulated 7c; cotfec- Portland 6s. 1907.117
119
> riisned
Portland 4s. 1902—1912 Funding.. 102
6Vic jyailiiw 6
103
Portland 4 •■. 1913. Funding.106
108
Charters.
114
Bangor 6s. 1905.1 Water.112
103
Brig Jenuie Hulburt, Philadelphia to Cura- Bath 4%s. 1907, Mumcioal.101
Bath 4*,. 1921. Refunding.101
103
coa, coal ?3 12 Vi—stone from Hurricane Island Belfast 4s. Muulcioa!19l8.110
113

Money

on

call

1 rime mercantile

..

s

to

Philadelphia,

p. t.

Calais 4s 1901—1911

Refunding_100
LewlstonSs.* 1901. Municipal.101
l.ewisicki +s. 1913, Municipal.105
Saco 4s. 1901. Municipal.100
Maine Genual R R7s.19i2.cons.mtg 135
*

Schr B. H. King. Philadelphia to New London, coal 72 Vic.
Schr Aline a Willey, Somes Sounp to New Y.,
stone 70c.

"
**

Cortland Wliolesa

.Harlot.

e

PORTLAND. Oct. 2.
There Is not much change to note iu the
markets for leading articles of merchandise. In
all departments trade conditions are very satisfactory. and di-uribution is fully up to expectation.
Pork products are particularly strong
w ith prices about 50 cents a barrel higher.Lard
is firm at the late advance. Hams auiet and
ate; dy. No change whatever can be reported
in the loca market for Groceries, altlioug the
Sugar situat on is a strong one, owl gto the
faet
h it more of the refineries have stopped
work for wan of raws,the anmunt.in sight being
but 8.000 tons, only about
week’s melting.
The demand for Molasses has improved considerably, dealers report prices on a firm basis.
Beans unchanged, but the stock is light with
a strong upward tendency for Pea and Yellow
Eyes. C ipe Cod Cranberries quoted at $ 60i®
85 to
bbl, and crates §2a) -2 25. Cheese still
tending upward. Sweet Potatoes lower. iWheat
opened firm lo-dav, hut turned heavy on the
large world’s visible increase. Nov. closing Vac
iSS/sc under yesterday.
Spot Corn is exceedheld higher. Oats about steady
ingly scarce a
and unchanged. Linseed oil lower at 61c.
No
change in coal, except that the situation Is more
iiiivvuittuic,

a.uu

me

supply
little is

I

....

Boston Stock Cist,
Sales of

stock at the Boston Stock Exchange:
bid.

Atchison.
28
Boston N Maine.187
American Bell..
Central Massachusetts... 13%
do pfd,
02
Maine Central.
165
Union Pacific. f>76/8
Union Pacthe pfd... 73%
Mexican Central 4s. 78
American Sugar
.116%
American Sugar pfd.
,115

Oct. 1.
New 43. res.l:i4y8
New 4s. ..I34ya
New ..i 4v*
New 4s. coup.113%
Denver <s rt. <». 1st...103
Brie gen.i4s. 68
Mo.;nar<.S Tex.!2dH...i. 64%

Kansas ts, racinc consols...:.
Oregon Nav.ist.109
Te^as raclfic. T. G. lsts... JI3%
do reg. 3els. 60
;
Union Pacific lsts.104%

I

The loUpwing quotations teprelent t;ie .v.iolesale prices for the market;

Euperflne and low graaes.2 75 a 3 00
bpring Wheat Bakers.3 75 *4 15
Spring Wheat patents.4 65*5 05
Mich, and St.Louisst. roller.4 lo&4 25
Mich, ana St. Louis clear.4 003+ 15
Whiter Wheat patents.4 60£4 75

New jersev

New York

icufio
(q,30

109

112%
68

105
Oct. 2.
27%
69%
'27%
123%

10i»%
174%
18%
10%
33%
115%
29
205
71
87V*

51%
91

Central.iS3%
Central.128%

Texas

racme.

Union Raclhc rue
Waoasn.

—..

Waoasi:, Pic
Boston SiMame....

133

128%
47%
t-8%
19%

;i5%

104%
113%
173
110

.14%

fj 14%

73

73%

6%
i7%

6%

17%

187

187

New York ana .sow sine. vi..
)lii JColonv.202
kdaws bxpress.i23
4 merman Express.150
j. ». Express. *5
] *601)16 Gas.
86%
'acme Man. 30%
182
j *tillman Raiace.
Sugar, common. .117%
Veatevu union. 78
loutnern iivufc.
trookivn Bamd Transit. 50%
federal Steel common. 31%
do pia. 63 y
xonacco..... | 89
J inioriean
no pro.128
1 letrouontan street it 'R.148
:
"enn. coal ® iron. 63%
1 1.
S. JKUDher..
29%
r loniineniai looaoco. .«24%

203
123
160
45

35%
3u%
182

116%
73

60%
31%
62%
88%

^

<

Peans.Pea.

Beans, Ca ifornia Pea.
Beans, Lellow Eyes.
Leans, Red Kidney.
Native Onions, bu.

»« c>*j>o JLiV©

>4

i'

By Telegram.
CHICAGO. Oct. 2. 1900.—Cattle
receipts
* .000; including looo Westerns and <;00 Texns: geuerally steady; butchers stock slow ; naves t est on sale 1 car at
65;‘good to prime
eers at 5 45 a5;85: poor to medium steers at
4 50 e£5 40: selected feeders weak 3 80,W4 5
g
n dxed stockers weak 2 60§>3 65; Texans, rec tfpts 600; best on sale 17 car loads 3 6d: Texa
fed steers at 4 10®4 90; Texas grass steers
3 25@4 no.
;Hogs—rece pts 23,000; strong to 6o higher;
—

Mackerel, shore 28.
Large 3s.
Produce.

2 2632 30
2 6032 65
2 3532 40
2 40 £2 60
7o
^

...

{

Length of days.. 11 401 Moon sets.

morn

ITSrEWS

MARINE

*8%

Pork—Heavy. 17 25317 60
Pork—Medium.10 00® 16 26
Beef—heav*.
;.10 7631125
(28
Beet—light. 1000310 75
147
Boneless, naif bbls.
3 6 60
62
Lard—tcs ana hatflbi. pure..,.
8%3834
29
Lard-TesandhaUbbl.com....
6% 36%
24%
Lard—Pans tnire.
91439%
l.ard—Pails, compound.
7V2®8
It« slon marn«.
Lard—Pure, leaf.
9*4@l0iA
BOSTON Oct. 2 1900—Tlie following were
Chickens. 163 lf<*
l1 owl.
^ Dday’s quotations of Flour and coni:
12»16
Turkovs.
13315
FLOUR.
Hams..
H311V*
Q
nring m^t ts 4 35 *5 25
Shoulders..,..
8%
Winter patents 4 15 a4 65.
C tear ind suaigu. 3 65 4 35
Dry Fish an<l Mackerel.
i- orn—sieamer yellow 60®51c.
Cod, large Shore.
Medium shore fish.

Pollock.
Haddock.
Hake..
Herring, per box, sealed.
Mackerel, shore Is.

nnc

Foreign Ports.

port at Bahia Blanca Aug 14, barque J H
Hamlen, Rodick, for Rosario and South Africa.
In port at Black River, Ja. Sept 18, schs Anna,
Gilette and Laura, Larrabee, for New York.
In port at Hong Kong Aug 18, ships Manuel
L aguno. Small, for New York; Tarn O’Slianter,
Ballard, for Baltimore; barque Sachem, Nickels,
In

Did.j

Sucar. Coffou. Tea.

..

..

11%

Northern Racine com.J 47%
Northern Racilio
(58%
Norm western..160
do
pfd.
Out. & West.1120%
15
Keaania.
ttock (suit...105%
SLiraui.113%
St. Rauiluia... .... •.173
5t. l aui ® umaua...110
s t. Ram & omana dxo.

35
5o
00
00
00
00
50
50

Pork. Beef, Lard and 1*01,.try.

114%
103
67 Va
64%

....

..

<*53
(a 03

OoglO
hlola>*t>«, Knifing.
Sugar—Standard granulated.
6 34
6 34
Sugar—Extra tine granulated_
Sugar—Extra 0.'..-.
6 00
Coflee—Rio. roasted. 13
Coffee—Java and Mocha.
27330
Teas— kmoys.
26(236
Leas—Congous.
27®60
Teas—Japan.
36®+o
Teas—Formosa.
35ia65
Molasses—Porto Rico.
30340
Molasses—Barbadoes...».
32335
M classes—common....
“.
20*2;
New Raisins, 2 crown.2003225
3 crown....2 2632 50
do
4 crown. 2 60 a 2 75
do
Raisins, loose Muscatel.
78^

32%

..

...

Corn ami Fee I.

Mixed idea.+9

U4S/*

...

Oct. 1.
Atchison.
27%
Atcmson oia. 6»%
Central Racine..
Ches. ® Ohio..... 27%
Chicago. Bur. tsuumcv.124
Det. ® mw. Canai co.110%
Del. Lack. ® west. .I75V*
uenver ® it. G.118%
Brie, new. il
Erie is

Oct 2.
184%
134%

aivuiia—

Illinois central.J15V»
Lake Brie & Weal. 27
Lake Ignore.205
Louis® Nasn. 71%
Mannatian Eievateu.-.87%
Mexican cemrai ........... 11%
M icniaan central.
Minn.® St. Louis..
61%
to inn. ®
Louis ora... 91
Missouri Raciflc.,.148%

Float

Middling, bag, lots..19 00320

quotations of

Bona-

vance.

dais, cur lots.
uats. bag lots. 343
Cotton t>eea. car lots.00 00*26
Cotton Seed, bag lots.00 00,*.27
Sacked Bran, car lots. ,. ..18 00319
Sacked Bran, bag. lots.00 00@1 s
Middling, car lots.18 OG320

—

(By Telegraph.)
Thstollowlng are the closing

vi

—

RAILROADS-

MISCELLANEOUS.

POKT OF PORTLAND.

STKAMISKS.

ALLAN LINE
St.
Effect

In

S«i»t.

Otli,

7 00

m.

From

For

Brunswick, Lewiston (Lower'
Batli. Boothbav. Popham Beach Rockland, Augusta. Waterville, Skowliegan and Belfast
a.

8.30 a. m. For Danville Jc., Rumford Falls
Bemis, Lewiston, Farmington, Raugeley atic
Waterville.
10.10 a. m. For Brunswick, Bath, Lewiston
Gardiner, Augusta and Waterville.
11.00 a.m. Express for Dauville Jc.. Lewis
ton, Waterville, Moosehead Lake via Foxcroft
Bangor, Washington County R. R., Bar Harbor

Great, Only

The

and

Prof. J. OSCAR SHELTON.
He
makes no charge if the objeot of
your call Is not explained without asking
a single
question. He tells you If husband, wife or sweetheart is true or false;
tells you
how to gain success in lova,

courtship, marriage, divorce,
health,
business, law suits, speculation and transactions of all kinds. In fact, no matter
what may be your hope,fear or ambition,
come to this gifted man and find help.
ARE YOU IN LOVE?
If ao, do you find the one ^ou have bestowed your affections and truEt upon
acting cool and Indifferent? Has a rival
or obstacles of
any kind crep between
you and your future hope, or has a demon, H»um, assailed the quietude of your
home? If so, come at once to
happy
this gifted man and find help. He will
guarantee to tell you how to win your
heart's desire quickly and overcome your
rivals or obstacles existing between you
and your future happiness.
ARE YOU IN TROUBLE?
Do
gifts

you find, with all your natural
and talents, that you are baffled,
discouraged and unsuccessful? If so,
come and be advised, find out the cause
yuur uitu iuok anu now you can onange
your bad conditions to those of success,
joy and happiness. Thousands live today
to bless and give oredlt of their success
ux

and
happiness to this wonderful man.
He has helped others—why not you?

Sunday,

12.50 p

only.

FREE ST.

sept28dlw
1

RAILROADS.

Trains Leave Portland
For Lewiston, 7.C0, 8.16, a. m<. 1.30, 5.15 *8.30
p. in.
For Island Pond, 8.15 a. m., 1.30. *8.31 p. m
For Montreal, Quebec, Chicago. 8.15 a. m.
and *8 30 p. m„ reaching Monu-eai at 6.50
p. m., and 7.20 a. m.

Trains Arrive Portland.
From Lewiston, *6.40, 11.30 a. m.,
ana 8.<jo p. m.
From Island Pond, *6.40, 11.30 a.
p. m.
From Chicago, Montreal,
a. m., 6.45 p. m.
*

Daily.

m.,

Quebec,

6.45
*6.40

Otliai trains week da vs.

Sunday cheap excursion train leaves Portland every Sunday for Lewiston. Gorham and
Berlin at 8.3£) a. m. Returning leave Berlin at
4.00 p. ni., every Sunday afternoon for Lewiston and Portland.
Pullman Palace Sleeping Cars are ran on
night trains and Parlor Cars on day trains.
TieUet Office, Depot at foot of India
Street.
Portland & Yarmouth Electric

FOR

Oct. 2,

Beals,

Carr, Fanny

and

Nellie

Bancroft Lambert,
Frank A. Colcord,

Steamer Manhattan,
Bennett, New York—
F Liscomb.
Sch Lizzie E Dennison, Ross, Kiugs Ferry,
] 'la, and Martinique—J S Winslow & Co.
Sch W C Pendleton, Webber. Damarlscotta—
u Blake.
FROM

OUR CORRESPONDENTS.

BOOTHBAY, Oct 2
Ar, sch Ida, Jordan,
for Coliasset.
BOOTHBAY HARBOR, Oct 2—Sailed, schs
1 ’emaquid, Boston for Rockland; Harvest Home,
(1 o for Kockport; Thistle, do for St John, NB:
1 dzzle Lane, Boston for New York; Tresa. Bost 3ii lor Tieniont; Emils A Staples, Portland for
1 Vinterporf.
JONESPORT, Sept 29—A.r, schs Charlotte L
j [organ, Anderson, Boston; Ella Brown. Pea1] ody, Annapolis.

Houlton, §6,

MCDONALD STEAMBOAT GO.

ADDITIONAL.

Cleared.

Camden, $8.

Beginning September 10th, 1900, steamers
leave Portland Pier 2.00 p. m. for Cousins, Littlejohn’s Great Ch beague, (Hamilton’s Landing), Orr’s Island, East Harpswell, Sebasco,
Small Point Harbor and Cundy’s Harbor.
Return, leave Cundy’s Harbor at 6.00 a. m.
via above landings.
J. II. McDONALD, Man kger.
Tel. 46-3.
Office, 158 Commercial St
seplOdtf

RENEWAL.

Edward A., Spear, lilast Madison, $o,
CRIQINAL, WIDOWS, ETC.
Dorcas M. Richardson', Milton Planta-

tion, $8.

—

'■ 'herryfleld

EXCHANQS DISPATCHES.
Sid fm Shields Oct 1, steamer Fresbfleld, fdl
ortland.
Ar at London Oct 1, steamer Ellendale, Horn
1 ortland.
Notice

to

BURGLARS AT LIVERMORE FALLS
Livermore Falls, October 2 —The office
Mr. A. Record at the roundry was
mtirely wrecked, windows blown out and
-oof stove in but though they
smashed
Jie safe door they did not get Into the
if

vault.
The

Memoranda.

New York, Oct 1—The Board of Uuderwrltors

of

A. Barker was en;ered Monday night and one of his Iron
Mr. Barker’s stable
jrey spans stolen.
s remote from the house.
The harness of Mr, Ed Barker and silver geared carriage belonging to O. A.
Barker were also taken.

Porllan, Mt. Desert & Maciiias Siti)

CCOMMENCING
J
steamer

Friday,

April 20th.

Co

j

will, weather
leave
Portland
permitting,
and
at
11.00
fuosdays
Fridays
p. nr
For Rockland.
Bar Harbor and Machiasimrt and intermediae
landings.
Releave
turning
Macliiasport Mondays and
Thursdays at 4- a. in. for all landings, arriving
Portland 11.00 p. in.
GEO. F. EVANS.
Gen’i Mgr.

F. E.

Return —Leave Great Diamond ldaud,
a. III.. 12.30. 3.10. 4.36,7.15
in.
Return Leave Trefethen’s 6.20, 7.45. 9.20,
11.35 a. m., 12.35, 3.05, 4.40. 7.10 p. ra.
Return—Leave liver-green, 6.15, 7.40,9.15,
11.31 a. m.. 12.40. 3.00, 4.45, 7.05 p. ro.
For Ponce’s Landing. Long Island, 5.30,
8.20. 10.30 a. m., 2.00, 6 15 p. m.
Return—6.05, 9,05, 11.20 a. m., 2.50, 6.55 p. m.
p.

—

SUNDAY TIME TABLE.
For

Portland & Boothbay Steamboai Go.

j

Forest
ni., 12.15,

City Landing, 8.09, 9.00
2.15, 3.15, 5.00 p. m.
Cushing’s island, 9.00, 10.30 a. m.
12.15, 2.15, 3.15, 6.00 p in.
For Little and fire*t Diamond Island*,
Trefetheus and
Evergreen Landings,
Peaks Island, 8.00, 9.30, 10.30, a.m., 12.15, 2.00,
10,30

a.

For

4.20 p. in.
For Ponce’s Landing, Long Island,
8.00. 10.30 a. m., 2.00, 4.20 p. in.
t Runs direct to Diamond Covfe, stops at
landings on return,
Saturday only noon trip leave at 12.15 p. m.
instead of 12.
C. W. T. GODJNG, General Manager.

cclldtf_

DIVISION.

QbiUlUU H'l

juuaiuu

*»

Hil

DOMINION

UJ

a.

Montreal
Steamer.

to

From Quebec.
29, daylight. Sept. 29, 2 p. in.
C, daylight. Oct 6, 2 p. m.
to. daylight, direct
13, daylight direct.
20. daylight, Oct. 20, 2 p. in.

Boston to Liverpool via.
Steamer._
New

England,
RATES OF

Portland & Romford Falls Ry.

_

I

& SACO RIVER

IN

EFFECT,

LISCOMB, Sunt,
H. r.

JUNE

25,

1900

Bridgton, Harrison,
lon, We.S Seiiaso,

Norili
Soufli

BridgBiridg-

loii, Waterford and Sweden.
A. M. P. M.
Leave Portland mcrr.8.50
id >5
2.28
3.23
3.40

P. M
5.50

7.15
Bridgton Junction,
Arrive Bridgton,
8.10
Arrive Harrison,
8,37
J. A. Be>nett, Supt.
je22dtt
Leave

10.08
11.06
11.37

HER8EY, A gent.

NEW YORK DIRECT LINE,

Maine

FOR

—

Hattiai,

Easin

may tf

RAILROAD CO.

FOR

'1",
T5*
obao, Calais St. John, it8,
and all parts of New Brunswick, Nova Scotia,
Prince Edward Island and Cape Breton.
The
iavorite route to Campobello and St. Andrews,
N. B.
‘-simmer Arrangement.
On and alter Monday, May 14. steamers will
leave Railroad Wharf, Portland, on Monday,
Wednesday and Friday at 5 30 p. m. Returning leave St. John, Eastport and Lubec Mondays and Friday.
Through tickets Issued and baggage checked
to destination,
(gg'-Freight received up to 4.00
p.m.
For tickets and staterooms apply at the Pine
Ttrec Ticket Office, 270 Mid 1 e street, or for
other information at Company’s Office, Railroad
Wharf foot ot State street.

J. F.

BRIDGTON

mj

International Steamship Co.
—

_

a.

_j)y25dtf

sep'Odtf_

between Portland and Benus.

Oct. 10th, 10.30
PASSAGE.

Steerage—To Liverpool, Derry,
London,
Queenstown, Belfast and Glasgow. $23.50 to
$25.50, Steerage outfit furnished free.
Apply to T. P. McGOWAN, 420 Congress
street, J. B. KEATING room 4, First National Bank Building. CHARLES ASHTON. 047A
Congress street and Congress Square Hotel, or
DAVID TORRANCE & CO., Montreal.

SUNDAY TRAINS.

R. C. BRADFORD, Traffic Manager,
Portland, Maine.
E. L. LOVEJQY, Esperintendent,
Rumford Falla. Maine.
jel8 dfcf

Queenstowi.

From Boston.

First Cabin—$52.51 and up single.
R«1'ini—$114.00 and up, according to steamer
and accommodation.
Second Cabin—$35.00 an I upwards single.
Return—$60 50 ancl upwards,
according to
steamer.

For Rocnester and Way Stations, 6.20 p. m.
T. A.
D. J. FLANDERS, G. P.

8.30 A. M. and 32.50 noon; From Union suuiou
lor Poland. Mechanic Falls. Buckfield. Canton, Dixneid, tiumford Fads and Be inis.
8.50a. m. 12.50 noon and 6.15 p. in. From Union
Station for Mechanic Falls and intermediate
stations.
On Saturdays only, 5.15 p. m. train
runs to Kumtord Falls.

Liverpool.

♦These steamers do not carry passengers.

\V. N. & P. DiV.

E fleet .faue 25, 1909.
PF.PART'D IlKs

LINE.

From MoiUreal.

Dominion. Sept.
Cambroman, Oct.
Oct.
♦Ottoman,
Oct.
•Roman,
Vancouver, Ocr.

for Bid deford, lottery, Portsmouth, Neivliuryport, Salem,
Lynn, Boston, 2.00 a. m., 12,45 p. in., arrive
Boston 5.57 a. m., 4.00 p. m.
Leave Boston
for Portland, 9.00 a. m., 7.00, 9.45 p. m., arrive
12.10, 10.15 p. m., 12.40 midnight,
i—Daily.

cars

m.

m.

SUNDAY TRAINS.

In

p.

6.25.7.50.9.25.11.40

TRAINS.

G. P. & T. A.

Cornish, October 2.—Some time during
night burglars visited the store j
the J. F. Jameson
Co. and carried
of goods, 1
iway more- than fit) woi'th
STEAMER ENTERPRISE leaves East
nostly clothing, boots and sho9s,
They
at 7 a. m. Monday, Wednesday and
iffected an entrace through one of tha ! Boothbay
Friday for Portland, touching at So. Bristol.
vindows in tne postoffice, whlch^is in | If run island, Boothbay Harbor aud
Squirrel
( me coruer of the etore,
by
prying up l-iaiid.
Returning, leave Franklin Wharf, Portland,
| he lower sash, breaking the catch. They
it 7 a. m. Tuesday. Thursday and Saturday for
seemed to meddle with nothing in the
Squirrel i-lan-l. Bovthiiav Harbor.
post-office ani it is difficult to tell exactly ind. So. Bristol and East Bootlibay. Heroo isl1 iow much was taken.
ALFRED RACE. Manager.
;-.ug2dU
! Sunday

( >f

6.3

Island, 6 45, 800, 10.30 a,
in.

Return—7.05 8.15, 11.00, a. m., 2 45. 4.15,
6.40 p. m.
For Little and Great Diamond Isla ndg,
Trefetheus and Evergreen Landings,
Peaks Island, 5.30, +7.00 8.20, 10.30 a. m., 12.00
m., 2. CO, 4.15. 6.15. p. m.
Return— Leave Little Diamond Island,
6.30, 7.53, 9.30, 11.45 a. m., 12.26, 3.15, 4.30, 7.20 p.

1900.

Leave Union Station

BOOTHBY

aprlSdtf

in.

Kelurn —6.20, 7.20, 8.30, 9.30, 10.50, 1’.50 a. m.,

arrive Boston 4.20 p. m. Leave Boston for
Portland, 7.30, 9.00 a. in., 12.30, 7.(;0, 9.45 p. in.,
ar: ive Portland 11.45 a. m„ 12.05, 4.38,10.15 p,
m., 12.40 midnight.

Through
Uie

FRANK JONES

O.

OORNISH BURGLARS.

Mariners.

Norfolk, Oct 1—The keener of Hatteras inlet
ght station. NC, has notified the Lighthouse
j. oard that t.ie machinery operating the iight
b Beams nisabied Sept 27, making it impossible
t< > operate the signal. The light will be replaced
b V a new lens, to show flashing every ro seco ids. This work,
owever. cannot be completed
b jfore Oct 8. and until that date the lmhi will
si mw fixed red, instead of flashing red every 30
si scon Us.

stable

DANIELS, Gen. Mgr.

oct22dtf

l. 00, 2.35. 3.35, 5.15,
For Cushing’s
m. 2.15. 4.00. 6.15 p.

111.; Btcideford, Kittery,
Scivburyport,
Salem,
Li mm, Boston, 2.0o, 9.00 a. m., 32.45, 6.00 D. m.;
arrive B >ston 5.57 a m 12.30, 4.00; 9.00 p. m.;
Boston Express stopping at Old Orchard,
IClttery and Portsmouth only, 1.40 p. ni.,

a. m.

these steamers.

For Fowst City Landing, Peaks Island, 5.45, 6.45, 8.00, 9.00, 10.30, a. in., 12.00, 2.15,

For

octldlf_ISAIAH

on

Oct.

Maine

3.15. 5.00. 6.15 p.

sep24dtf

9.30

carried

Oct.

WEEK DAY TIME TABLE.
In Effect Oct. 1, *1900.

STEAMERS.

ORIGINAL.
Reed

Tunisian

Sept.

CASCO SHY STEAMBOAT CO.

HARPSWELL STEAMBOAT CO.

j loston.
Sobs Robert &
j Runs, llsiuug.

1

««

*•

Custom House Wharf, Portland, Me.

Station foot of Preble street.
Worcester, Clinton, Ayer. Nashna,
Windham, Bpplng, Manchester, Confor New York.
cord and Points North 7.34 a. m„ 12.33 p.
m.;
Arrived.
Ar at Glasgow Oct 2, steamer Tritonia, MonRochester, Sprlngvale, Alfred, Waterboro. Saco River, 7.3-4 a. ni., 12.33, 5.33 p. ill.;
Steamer Cumberland,AlleD, St John, NB, via treal.J
Passed Innishowen Hoad Oct 2, steamer CoGorham, Westbrook, Cumberland Mills
Eastport. for Boston.
Westbrook Jet., Woodfords, 7.33. 9.45 a.
Sch ltalph K Graut, Davis, Prospect Harbor rinthian, Montreal for Liverpool.
October 1.1900, steamer Aucocisco m., 12.33, 3.05, 5.33. 6.20
Beginning
p. IP.; Scarboro
or Boston.
win ie ive
Portland
Pier. Portland,
daily, Beach, Pine Point, Old Orchard, Saco,
Sch Lillian. Norwood. Tremont for Gloucester.
Sued y: except: d, at 2.30 p. m.. for Long Isl- Biddeford, 9.60 a. m.
MAINE
Trains arrive ar
PENSIONS.
Sell Annie F Kimball. Whittemore, Northeast
and, Gitile and Great Chebeaeue, Cliff Isl- P riland from Worcester,
1.05
p.
m.;
rlarbor for Gloucester.
October 2.—The following and, So. Harpswell. Bailey’s and Orr’s Island. Rochester 8.25 a. m., 1.05, 5.48 p. m.; GorWashington,
Sch Maud S. Seavey, Old York.
Retuin for Portland—Leave Orr’s Island,and
ham and Way Stations, 6.40, 8.25, 10.47 a. m..
pensions have been granted to Maihe peo- above
Sch Inez. Bunker. Manillas.
Arrive Portland,
landings, 7.00 a. m.
1.05, 4.15, 5.48 n. ni.
Sch Emma F Chase,
Red Beach for ple:
TUESDAY,

Numidian

Parisian
Sicilian

Mass.

Scarboro Beach,
Orchard,
Saco,
Biddeford;
liennebunk, North BerDover,
Exeter,
Haverhill,
wick,
Lawrence, Lowell, Boston, 12.55, 5 30
p. m.; arrive Boston-, 5.18. 9.42 p .m

Ry. Co,

Underwood Spring and Yarmouth at
6.15 a. m., half hourly till 10.45 p. m.
Leave Yarmouth 6.40 a. m. half hourly till 9.40
p. m. Leave Underwood Spring for Portland
30 minutes later.
Sundays for Underwood Spring and Yarmouth half hourly from 8.15 a. m. to 9.45 p. m.
Last car from Uuderwood Spriug at 9.10 p. m.

u

Sept 1 Corinthian

••

3i
8
15
22
29
5
13

Sept.
•*

Passage $10.00.
Eov.nu Trip
Meals and room included.
For freight or passage apply to F. P. WiNGk,
Agent, Central Wharf, Boston.
E. B. SAMPSON, Treasurer and
General
Manager.«»State SU F'ske Building, Boston.

Leave Union Station for
Pine
Old
Point,

UUIUU

Tunislau

is

From Central Wharf, Boston.. s p. m
From
Pine street Wharf. Philadelphia, at S p. m.
Insurance effected at office.
Freights for the West by the Penn. it. B. and
South forwarded by connecting lines.

WESTERN DIVISION.
Trains leave Union Station for Scarboro
Crossing, 10.00 a. m., 12.00 noon, 5.25, 6.20
p.
m.; Scarboro Beach. Pine Point, 7.00,
10.00 a. m.. 12.00 noon. 3-30, 5.25, 6.20. p.m.;
Old Orchard, 7.00. 8.45. 1O.00 a. HU, 12.00 noon,
l. 40, 3.30, 5.26, 6.05. 6.20. D, m.; Saco and
Biddeford, 7.00. 8.45. 10.00 iu in.. 12.00 1IOOU,
12.30, 3.30. 5.25, 6.20, p. in.; Kennebunk.
7.00 8.45, 10.00 a. 111.. 12.30, 3.39, 6.25, 6.05, 6.20 p.
m. ; Kcnuebnnkport, 7.00, 8.45. 10.00 a. m..
12.30.3.30, 6.05 p.m.; Welis Beach, 7.00, 3.45
a. m.. 3.80. 5.25 p. m.; North Berwick, itolllnsford, Somers worth, 7.00, 8.45 a. m.,
12.30, 3.30, 5.25 p. III. ; Rochester. Farmington, Alton Bay, Wolf boro, 8.45 a. in 12.30,
3.30 p. 111.; I.akeport,
Laconia, Weirs,
Plymouth, 8,45 a. m.. 12.30 p. m.; Manchester, Concord and Sori hern coiiuetlons,
7.00 a. m., 3.30 p. B.; Dover, Exeter, Haverhill, Lawrence, Lowell, 7.00, 8.45 a, nu,
12.30, 3.30, 6.05 p. in.; Boston, 74.30, 7.00, 8.45 a.
tl)., 12.30, 1.40, 3.30, 6.05 p. m.; Leave Boston
for Portland, 6.00, 8.00, 7.30, 8.30 a. 111., 1.15,
4.15, 6.00 p. 111.; arrive Portland, 10.07. 10.50
11.50 a. nu. 12.10. 6.00. 7.50, 9.30 p. in.

7

is
25
31
7
is
22
29
5
12

From Boston Tuesday, Thursday, Saturday.
From Philadelphia Monday, Wednesday
and Friday.

BOSTON & MAINE ft. ft.

Stations, 9.00
I’oit.inoiitii,

Corinthian
Parisian
Sicilian

••

TKI-WEEKLY SAILIAGS.

Mountains. 5.' 5 n. m.
GEO. F. EVANS, V. P. & O. M.
F. E, BOOTHBY, G. P. & T. A.

EASTERN

FI Aus.--

BOSTON m PHILADELPHIA

SUNDAY TRAINS.

7 20 a. m. Paper train for Bangor, Bach, and
for Rockland excepi|Ferry Transfer at Bath.
7.25 p. m. Paper train for Lewiston.
y.au a. in.
nor
nanyans anu intermediate
stations.
12.^5 p. m. For Brunswick, Lewiston, Bath,

SUNDAY

™
30
6
33
20
27

Quebec

ll Aug.
••

The
«taunch
and
elegant
steamers
DINGdEY” and
“GOV.
"BAY STATF”
leave
Franklin
alternately
Wharf Portland
and India Wharf. Boston, at 7.00 p »n -lallv
F
Hundavs excepted.
meet every
These steamers
demand of
modern steamship service in safety. so9ed
comfort and luxury of traveling.
Lowell
Through tickets for Providence,
Worcester, New York, etc., etc.
J. E. LI8GOMB. Gen. Manager
THOMAS M. BARTLETT. Agent.

8.50 a.m. For Bridgton. Fay"oan3, Burling
ton, Lancaster, St. Johnsbury. Sherbrooke
Quebec, Montreal, Chicago, St. Paul aud Mia
neapolls.
1.05 p.m. For Sebago Lake, Br dgton, Harrison, via rail aud Songo River, North Conway,
F’abyans, Lancaster, Colebrook, Lunenburg,
St. Johnsbury, Newport.
5.50 p. m. For SeDago Lake. Cornish. Bridgton, North Conway and Bartlett. F'abyans,
Lunenourg, St. Johnsbury, Montreal, Toronto
and Chicago*

3.15, 5-45

Aug

Montreal

ar27dtt

DIVISION.

Sept. 24,

2
S
16

land,

C.i5p. m. For Danville Juncton, Mechanic
Falls, Lewiston, ana on Saturda s to Rumford
FalD, Belgrade, Waterville aud Skowliegan.
11.00 p.m. Night Express for Brunswick,
Bate, Lewiston, Augusta, Waterville. Bangor,
Moosehead Lake, Aroostook County via Oldtown. Bar Harbor, Bucksport, Vanceboro, 8t
Stephen, St. Andrews, St. John and -rt]l Arnos
took County via Vanceboro, Halifax aud th(
Provinces. The Saturday night train uoes no
connect to Belfast. Dexter. Dover and Fox
crof, or beyond Bangor, excepting to Washing
ton County U. R. and Bar Harbor.
12.55 a. m., midnight.
Mt. Desert special foi
Brunswick, (connecting for Rockland;, Augusta, Waterville, Bangor, Greenville and Bai
Harbor.

On Effect

uiy

Cabin—$52.50 and upwards. A reduction of 5
per cent Is alloweu on return tickets.
Second Cabin—To Liverpool, l.ondon or
Londonderry—$35.1)0 to $45.00.
STKI5KA.OE—Liverpool. London. Glasgow,
Belfast, Londonderry or Queenstown, $23.50.
Prepaid certificates $24.
Children under 12 years, half fare. Ratos to
or from other points on application to
T. P. McGOWAN,
4*0 Congress St.,
Portland, Me.
Foreign Steamship Agency, Room 4.
First National Bank Building, Port-

Danville^ffo.,Rumford Falls.
Lends. Lewiston, Farmington. Carrabasset,
Range ley, Bingham, Waterville, Skowbogan.
1 00 p.m. F'or Freeport,Brunswick, Rockland,
H. a,
L.points, Augusta, Waterville. Skowlisgan, Belfast, Dover and Foxcrott, Greenville
Bangor, Oldtown and Mattawamkeag, aud t(
Bucksport Saturdays.
5.10 p. m. For Brunswick, Bath, Augusta
and Waterville aud to Skowliegan Saturdays

WHITE MOUNTAIN

Service.

RATES OF PASSAGE.

For

in.

20

No cattle

__jneaidtl

HALF PRICE THIS WEEK OSLY.
;gu"-

jNumiuiau

••

Augusta, Waterville, Bangor and Bar Harbor.
6.00 p. m. For Lewiston.
11.00 p. m. Ntgflt Express for all points.
HE NEVER FAILS.
12.65 a. m.
Mt. Desert special for Rockland
and Bar Harbor.
Bangor
To oause speedy and happy marriages
ARRIVALS IN PORTLAND.
with the one of your choice, reunites the
From Montreal.
Bartletl
Fabyans a. d
locates
absent friends
or
separated,
a.
and
8.25
Lewision
Mechanm.;
'buried treasures,
give you luck to win ic Falls,
a.
8.35
Waterville
and
in:
your biggest
wish; overcomes bad iuok Augusta, 8.43 a. m.; Rangoley, Farmington,
and
sorrow of all kinds, and it never Bemis.
Bangot, Augusta and Rockland, 12.02 p.
takes
him
but a very short time. In m.; Skowheean, Farmington and Lewiston,
fact, he guarantees everything he claims 12.15 p. m,; Beecher Falls,St. Jobnsbury.Bridg—and you pay nothing until you have ton, 12.15 P- in.; Express, Mattawamkeag, Bat
received value in full. Is this not hon- Harbor. Bangor, 1.20 d. m.; Waterville and
Lewiston, 3.23 p. in.: Skowbegan, Waterville,
est? Could anything be fairer?
Augusta and Rockland, 5.20 p. m., from Waterville daily; St. .John,
Bar Harbor, Aroostook
NO
MONEY
ACCEPTED
IN AD- County. Mooseliead Lake and Bangor, 5.30 p.
Rnmford
m.;
Falls,
Farmington.
Rangeley.
VANCE
Lewiston, 5.45 p. m.; Chicago, Montreal, Fabt
vans, No. Omiw-.v. Br dg on 7.4:>; Bar Harbor,
Nor do you pay a cent unless you are
Bangor and Rockland, i.25a. ni, dally; Haliperfectly satisfied.
fax. St. Joan, Bar Harbor. Bangor, 4.20 a. m
daily.
HAS NOT
THIS HONESTY UPON
Mindays—Lewiston 9.25 a. in., 5.38 p. m.:Bar
THE FACE OF IT?
Harbor, 12.25 n. m.; waterville,5.20 p. m.;Whita

PARLORS, 80

'iim

1

Falls, Augusta, Waterville. Newport, Bangor
Bucksport, Bar Harbor, Oldtown and Green

to 9 p. m.

BTEAMSHIPS.

"

ville.

Hours, 10 a. m.,
10 a. m., to 1 p. m.

LiverpooL

Aroostook County and for Houlton,Woodstock
St. Stephen, St. Andrews, St. John and llali
fax via Vanceboro.
12,35 p.m.
Express for Brunswick, Lisbor

Original

Lawrence

MONTREAL TO LIVERPOOL.
Calling at Moviile.

li>oo.

TRAINS LEAVE UNION STATION, RAII
WAY SQUARE AS FOLLOWS:

—

New York (Juotationt oi Stock* and Bonds

growing re.
selling at the ad-

Corn, car lots...
Corn, bag lots.
Meal.Jbag lots.

108
4%8.*
4s cons. mt2... .105

g63,19t>0.exten’sn.l01
Portland & Ogo’g g6s, 1900. 1st meg 100
Portland Water Co’s 4s. 1927
107

neie

markably small; very
Fresli beef steady;
Quinine 45 3480.
we quote sides 8,5 9Vs. backs at 7®7%; hinds
10311; fores 6% 36%c;rounds and flanks 8Vs
!umps and loins at 10,315c; loins 10^1 7,
ifttle 5e. Lambs quoted 9,310c; mutton 9c
Loosters—Boiled 14c, live 12c.

102
102
107
102
137
110
106
102
1C1
109

top 5 50: mixed and butchers 5 05(95 TO; good reet-ived a cablegram from Montevideo today
to choice heavy 5 00@5 60; rough .uid heavy at sai lug that the snip P N Blanchard ot
Boston,
4 86,u a 06; liglit at 6 10@5 60; hulk of sales Capt
Courtney, from Baltimore Ap il « for San
5 2()@6 50.
Fra cisco, bad been burned at sea and was a
Sheen—receipts 18,000 steady to weak ;choice total loss. Jler crew safe at Falkland Islands.
lambs steadv; others loc to 16c lower; good to Tne P N Blancbar was of wood and built at
choice wethers al3 90@4 20: fair to choice mix- Yarmouth, Me, in 1870. She registered J boa
ed 8 D:i3 86; Western slieep 3 00a4 13; Tex- tons. Her owners were Foster & Pray. The
as sheep at 2 50@3 60 ; native lambs at 4 25@
Blanchard w as last reported sailing from Stan6 36; Western 4 5o@5 10.
ley. Falkland Islands, Aug 13. after repairing
deck damage, which had caused her to put iu
there July 29.
Domestic Alarseti.
The two masted schooner Abigail Haynes,
(By Telegraph.*
built at Mt Desert In 1840, has been sold on priOct. 2. 1000.
vate terms to Captain \V 11 Wyman o: Chelsea.
NEW YORK—The Flour mantel—reoeims
The Haynes is one of the oldest coasters now in
36.902 bbls: exports 32,665 bbls: sales 7,86 0 existence
and attracts about as much attention
pongs; steady with moderate trade, closing un- as the historic
Polly.
se lied with ihe late break in Wheat
Flour—Winter pis 3 70®14 U0;winter straights
Domestic Porta.
3 60@3 66; Minnesota paients 4 lu,u,4 60; wi"tei extras 2 70®3 00: Minnesota bakers 2 8f<9
NEW YORK—Ar lit, sells E H Weaver, Wea3 35; do low grades 2 40® 2 70.
ver, Norfolk lor New Haven; Zaxiclieus SherRye steady; No 2 Western at Clc fob afloat: man, Tullock, New Haven for Norfolk.
State live 56®67e C I F New York.
Went into lower bay for harbor; schs Rlary
Wheat—receipts 1 7 ,276 push ; exports 1
Manning. Burr. Baltimore for Por sniouth;
279 bus; sales 2,860,0u0 buso futures. 120.000 Mary E Pennell, Frye, from a Nova Scotia port
bush exports: spot easy: No 2 Red 81% c fo for a Southern coast port.
b afloat; No i Red 31c in elev; No 1 Northern
Sid. schs G M Brainard. Portland; Jordan L
Duluth 86% f o o afloat.
Mott, Francis Good now and Thomas H LawCorn—receipts 226.200 bush: exports 409,750 lence, Boston; LA Plummer, Eddvvilie for do;
bush: sales 110,000 bush futures; 320.000 bush Kennebec, South Amboy for do;
Douglass
export; snot Arm; No 2 at 49c in elev, 4b3/s@ Haynes, do for Dover; Melissa Trask, Perth
49i/ac lob afloat.
Amboy for Rockland ; Mary A Randall, BaltiOats—receipts 101.800 bus 11: exports 65,d84 more for Salem; EH Weaver, Newport News
bush;sales—Pushsnoi; spot steadv; No at 25Va for New Haven.
Ar 2d, schs Seth M Todd, South Amboy for a
@25%c; No 3 at 26c; No 2 white" 27%@27% :
No 3 white at 26%@27c; track mixed Western Sound ..port; Seabird, Carteret for Itondout;
at 25@26V2C; tracK white Western 26ya@34c. Zampa, Machias; Rodney Parker. Somes Sound;
Reel steadv; family 10 60@aii.; mess at SO® Jeremiah Smith, Hallowed.
9 60.
Sid. steamers Oceanic, Liverpool; Kaiser
Lard firm: Western steamed at 7 75; Cct Wilhelin Der Grosse, Bremen via Cherbourg
closed 7 76 nominal: refined firm; continent at and Southampton; /evic, Liverpool.
7 90; 8 A 8 60: com ound 6%
BOSTON—Cld 1st, sells Rebecca J Moulton,
6%.
Fork firm; mess at 13 50@1400; famiiv at Cook, Hillsboro, NB; Charlotte W Miller. Illgbee, New York; Katherine D Perry, Garfield,
16i0J@l<> 60; shc-t, clear 14 00g;16 00.
Norfolk: Albert T Stearns, Cnase, Clark’s Gove;
cut meats steadv.
Helen W Marlin, Ross, Norfolk: Alice HolButter is barely steady; creameries at 17@
2 c; do factory I3%@16l/ac: June erm at 18a brook, Ellis, do; Lucy A Davis, McKowu, Phil21'»e; state dalrv 16%@21: do erm —.
adelphia.
Ar 2d, sell Mary Willey, Bangor.
BCheese firm; large white 11 %@i i %c: small
white ll%(@li8/8c; large clored at 1IV4; small
Sid. bkue Rachel Emery, Buenos Ayres, and
anchored in the channel; schs Lucy A Davis,
11%@11%).
BEggs steady; state and Fenn 18(5121:Western Philadelphia; John B Manning, coal uort; Sulliregular packing at mark 12 Vs® 18c; Western, van Sawin, Norfolk; Charlotto W Miller. New
less off 20c.
York; Agnes E Manson, Baltimore; Albert T
T urpentine firm.
Stearns, Clark’s Cove, and anchored In roads;
Rice linn.
tug Waltham, towing barge Sunbury, PhiladelMolasses steady.
phia for Portland.
Sid fm roads and channel, schs Stella B KapRosin steady.
Freights to Liverpool steady; cottom by stm lan, Baltimore; Joel F Sheppard, Philadelphia;
Charles W Church, coal port.
45@60: grain 4(L
g
1 etroleum easier.
BALTIMORE—Ar 1st, sch Jeanie Llppett,
sugar—raw Him; fair refining at 4%o; Cen- Lynch, New York.
5*6
test
Clu, schs Lydia M Peering, Dunton, Boston;
Molasses
at6c;
trifugal
sugar 4c: refined steady ;Ne 6 at 5.60; No;7 at 6.50; No 8 R D Bibber, Plnklmm, do.
No
9
lu
Sid, barque Bruce Hawkins, Galveston; sch
at 6.25; No 11 at
at.5.40C;
atJ6.30; No
o.25; No 12 at 6.20c, No 13 at 5.15; No 14 Ida Lawrence, Savannah.
Ar 2d, sell J Edward Drake, Bath.
;u
r>; standard A and Confetioners A 5.95;
BANGOR—Sid 2d, barge Darby, Philadelphia;
Mould A 6.4o; cut loafund crushed 6.53; powsells Mary T Quimby, do; J M Kennedy, Ellzadered 6.25; granulated 6.15; Cubes 6.30.
bethport: Agate, Boston.
CH IT
nrnitafini.
BEAUFORT—Put into Lookout Cove for harFiour uni'*
bor 1st, sch Lots V Cuaples, Medoro, Cuba for
" oeal—JNo 2
spring—c; No 3 do at 171%®)! New York.
777ic; No 2 Rod 7«V2@78c. corn—No 2 at 40
BOOT H BAY'— Sid 2d, schs Roger Drury,
<S|4.j V311 : No 2 yellow ai 40Va'S4(>MjC. Oats—
Newark; Eldorado. Port'and.
at 22s/a@3.4e; No 2 white l'6ffl2«c: No 3
BRUNSWICK, Ga—Ar 1st, sch Lyman M
white at 24-Wo.26 Vi: No 2 Rve at 51 Vie; good
feec i g oar ley —e ;?fair to choice malting &4@ Law, Blake, Bangor.
v>iu, suns uiaujs, c/uiauu,
luikj xueiuia,
68 •; :\ol Flaxseed at 1 BOViial 53*4 : No 1 N
Boston.
W Flaxseed at 1 55; prime Tin orhv seed 4 25 Coombs,
CALAIS—Ar 2d, tug Spriughill. towing barge
"‘40;
ess Pork at 12 8(X&12 85.
Lard at No
5, Parrsboro, and sailed for St John, NB.
7 22Vi <z7 25; short rihs sides at 8 10 c 8 30;
CAPE HENRY—Passed in 2d, sells Gen S E
tiry suite shoulders at|f*4@63/s; short clear Merwln and John E Randall,
Bath for Baltisides 8 60(«C8 70.
more.
*
Butter dull—creamery 18>g21c; dairies at 13
ELLSWORTH—Ar 2d, schs Sliarcn, Bar Har@18c.
bor: Caressa, Trenton.
Cheese steadv at 10V4®)ll%c.
HYANN1S—Ar Isr, schs James Rothwell,
Eggs firm—fresh 16.
Philadelphia for Newburyport; J W Llnueil,
Flour—receipts 25.00o hbls; wheat 258.000: for
Portland; G B Reynolds, for Gardiner.
bush; corn' 710.000 bush: oats 426.noo bush;
JACKSONVILLE—Cld 1st. sch Metliebesec,
rye 13.000 bush; barley 105.000 busn.
Paramaribo.
Perry,
Shipments— Flour ll.Ouo obis; wheal 143.000
LUBEC—Ar 30th, schs Senator Grimes and F
bush; corn 468,000 bush; oats 210.000 bush C Ives, New York.
rve 8000 busn; barley 79,000 bush.
MOBILE—Ar 1st, sch Clara A Phinuey, PliinDETROIT—Wheat Quoted 778/s cash White; ney Matanzas.
Red 7$3/sc; Oct 793/sc; Nov
NEW BEDFORD—Ar 1st, sch Joseph Eaton,
Dec 82c.
TOLEDO—Wheat steady—cash and October Jr, Greenlaw, Wareham. to load box hoards at
Eairliaven for New York.
80c; Dec 82Vic.
N KWBURYPORT—Ar 1st, sch mey May,
Cherryfield.
Cotton Uurkea.
NEW LONDON—Sid 1st, schs Hyena, New
York; Witch Hazel, Providence for da
(By Telegraph.)
Returned, sells Josie li Burt, Philadelphia for
Oct. 2
NEW YORK—The Cotton market to-aav was Providence, and Annie M Allen, do for Newdull; middlin uplands at 1078 ; do gulf llVsC: buryport.
Ar 2d, schs John Douglass. Kingston for Portsales 105 bales.
land: E'rank Learning, Philadelphia for Saco.
GAI.Y ESTON—The Cotton market closed
NEWPORT NEWS—Sid 1st, sch Elm Bity,
10c.
firm; middlings
Faulkenburg. Boston.
CHARLESTON—The Cotton market to-day
NORFOLK—Ar 1st, schs Yarmouth M Cook.
firm: middlings 10c.
Cook. Roekport; William H Bailey, Lane, New
MEMPHIS—The Cotton market to-day closed York; Edward Smith, Sear4, do; S C Tryon,
Barlow, do; Maggie M Keongh, Tilton, do.
steady; middlings 10*40.
Cld, schs Sagamore. Sanford. Providence;
NEW ORLEANS—The C)otton market closed Jotin
E Hallauav. Abbott, New York.
easier; middlings 10Vic.
Sid, sch Nathaniel TPalmer, Harding, Boston.
MOBILE—Cotton market firm; middlings
PERTH AMBOY-Ar 1st, schs Robert W.
luc.
Frankfort; Helen Augusta and Matrie J Alles,
SAVANNAH—The Cottou market closed New York.
Sid, sch Era B Douglass, Baltimore.
quiet; middlings 10 1-I6c.
PHILADELPHIA
Cld 1st. schs Edward
Stewart. Bangor; James D Dowell, Boston;
European Markets.
Grace Davis, Portland: Henry J Smith Bristol.
Ar 21, schs Sebago, St John, NB; Arthur Mc(By Telegraph.)
LIVERPOOL, Oct. 2, 1900.—The Cotton A; die, Bangor.
Marcus Hook—Passed down 1st, schs Wm L
market is steady-.spot 6Vid; sales 5000 bales.
Elkins, Philadelphia for St John, NB; Edward
Stewart, do for Bangor.
SAILING DAYS OP OCEAN STKAMERS
Reedy Island—Passed down 1st, schs Grace
Davis, Philadelphia for Portland; Sarah Wood,
FROM
POP.
* quitaine.New York.. Havre.Oct
4 do for Lauesvllle.
Passed down 2d, schs Wm Elkins. PhiladelFderGrosse .New York.. Bremen..Oct 4
for St John, NB; Luis G Babel, do lor
Sicilian.Montreal.
Liverpool.. .Oct 5 phia
Portland.
Cambromau
Montreal.. .Liverpool.. ..Oct 6
Delaware Breakwater—Ar 1st, sch Marian,
Ethiopia.New York. .Glasgow. ...Oct 6
Pennsylvania ..New York. Hamburg... Oct 6 Philadelphia lor Portlaud.
PORTSMOUTH. NH-Ar 1st. schs W D ManTartar Prince. New York. .Naples, &c...Oct 6
Mamtou.New York..London.Oct 6 gam, Bangor for Boston: Rushlight, Jonespcrt
fordo;
Mary Willey, Bangor; Emma F Angell,
New
York..
Campania
Liverpool....Oct 6
Rotterdam.... New York.. Rotterdam.. Oct 6 Philadelphia.
PROVIDENCE-Ar 1st, sch Job H Jackson,
Latin.New York. .Bremen.Oct 9
New York.New York- .Souihampt’n Oct 10 Philadelphia.
Sid, sch Orizon, Fisher’s Island.
Southwark.New York. .Antwerp. ..Oct 10
Sid 30th. sch Emma McAdam, New York.
Teutonic.New Y'ork. .Liverpool....Oct 11
ROCKLAND—Sid 2d, schs Ella Frances, New
Touratne.New York. .Havre.Oct 11
Aug Victoria- .New York.. Hamburg. ...Oct 11 York; Austin D Knight, Havana.
SALEM—Ar 2d, schs Audi ew Peters, Calais
Tunisian.Montreal. .Liverpool... Oct 12
for New York; Pochasset, Clark's Island for
..Oct 13
City of Rome. .New York. .Glasgow
State Nebraska New York. .Glasgow.Oct 13 do; Eliza S Potter, Philadelphia for Bangor.
SAN E'RANCISCO— Ar 24tli, ships Oriental.
Minneapolis....New Y'ork. .London.Oct 13
Parker. Bristol Bay; 25th. Bohemia. Whalman,
Maasdam
.New York. .Rotterdam...Oct 13 rl/%.
D P Pbanor
[nlincA.,
Trave .New Y'ork. .Bremen... ..Oct 13
Kenney, Anderson, Nusliagak.
Etruria.s\ew xora.. Liverpool.. ..uct 13
Sid
26tli,
Wakefield.
ship Cyrus
Feabody, —.
Pretoria.New York.. Hamburg... Oct 13
SAN JUAN, Ar ]4tli, sch l.avinla M Snow,
K M Theresa ..New York. .Bremen.Oct 16
Servia.New York. .Liverpoool..Oct 16 Norton. Philadelphia.
SAVANNAH—Ar 1st, ship Henry Villard,
Deutschland.
New York. .Hamburg ...Oct 16
St Paul.New York. *outham’tn..Oct 17 Quick. Philadelphia: sen Jennie Thomas,Young.
GermSni;
.New York.. Liverpool_Oct 17 Baltimore.
VINEYARD-HAVEN—Ar 2d, sch Abbie InWestermand .New York. .Antwerp ...Oct 17
Lorraine.New York. .Havre.Oct 18 galls. Barrington, RI, for St John, NB.
Passed, sebs George H Mills, Rockland for
New York; Bradford C French, Portland for
coal
port; Wm K Park and R F Pettigrew, do
MI a N 111) 11 ic almanai.OCT. 3.
for Philadelphia; tug Asher J Hudson, PortSunrisesT.. 5 43|1TI„.,„0(„ ( am. 5 46
wator
land, bound west.
Sun sets. 6 23 Ulgh
PM... 6 16

Steamship Go.

long Island Sound By Daylt^h.
3 TRIPS PER WEEK.
The steamships Horatio Hall and Man-*
batt»u
alternatively leave Franklin Wharf,
Portland, Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays
at 6 p. m. tor New York direct Returning, leave
Pier 38, E, R., Tuesdays. Thursdays and Saturdays at 5 p. m.
These steamers are superbly fitted and turnished for passenger travel and afford the most
between
onvenient and comfortatde route
Portland and New York.
J. F. LISCOMB. General Agent
oetidtl
THOS- M. BARTLETT, Agt

PEESS.
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ADVERTISEMENTS TODAY.

SEW

Eastman Bros. & Bancroft.
Ira. F. Clark 6: Co.

An

J. F. Libbv Cc.

Owen. Moore & Co.
Fran k M. Low & Co.
O. C. Eiweli.
Standard Clothing Co.
Clren Hooper’s Sons.
Geo. C. Shaw & Co.
Portion l S.ove Foundry Co.

for

Opportunity

Some Active Work.

Kii es Pros. Co.—2.
T. F. Foss & Sons.

Car.eton Furniture Co.
FINANCIAL.
Mercantile Trust Co.

The

City Slay

Soothing Syrup.

been used over Fifty Tears oy millions of
Teething,
mothers for their childreu while
It soothes the child,
success.
with
Has

Gold

Storage

the

gums,
regulates the

allays Pain,
bowels, and

cures

__

Political

Issue.

perfect

softens

a

Suits, Furs, Sorosis Shoes, Miflia
nery, Ladies’ Cloaks, misses’
Jackets, Infants’ Cloaks, Capes,

Wind

is the best
Colic,
emedy for Diarrhoea whether arising from
teething or other causes. For sale by DrugBe sure at d
gists in every part of the world.
ask for Airs. Winslow’s Soothing Syrup, 25 cts
a bottle.

Plan Outlined in Press
as a

__

Adopted

National Issue.

CASTORIA

signature of Chas. H. Fletcher.
more than thirty years, and

Bears the
In

use

for

The Kind

You Have Always Bought.
CASTORIA

Bears the
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signature of Chas. H. Fletcher.

for

than thirty years, and
You Have Always Bought.

more

The Kind

CASTORIA
Bears the
In

signature of Chas. H. Fletcher.

use for more than thirty years, and
The Kind You Have Always Bought.

PUT YOUR WANTS in the
that goes into the
greatest number of PortThe DAILY
land homes.
newshome
the
is
PRESS
cents
25
this
of
city.
paper
a week for 40 words.
paper

BRIEF JOTTINGS.
Members of the Cumberland bar were
the city yesterday
about
circulating
largely signed petitions for the retention
Clarence L, Buckof Deputy Sheriffs
and Melville W. Trenam of Yarmouth

Waists and Skirts.

It Is about time that Portland people
woke up to the tact that a greqt opportunity for the building up of Portland
and for filling our harbor with big steamships all the year around is at hand and
only requires active work and enterprise
to bring about the one thirg which this
city has been dreaming about for years.
The PRESS is informed from men who
are In a position to know what is going
on in railroad circles, that it is a “toss
up” with the Canadian Pacific railroad
whether Portland or Poston will be made
its fvntrennt
for the irreat Northwest.
The Boston and Maine railroad with all

To the Ladies of Portland and
and to all Visitors who

formal

Ml

to attend

our

Opening Display and Sale,

uispiay in Cloaks, Suits, Furs and Millinery will far exceed any
previous year.
The Millinery Department will offer for sale over one hundred New
York trimmed Hats, no two alike, ranging in prices from $3.75 to 20.00.'
In the Department adjoining this will be found the New Department for
the exclusive sale of ‘Sorosis” Shoes, stocked with ail the new fall shapes in
tills world renowned shoe.
We shall also be prepared to take special orders at our opening, for
Suits or Cloaks to be made in our Custom Ladies’ Tailoring Department, or
made by Men Tailors in New York.
All who can do so please call in the forenoon as wre can give much
better attention to each customer.

Mia

In the Britlsh-Canadian trade
not modern and that the government
has
not insisted on having this equipment as up to date as is to be found on
the ships engaged in the British "Australian trade. B[e points out the fact that
the Tasmania apple grqwers,for example,
are able by modern cold storage equipment of the ships engaged in the British
trade to send their fruit to London a
of seventeen thousand miles,
distance
crossing the equator and going through
the Bed Sea, one of the hottest voyages
in the world and after all landing their
in better
fruit in the London markets
condition than Canadan
fruits
which
comes a much less distance. This is because of the sup rior cold storage equipment of the Australian ships.
As long ago as last June the PRESS
fully outlined the giant cold storage
scheme. It may be that Sir Charles Tupper has been reading the PRESS and has
obtained some of his ideas of cold storfrom the artioles and interviews
age
which have been published in this paper
from time to time.
At any rate he has
followed the lines there laid down very
closely. He advocates government protec
tion and subsidy for the cold storage
system, stating that branch stations for
of produce and fruit
the
conservat ion
should be established all over the Dominion and
connected with the shippingpoints with cold storage trains. He shows
that eggs laid in Manitoba and chickens
killed thousands of miles from the market in hot weather
may be transported
to the London
consumers in the best of
condition and to the manifest advantage
of the producers.

engaged

WERE

SEAL SKIN AND

are

plan
might have done. Because of the govern- impossible for a similar cold storage sysment's
neglect of this industry Sir tem to be built up in Maine. Our own
Charles Tupper charges that the farmers Maine products are just as good as those
Hampshire,
Vermont, llhode Island, of the Dominion
have
suffered.
He of Canada
Our own farmers now living
Connecticut, New York and Pennsylva- promises that if the Conservative Liber- miles from the markets could raise and
nia, expecting to x-eturn to ^Portland als are placed in power that their policy ship poultry, fruits and vegetables of all
about October 25.
will be to give
this
cold storage plan kinds for markets of the Old World as
Mrs. George Pierce Champlin and Miss such material aid that it will be a boon well as the farmers of Canada.
A cold
M. E. Fits: of Boston have been the guest to the producers of the entire Northwest.
storage system in Maine would be a feedof Mrs Lyman Cousens of Deering street, He calls attention to the fact that the er to the plant which is to be erected here
the past week.
cold storage equipment of the steamers as a terminal for the Canadian system
convention
which meets at Keene.
They are to attend in quick succession
\Y. C. T. U. conventions of New
the

cordial invitation

mir

This cold storage company which is to
locate in Portland, has the promise of
government assistance from the party
now in power in Canada and its project
In a
Cambridge, Monday.
PRESS last summer
of a giant cold is fas t assuming tangible shape.
Miss Anna P. Goodrich is visiting her
storage system has been taken up in Can- few months this city will see a big cold
aunt Mrs. T, G.(Senter of Avon street.
ada as a political issue.
The opposition storage plant built on modern plans and
Mrs.Garfield of Boston is spending the party called the Conservative Liberals, handling thousands of dollars worth of
week with her daughter,Mrs. John Berry headed by Sir Charles Tupper, are mak- poultry, fruit, vegetables and other proNorthwest
at the Dangham.
ing a light along this line. They are ap- duce grown in the far away
Mrs, Joseph Meredith of Calais Is at pealing to the farmers of Canada and and intended for the British and ContiSir Charlos Tupper's
Mrs. Colbys, 99 High street.
holding out to them the advantages nental markets.
Mrs J.W.Dyer who has been the guest which
would be afforded them by a advocacy of this scheme only shows how
of her cousin, Mrs. F. A. Allen, at Cape national
cold
storage scheme. Sir Important it is regarded by the Canadian
Porpoise, is at the Columbia where she is Charles Tupper tells his constituents in people and proves that the Canadian
of
to spend the winter.
a long article
encouraging
published in Saturday's government’s policy
Yesterday Mrs.D.M N. Stevens and Miss issue of the Montreal
Gazette that the such industries is favorably regarded by
Anna A,Gordon went to New Hampshire party in power has not done as much the people of the Dom inlcn.
to attend the New Hampshire W. C. T. to
aid
thi6 cold storage scheme as it
In line with this
it would not be
U.

a

we

WEDNESDAY and THURSDAY.

officials look upon
Canadian Pacific
Portland favorably. They see that there
is an opportunity here for the development of a great trans-Atlantic business.
There are many miles of water front
about the harbor proper and along the
shores of Casco Bay within easy reach of

ouwu

in town attend-

Cextend

its influence and power is endeavoring
to secure this big business for Bostcn
It Is In Boson that the Boston and
Maine's largest stockholders are interested in real estate and in other ways and
naturally they are throwing their strength
for that city. But for all of this the

are available for docks
Portland by Sheriff- the city which
of South
fethen
and warehouses and this property is not
elect Pearson, Mr, Pearson has declared
almost prohibitive figure at
of the press that his held at the
to representatives
it is valued in Boston.
which
clean
a
make
would
administration
It is a fact well known tfeat at one time
sweep in the office.
the Canadian Pacific railroad, that great
During the month of September the
trunk line which with the Grand Trunk
Portland police made 21S arrests for the
stretches out through the Northwest, was
drunkAssault, 9;
following offences:
Even
on the point of coming to this city.
enness, 155; indecent exposure, 1; insaniplans for docks had been drawn and
ty, 6; laiceny, 19; suspicion of larceny,
property for this road had been honded,
2; loud noise, 1; loitering about the
The connecting link was to be the Portsidestreet, 1; nuisance, 4; obstructing
At a
land and Ogdensburg railroad.
walk, 1; resisting officer, 1; runaway, 4; cri tical
period in these negotiations the
truancy, 3; vagrancy, 9; selling liquor to
and
Canadian government stepped in
minor,1; escaped prisoner, 1.
threatened to withdraw its subsidies from
a special meeting of
There will be
oomv
UUO
the
Congress Square Union in the
coming to Portland was attempted. So
nnnlAW
rPhriUClloT1 of. H T»
TYi
the project was dropped but even to this
In the United States district court yesday. so the PRESS is informed by a genwas
in
terday a
bankruptcy
petition
tleman in Montreal in close touch with
filed by John W. Heed of Tremont.
the railroad interests, the Canadian PaAbout 8 o’clock
yesterday morning
cific people are looking with longing eyes
a young lady bound for her place of emtowards Portland.
ployment on Commercial street, was ridThe swinging of the Canadian Pacific
on
hill
a
street
South
bicycle,
ing down
business to Portland would be the makteam
of
when she ran into the grocery
ing of this city. That this city has a
J. W. Hadlook and was thrown violentfuture before it Is acknowledged by
re- great
She
was
sidewalk.
brick
to
the
ly
all who have been here. In late years
of
P.
J.
house
the
to
moved
Quincannon
the Grand Trunk railroad by its progreswhere she soon regained consciousness.
sive American
management has done
The bicycle was badly damaged.
much towards turning the eyes of the
The Galveston relief fund which is beCanadian people to this city. They have
ing taken at the board of trade rooms seen the Grand Trunk business constantat
the
will close
regular
Thursday
the establishment of
a
The subscriptions ly Increasing,
monthly meeting.
summer line of steamships which are beabout §925 and it is
have now reached
ginning to pay well and in the winter
hoped to make it an even §1000. All time the
capacity of the Grand Trunx
contributed
not
have
those who
already
taxed to Its utmost. All of this has
and who desire to do so, are requested
come about in a very few years and has
to bring in their subscriptions today.
been the result of the shrewd foresight of
The board of registration will resume
one man, General Manager Hays of the
for the revision of voting
Its session
Grand Trunk. He has seen the possibillists preparatory to the November elecities of Portland and has done all In his
tion, on October 23
to develop its business and to adA case of diphtheria at No. 114 Cum- power
vertise its natural advantages. This has
berland street, has been reported to the
been done by him, not because he has
board of health,
any personal interest In the development
Monday
night the aldermen drew
of Portland, but because he sees here the
Latham True, Hezekiah S. Koberts and
very facilities for which Canada has long
Charles B. Hall as traverse jurors at"the
been looking.
term.
was
October Supreme
Yesterday
The Canadian Paeifio railroad has made
return day in the Probate court with the
it public that it is not well pleased with
usual quantity of routine business
Workmen are engaged
putting in a its Inter-Colonial connections and desires
steel ceiiiug in the dining room at fcswett’s a change. The Boston and Maine railroad, quick to see the opportunity, has
hotel.
The American Clothing company will come forward ana urged upon the Canatheir store at 263 Middle street, dian Pacifle the advantages of Boston. In
open
spite of this the Canadian Pacific people
on Saturday, October 6,
The call men of the fire department are much impressed with the advantages of
Portland and it now only remains for the
Will be paid Thursday.
wide awake business men of this city to
take the matter in hand and by their inPERSONALS.
fluence bring about the selection of Portland as the entrepot for the great NorthMr. and Mrs. Charles F, Flagg came
west.
up from Diamond Island yesterday and
COLD STORAGE AN I SSUE.
have opened their house on Emery street.
Mrs (Sarah Hooper, who has spent the
In connection with this idea it may be
summer with Kev. and Mrs-John Carinteresting to the people of Portland
roll Perkins, returned to her home in to learn that the project outlined in the

are

^

Vicinity

ing the Great Musical Festival of Maine,

of

u

Bros.

Rines

Pacific Terminal.

New Wants, For Sale, To Let, Lost, Found
and similar advertisements will be found on
page 0 under appropriate Deads.

Sirs. Winslow’s

Secure the Canadian

PERSIAN LAMB GARMENTS.

Violet and
Lavender

YOU m

We beg to remind intending purchasers of the excellent
facilities we possess for the manufacturing of fine Fur Coats.
Buying skins in selected lots, and making them directly

TODAY ?

the premises in a well equipped workroom and made by
thoroughly skilled workpeople, insures results that have
proved so satisfactory in the past.
With expenses considerably lower than the larger cities
afford, a personal interest in every transaction, and ever
ready to give satisfactory results, these are many induceon

WATERS.
catchpenny, worthless imitations,
goods that aie not to be
found outside the drug trade,- at prices
While reading the
you will wonder at.
list and prices, think of the people you
can make happy with these goods about
Christmas time.
But you must buy

Not

but reliable

Regular
Water, 2
Violet Water, 4
Violet Water, 8
Florida Water,
Violet

Wo are also
Barnardo &

Price.
oz.,

25c

17c

oz.,

50c

33c

S5c

57c

50c size,

25c

oz

PARLOR
on

“TO BUY OF THE MAKER.”
Notwithstanding the great advance in the price of Seal
Skins, we are making Jackets to order from $250.00 to
$300.00.

at 23

cents

the ounce.

Schlotterbeck & Foss Co.,

L. H.

SCHLOSBERC,

In connection LADIES’

CUSTOM TAILORING,
oct3d4t lOthp

A TALE IN

TWO

PARTS, LADIES’

TAILORING

First—Trousering

fabrics

of

standard make and quality and
tailored in princely fashion.
A
lot of fifty styles from $7 to $12.

Second— Nobby Suitings,

Crit-

Al.

Prescription Druggists.

are,

and

they

cannot last

long.

Then there is

one

at

Which is of good value.

SPECIAL:

MAN-TAILORED,
Silk lined

detail carefully studied.
Their
chief point lies in the price,
$25
to

Didn’t know

up there? Well they
at sue It low prices

wero

DEPT.

My full line for Fall is now
complete. I invite inspection.

every

OOtld3t

TABLES

BETTER SEE THAT $5 ONE,

Cor. Free and Cross Sts.

ical authorities class them
Fitted and finished
with

Established 1866.

that lot o£

the third floor?

they

all our 40 and 50 cent

selling
Co., perfumes

see

ments

them this week.
Sale
Price.

Dl«l you

throughout,

FURNITURE OIL

$50.00.

$40.

BARLETOS

Fully guaranteed.
ana

wouia mase some

oi

the

farms of this state of greater value than
they are at present. Those who know say
that by means of this cold storage system
the farmers of Maine may avail themselves of the market prices of the old
tarn out. a comfortable inworld and
come from farms which
have been abandoned as worthless. At any rate the people of Maine will do well to watch the
Canadian
system of encouraging such
Industries by granting them government
concessions while

they

I

ill-paying

are in an

infant

state.
It is no small compliment which has
be3n paid to the promoters of the cald
storage scheme which the PRESS so long
ago made public to have it adopted as
the keynote of the political warfare now
in progress in Canada

W.

CARD, W. L. CARD,
Tail©r-I>i'a
48

For years the name of Atkinson has
been the symbol of low prices and excep| tional values in furniture and household

F R££

STREET.

the greater part of this
timg Mr. D, Carleton has been the power
that has
pushed this business against
the strongest competition to its present
solid

position among the successful fur-

niture

stores of Maine
It is therefore a
pleasure to note that Mr. Carleton has
now become
principal owner of the
Atkinson concern, which will hereafter
bear the name of the D. Carleton FurniCo. To emphasize this change and
show that the progressive policy of the
Arm will
be continued, Mr. Carleton
has prepared a list of bargains in
every
department that will be a surprise to all
who visit the store.
ture

10 Free Street.

oct2(!3i ]p

During

goods.

to

THE CARLETON FURNITURE CO.

L.

Portland,
received this

season

and

rant us in

1,

for

our

1900.

|j
§1
is

Blanket

Refinishiug

war-

atten-

tion to
works.
Our process is correct ar.d leaves
them with the tine
fluffy finish of

blankets.

Yours

Orders

have

we

calling j'our special
this department of our

new

The
Dentist

Oct.

DEAR MADAM:—
The many compliments

Cleansing

What

Respectfully,

FOSTER’S DYE HOUSE.

supplied

Pharmacy,

at

Hay's

Middle St

Tooth Brushes, Quill
3 sizes, Dental Floss, 10,
15, 25c. Dental Floss, (Pocket) 10c.
Hay’s Orris Tooth Powder, 15 and
25c.
(Antiseptic)

Prophylactic

Toothpicks,

Sanitol
Sticks.

Preparations, Orange Wood

H. H, HAY & SON,
Middle St.

